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American Studies
From Left to Right: Scott H.
Tang, Joan Hedrick,
Christopher Hager, Nancy Rossi
(administrative assistant), and
Louis P. Masur

NEAREST RECRUITING STATION

Since 1974, when the major was first introduced
at Trinity, alumni with a degree in American
Studies have pursued a wide range of
postgraduate endeavors. Having mastered the
discipline required to think, read, and write
critically, these graduates pursue a range of
careers from law and publishing to business,
teaching, and community organizing.
Trinity's American Studies Program derives its
excellence from its faculty of distinguished
professors, many of whom enjoy national
reputations and all of whom are active scholars.
Involved and spirited, they bring to their teaching
extensive current knowledge and the valuable
historical perspective that come with years of
study in a field. At the same time, they are
enthusiastic teachers who enjoy working with
undergraduates, encouraging them and providing
direction for their study and research.
The core faculty include Director Louis Masur,
Kenan Professor of American Institutions and
Values, who has published on topics as diverse as
capital punishment, the events of a single year,
and the first World Series. Dana Professor of

History Joan Hedrick won the 1995 Pulitzer
Prize in Biography for her book Harriet
Beecher Stowe: A Life. Smith Professor of
Literature Paul Lauter is a former president of
the American Studies Association and the
author of many works, including the most
comprehensive multicultural anthology of
American literature ever published. Professor
Eugene Leach is a founder of the American
Studies Program at Trinity College and
specializes in United States history in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
Professor Cheryl Greenberg has published
works on African-American and modern
American history, Associate Professor Margo
Perkins has written about the AfricanAmerican autobiographical, activist tradition,
and Associate Professor Robert Corber has
written about homosexuality and cold war
America.
Assistant Professor Scott Tang
works on race, ethnicity, and urban history in
twentieth-century America.

-The American Studies Homepage

Despite the impact of the American idea upon the world, the 'American' ... has not
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(fortunately for the United States) been finally defined. This struggle between
Americans as to what the American is to be is part of the democratic process through
which the nation works to achieve itself. Out of this conflict, the ideal American
character -- a type truly great enough to possess the greatness of the land, a delicately
poised unity of divergences-- is slowly being born." --Ralph Ellison

Sample Courses
·American Identities
·America in the World: Perspective
on 9/11
·Black Politics In Urban America
·Presley, Dylan, Springsteen, and the
Poetics of Rock and Roll
·From Civil Rights to Black Power
·Exploring Asian American
Experiences
·The Trouble With Normal
·The Culture of Cold War America
·Interpreting the American Dream
·Scribbling Women

Jane Nadel-Klein and
James Trostle (chair). Not
Pictured: Beth Notar and
Frederick Errington

'Anthropology demands the openmindedness with which one
must look and listen, record in
astonishment and wonder that
which one would not have been able
to guess. " -Margaret Mead

The purpose of anthropology is to
make the world safe for
human differences.
-Ruth Benedict

Sample Courses
·The Meanings of Money
·Medical Anthropology
·Anthropology of the Body
·Native North American
Cultures
·Identities in Britain and Ireland
·Peoples of Sub-Saharan Africa
·Women in East Asian
·Culture, Ecology, and
Environment
·Anthropology of Food

Anthropology
The first interdisciplinary discipline... It
synthesizes the disciplines of a liberal arts
education and applies them to the real world.
Anthropology is not just done in the jungle. As
different ethnic groups come together and break
apart -- from Los Angeles to Bosnia -anthropologists strive to understand cultural
difference and social change. Why do people care
about their heritages? Why do they fight for the
right to practice their religions? How are cultural
traditions
invented,
maintained,
and
transformed?
These
are
anthropological
questions which demand understanding of the
cultural landscapes that, as humans, we create
and inhabit.
In many ways, it is a great time to study
anthropology at Trinity and to be working in the
field. The pressures of change all around the
globe pose new and challenging questions about
how societies will deal with themselves and with
other societies. The colonial and post-colonial
worlds have opened windows into cultures with
values different from our own, values we must
interpret in their appropriate contexts in order to
coexist with mutual respect and benefit. The
implications of everything from interpersonal
relationships to geopolitical restructuring
demand cross-cultural understanding, and to
provide that understanding, Anthropology is
moving to a central position among the social

sciences. The anthropologist, far from a "raider
of the lost ark" -- a latter-day Indiana Jones -seeks answers to questions that are compellingly
relevant in the contemporary world. The
problems we face as human beings in our
perplexing modern times demand a way of
thinking that faces complexity head-on. How, for
example, are we to evaluate the effects on
indigenous peoples when their rain forests are
clear-cut in the name of what third-world
governments describe as necessary economic
development? What do we say if the indigenous
peoples themselves want this development to
occur? And, how can we be sure that
development means the same thing to them as it
does to us? The world is characterized by a
complicated mix of positions and interests that
have to be unraveled and understood in a manner
that takes complete social and cultural
environments
into
consideration.
The
anthropologist in today's world is, in a very real
sense, a human ecologist, and the opportunity for
intellectual challenge and practical involvement
has never been greater. As a student at Trinity
facing current issues in anthropology, you will be
acquiring a set of skills, a way of viewing the
world, and a level of understanding that will be
assets in any career path you choose.

The Anthropology Homepage
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"Paradoxically though it may seem, it
is none the less
true that life imitates art far more
than art imitates life."
-Oscar Wilde

~istory

==---T-rinity's Fine Arts Department takes great pride in its
Pr<9
1d
rightfully so. While it is small enough to offer students individual attention, it is also
worldly enough to endow them with a breadth of knowledge essential to a career in
art history or related fields -- and the depth of curiosity, sense of purpose, and
clarity of thought requisite to success in any endeavor.
Trinity's Art History faculty is one of many outstanding strengths. Department
Chairman Michael FitzGerald, for example, publishes and lectures widely on 20thcentury art, and his teaching encompasses the history of photography and film as
well as specialized courses in the art market. Senior department member Michael
Mahoney, who is pursuing research on the 17th-century painter Salvator Rosa,
offers expertise in Baroque and Asian art. Alden Gordon specializes in 18th- and
19th-century European art and architecture, with a particular interest in the art
patronage of the old regime in France. Kathleen Curran, whose research focuses on
19th-century German architecture, shares with students her knowledge of 19th- and
20th-century architecture and American decorative art. Jean Cadogan applies her
expertise as a museum curator and scholar to teaching Medieval and Renaissance
art, in addition to museum studies.
Courses in many other disciplines of special interest to Art History Majors -History, Italian Studies, and Religion, to name a few, as well as closely related
topics, such as Classics, American Studies, and International Studies, are also
offered as part of the Art History curriculum. Additionally, professionals from
nearby museums -- such as the curators of American Art, and European Painting
and Sculpture at the Wadsworth Atheneum, and the Director of The Mark Twain
House-- teach courses in Art History at Trinity.

-The Art History Homepage
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Sample Courses

·Introduction to the History of Art in
the West
·The Arts of Japan
·Medieval Art and Architecture
·High Renaissance Art in Italy
·El Greco to Goya
·Written in Stone
·The Sublime Picturesque and the
Romantic
·The Arts of America
·History of Photography
·Contemporary Chinese Art
·Bernini and Borromini
j

Bi lo ists look at the marvels of the living natural world; they study LIFE. What we encounter in biology are the
1 uing consequences of events that began billions of years ago, yielding simple living forms capable of faithfully
re o ucing them elves. From this genesis evolved the many forms of life we recognize today.
Though we know much in biology we are learning even more at a breathtaking rate. Biology is the most fast-paced science
of our time. Fundamental, history-making advances have been made in biology in just the last 30 years. For instance,
biologists studying bacteria and viruses discovered that DNA is the genetic material. This major discovery led to the
establi hment of the field of molecular biology, whose implications for the future are still unfolding.
Scientists are continuing to find through research how this molecule, DNA, affects genetic inheritance, physiology, and
evolution. As research proceeds, new businesses in biotechnology, based on DNA engineering, are being developed. The
prospects for future biologists are wide-ranging; there is so much yet to learn.
Despite their enormous diversity, there are fundamental properties common to all organisms that provide a foundation of
knowledge upon which we build.
Cells the basic unit of life, consist of nearly the same kinds of structures and molecules in all living forms, and the chemical
reactions within them are similar. All cells possess a complex mechanism for replicating themselves, and in the same way
whole organisms reproduce themselves.
Multicellular organisms grow as the numbers of their cells increase, and cells in certain positions are altered to produce
different structures. Each structure performs a particular specialized function necessary for survival. The superficial
variations among living forms come into clear focus when the basic functioning of their bodies, organs, and cells is the
center of inquiry. Thus, biology's subdisciplines, which examine basic functions, provide the field with its overarching
organisms to solve common problems of their existence. The results of such study have application for the fields of
medicine, agriculture, and the environment.

-The Biology Homepage
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Seated: Kent Dunlap, Lisa Foster and Robert Fleming
Standing: Kathleen Archer Daniel Blackburn, Mr Vicente Salvador,

Michael O'Donnell and Hebe Guardiola-Diaz

Sample Courses
·Microbes and Society
·Plants and People
·Winter Ecology
·Genes, Clones, and Biotechnology
·Urban Wildlife Ecology
·Scanning Electron Microscopy
-Invertebrate Zoology
·Evolutionary Thought
·Ecology
·General Endocrinology
·Avian Ecology and Conservation
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Standing: Rich Prigoditch, Tom Mitzel
Janet Morrison, Tim Curran, Ed
Fitzgerald, Ralph Moyer and Maria Parr
Sitting: Henry DePhillips, Bill Church and
David Henderson

Chemi stry &
Bio chemistry

\The Chemistry Department offers Chemistry
and
Biochemistry
degrees,
which
are
interdisciplinary in nature and deal with the
composition, properties, and interactions of
substances. They employ techniques from
mathematics and physics and have applications
in all of the sciences and engineering. The
Chemistry degree is typically viewed as having
five major areas: analytical, biological, inorganic,
organic, and physical. The chemistry major at
Trinity is structured to provide a balanced
presentation of these areas. The Biochemistry
degree is also structured to focus on learning in
these areas but also emphasizes the biological
sciences and biological chemistry.

A major in chemistry or biochemistry can lead to
a variety of careers besides research. These
include the health professions, teaching, law,
business, and management. A major in one of
these fields is also an excellent preparation for a
number of interdisciplinary areas including
pharmacology, material science, nutrition and
food
chemistry, neuroscience,
toxicology,
forensic science, and art conservation.

-The Chemistry Homepage
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Trinity Chemical Society
President: Katharine Spencer
Vice President: Emmy Handy
Treasurer: Kwame Frimpong
Secretary: Nicole Benjamin

S AMPLE COURSES
· Enviornmental Chemistry
·Science in Art
·Introduction to Textile Science
·Food Chemistry: Let's Eat!
·Origins of Life
·Principles of Inorganic Chemistry
·Physical Biochemistry
·Organometallic Chern
·Environmental Toxicology
·Introduction to Forensic Chemistry
·Analytical Chemistry
·Physical Chemistry II

Standing: Michael Anderson, Peter

Mazur and Michael Mordine
Sitting: Martha Risser (department
chair) and Rosalie Angelo
(administrative assistant)

Classics
I would make them all learn English:
and then I would let the clever ones
learn Latin as an honour, and Greek as
a treat.
- Sir Winston Churchill

SAMPLE COURSES

At Trinity, the Classics are studied for one simple
reason: the cultures of ancient Greece and Rome
represent a continuum of which we - and our
civilization - are a part. Together they form the
axis of the humanities. Trinity's Classics
Department - one of the College's oldest - offers
the kind of comprehensive study of classical
languages, literature, philosophy, art, and history
that ordinarily is found only at much larger
universities, while at the same time providing the
individualized attention that is available only at a
smaller school.
Recently introduced courses in archaeology add
a powerful new dimension to the Department,
and because the study of classics intersects the
academic areas of philosophy, history, political

·Elementary Greek I
·Friendship in the Ancient World
·Roman Historiography
·Homer
The City of Jerusalem
·Age of Augustus
·Greek and Roman Sculpture
·Etruscan Art and Archaeology
·Drinking and Dining in Antiquity
·Spectacles of Power in the Age of Nero
·Thucydides
·Greek Tragedy
-Journeys and Identities from Gilgames
to Candide
·Jews Among the Greek and Romans
·Sex and Sexualities in Ancient Greece
and Rome

science, economics, sociology, literature, and art,
Classics majors enjoy a broad and stimulating
exposure to the liberal arts, which prepares them
well for life after college. Classics majors are
encouraged to explore widely in other subject
areas, just as students from other disciplines are
encouraged to read Classics. And just what do
Classics majors do after graduating from Trinity?
A survey of alumni from the last 10 years
indicates that they are successfully engaged in
law, medicine, publishing, education at both the
secondary school and college levels, religion,
business, social work, and journalism. Trinity's
Classics Department is, indeed, a good place to
begin learning for a rewarding future.

The Classics Department Homepage

A classic is a book that has never
finished
saying what it has to say.
-Italo Calvino
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ive in an age of rapidly expanding technology. Harnessing
the power and potential of complex thinking machines demands
an "audacity of imagination" from those who will direct the
course of new generations of computer innovation. The student
who masters the tools and absorbs the experience of a computer
science education at Trinity holds the reins to a bright and
challenging future.
Internships have been developed between Trinity and a number of
local and regional companies and organizations, including United
Technologies Research Center, Aetna Life & Casualty, The
Travelers Companies, the Institute of Living and the University of
Connecticut Health Center. Positions are made available for
participation during the academic year or over the summer.

Sample Courses
·Computers, Information and Society
·Theory of Computation
·Data Structures and Algorithms
·Systems Software
·Artificial Intelligence
·Principles of Software Engineering
·Introduction to Computing

There are also work-study opportunities for Computer Science
majors in related areas of endeavor, as well as a limited number of
funded research assistant positions. Many Computer Science
majors further their knowledge and gain practical experience
through computer-related on-campus jobs.
Computer Science at Trinity is a small, cohesive department
offering a close working relationship between faculty and
students, both in and out of the classroom. The department has
been able to react quickly to the latest developments in computer
technology by introducing new languages and systems in both
elementary and advanced classes. Students in computer science
classes have numerous opportunities for developing Internet skills
and have access to state-of-the-art workstations.

The Computer Science Homepage
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First Row from Left to
Right: Ralph Morelli
and Peter Yoon
Second Row from Left
to Right: Madalene
Spezialetti, Takunari
Miyazaki and Heidi
Ellis

enter into the study of economics is to enter a particular way of thinking about the world.
e central feature of economic reasoning is the relationship between individual action and the
often) unintended social and economic outcomes that result. Economic inquiry attempts to
understand the mechanisms of interaction and associated outcomes whether individuals are
acting individually or in concert through markets and other institutional structures.
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The world of economics thus encompasses fundamental institutions and activities that govern
'economic' outcomes- prices of goods, the amount of private and public investment, the
wealth or poverty of nations and persons, unemployment rates, the structure of organizations,
the benefits and burdens of globalization and trade, the quality of the environment and health
care etc. We use this way of thinking to understand how different institutions promote or
retard growth the effects of differing monetary and fiscal policies, markets for health, labor,
environmental goods investments and invention, financial assets, trade; yes, even sports and
art.
We seek answers to Adam Smith's enduring question phrased as the title of his famous book of
1776 An Inquiry Into The Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations. We explore these
(and other) important issues in core theory courses and areas of application or specialty courses
such as comparative economic systems and related courses in growth and development, and in
courses focused on particular markets like health, labor, and financial assets. We look at
fundamental institutions such as the legal system, or the system that controls financial
institutions such as the Federal Reserve, or the World Trade Organization that influences trade
and development. We look at political and regulatory systems to see how and when private
markets can be improved or hindered.

"The study of economics does not seem to
require any specialized gifts of an unusually
high order. Is it not, intellectually regarded, a
very easy subject compared with the higher
branches of philosophy or pure science? An
easy subject at which few excel! The paradox
finds its explanation, perhaps, in that the
master-economist must possess a rare
combination of gifts. He must be
mathematician, historian, statesman,
philosopher- in some degree. He must
understand symbols and speak in words. He
must contemplate the particular in terms of the
general and touch abstract and concrete in the
same flight of thought. He must study the
present in the light of the past for the purposes
of the future. No part of man's nature of his
institutions must lie entirely outside his regard.
He must be purposeful and disinterested in a
simultaneous mood; as aloof and incorruptible
as an artist, yet sometimes as near to earth as a
politician." J M. Keynes "Alfred Marshall,
1842-1924" The Economic Journal,
(Sept.,1924)

The Economics Homepage
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Sample Courses
·Basic Economic Principles
·Contemporary Economic Issues
·Asian Economics
·The Economics of Everyday Life
·Globalization, Rivalry, and Coordination
·Economics of Health and Health Care
-Introduction to Policy Analysis
·Macroeconomic Theory
·Money and Banking
·Environmental Economics
·Public Choice

From Left to Right: James Wen, Adam
Grossberg, Diane Zannoni, Miguel
Ramirez and Mark Setterfield
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Jack Dougherty and Andrea Dyrness

Educational
Studies
The interdisciplinary major enables students to
integrate knowledge and research methods from
several academic disciplines into a focused
examination of the field of education. It provides
opportunities for students to analyze the learning
process, the organization of schooling, its links to
broader contexts, and the potential for change.
The interdisciplinary major is not a teacher
certification program. Rather, it is designed for
students who seek a richer understanding of
education grounded in the liberal arts, whether
they aspire to become educators, researchers, or
policymakers, or simply in their role as informed
citizens. See Major Requirements.
In addition to core courses taught by
Educational Studies faculty, the major draws
upon selected offerings by participating
departments and programs, such as Psychology,
Sociology, Anthropology, Philosophy, Political
Science, and Theater and Dance. Students also
learn through field experiences offered in
cooperation
with
Hartford-area
schools,
educational centers, and campus-community
initiatives such as the Learning Corridor.

-The Educational Studies Homepage
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Sample Courses
·Analyzing Schools
·Education and Social Change Across the
Globe
·Education Reform: Past and Present
·Latinos in Education: Local Realities,
Transnational Perspectives
·Cities, Suburbs, and Schools
·Race, Class, and Educational Policy
·Higher Education in America
·Special Education
·Teaching and Learning
·Anthropology and Education

The Cities, Suburbs & Schools Research Project

This research project examines schooling and housing in the metropolitan Hartford
region of central Connecticut during the twentieth century, and poses questions that
bridge the fields of educational and suburban history. How did certain rural towns and
villages outside of the central city give rise to some of the nation's premier suburban
school districts of today? And how do we explain variation across the metropolitan
region, as the resources and reputations of some suburban districts have risen sharply
over time, while others have peaked and fallen, or have remained relatively flat?
Faculty and student members of our multi-disciplinary team draw upon a variety of
methods, including archival research, geographical information system mapping,
quantitative analysis, and oral history interviewing. Trinity College students have the
opportunity to contribute to this project as members of the Educational Studies 308:
Cities, Suburbs, and Schools seminar, or through summer research assistantships,
independent studies, and/or independent senior research projects.

Engineering
Standing: Andrew M usulin
(Engineering Technician) David
Woodard, J. Harry Blaise, David
J Ahlgren and Mrs. Chris Orde
(Administrative Assistant of
Engineering and Computer
Science)
Sitting: David J. Giblin, John D
Mertens Joseph D Bronzino and
Taikang Ning (Chair)

Sample Courses
·Introduction to Engineering
·Principles of Flight
·Intro. to Engineering Design:
Mobile Robots
·Linear Circuit Theory
·Mechanics I
·Digital Signal and Image
Processing
·Semiconductor Electronics I
·Microprocessor Systems
·Thermodynamics
·Architectural Design
·Fluid Mechanics
·Neural Engineering

Trinity College has been committed to
engineering instruction for over one hundred
years, offering civil and mechanical engineering
courses as early as 1856. Today, Trinity is one of
just a few highly-selective liberal arts colleges that
offers three degree paths in engineering: an
ABET-accredited Bachelor of Science degree, a
Bachelor of Arts degree, and an M.S. in
Electrical
Engineering
or
Mechanical
Engineering from the Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute through Rensselaer at Hartford after an
additional year. These degrees prepare students
for careers in industry and for further study in
engineering graduate programs or post-graduate
schools of law, medicine, and business.
Consonant with its intellectual environment, the
Trinity engineering program requires substantial
study in the traditional liberal arts, encouraging

students to examine critically a broad range of
scientific,
humanistic,
and
technological
problems. The engineering program encourages
interdisciplinary ties to other science departments
including biology, chemistry, computer science,
neuroscience,
and
physics.
Additionally,
engineering students benefit greatly from the
College's proximity to area educational,
technological, and biomedical facilities, many of
which offer internship opportunities, including
Northeast Utilities, Pfizer, Texas Instruments,
and United Technologies Corporation. All in all,
engineering students at Trinity are prepared to
understand and employ emerging technologies
while benefiting from the development of
leadership,
civic
responsibility,
academic
achievement,
and
life-long
professional
relationships
among
Trinity
Engineering
graduates.

-The Engineering Homepage
"The mission of the Trinity
College Engineering Department
is to educate and inspire
engineering students within the
liberal arts environment so that
they will possess the knowledge
and vision to make significant
contributions to the engineering
profession and society at large."
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In the English Department at Trinity College, faculty and
students collaborate closely together as they explore a wide
range of literary forms, genres, and media from an equally
wide range of periods and cultures. We are proud of our
faculty members, who are actively publishing scholars and
artists as well as dedicated teachers and mentors. And we are
equally proud of our students, who work hard alongside the
faculty to discover meaning in literary texts and to express
ideas, images, and arguments in well-honed, well-crafted
writings of their own. Trinity English majors have become
award-winning novelists, poets, and playwrights as well as
lawyers, doctors, professors, editors, and marketing specialists.

-The English Department Homepage

Sample Courses
·Creative Writing
·Introduction to American Lit.
·Contemporary Black Women Writers
·Crime and Passion
·Global Short Fiction
·"I am here": Poets in Exile
·Introduction to Literary Studies
·Harlem Renaissance
·Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes
·Virginia Woolf
·Dream Vision and Romance
·Shakespeare
·Amistad and Other Rebellions
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2007-2008 News
Nov. 8 Kim Bridgford Reading
Nov. 28 David Wojahn Reading
Nov. 29 "Building A Community of Readers" Literacy Event
Oct. 30 "Writers on Writing" lecture by Vijay Prashad
Jan. 24 Francisco Goldman, fiction writer
Feb. 7 Sarah Bilston
Feb. 11 CT Circuit Poetry Contest Student Winners
Feb. 25 Micheal O'Siadhail, poet
Mar. 6 Yusef Komunyakaa, Poet-in-Residence
Apr. 2 Dan Pope, poet
During the year ...
Milia Riggio's essay on early drama, "Masqueing the Moral
Expositor in the Macro Plays," was nominated for the
Stevens Prize.
Okey Ndibe's "My Biafran Eyes," published by
www.guernicamag.com, was selected for inclusion in The
Best of the Web Dancz Books print anthology.
Professor Francisco Goldman's book was shortlisted for the
Ron Ridenhour Book Prize, sponsored by the Nation
Institute.

Front row: Chloe Wheatley,
Sheila Fisher (chair), and
Asali Solomon.
Back row: Paul Lauter,
Okey Ndibe, Dirk Kuyk Jr.,
David Rosen, Christopher
Hager, and Sarah Bilston.
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rinity College's location in the capital of Connecticut offers a
"de range of opportunitie for the study of a complex urban
vironment and direct contact with city state, and federal
regulatory agencies. Although many people equate
environmental science with the natural world, most humans
live in metropolitan area . These areas have a tremendous
impact on the environment: energy, water, food , housing and
tran portation. The urban focus of the
Environmental Science program is enhanced by the Trinity
College Field Station, located about 45 minutes east of
Hartford in Ashford, Connecticut in a rural community. Its
woods fields and a river provide an ideal location for
biological and geological studies and for comparative rural
and urban studie .
Study within the major can be structured to meet any of the
following objectives:
·Preparation for further graduate study within the sciences
·Development of a rigorous science background from which
to pursue graduate-level training in a professional program
such as law, planning, medicine, business, or environn1ental
engineering
·A thorough grounding in environmental science as the
principal component of a liberal arts education.

-The Environmental Science Homepage

Sample Courses
·The Earth's Climate
·Methods in Environmental Science
·Field Study in Environmental Science
·Theory and Application of Geographic
Information System
·Research in Environmental Science
Library

Environmental

From Left to Right: Jonathan R. Gourley,
Christoph Geiss and Joan Morrison
(Director)
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Those who cannot learn
from history are doomed to
repeat it.
-George Santayana

History
The beginning of the twenty-first century is an
exciting time to engage in the study of History at
national liberal arts college like Trinity.
The Cold War abruptly ended, Eastern European
Communism and South African Apartheid both
collapsed, ethnic conflicts have erupted around
the world, Mexico faces the double challenge of
financial stability and democratization, and India
and Pakistan have become nuclear powers.
International conferences have highlighted the
fragility of the global environment and the
growing level of poverty among the world's
women and children, and the Internet has
promised to transform the world.

History offers keys to interpreting all of these
changes. Some years ago, a popular slogan urged
educators to: Start where the student is! Fit the
curriculum to their curiosities! Be relevant! The
History Department at Trinity agrees. It is wise to
start where students are - but we believe it wiser
still to lead them to places they have never been.
We believe historical study is simultaneously
about self-discovery and discovering the world.
We strive to cultivate gifts of empathy, moral
imagination, and critical understanding; to give
students insight into human situations far
different from their own; and, we hope, to help
students decide where they want to go with both
their lives and their learning, and then to develop
their power to get there.

Gary Reger, The History Homepage

O ne faces the future with one's past.
-Pearl S. Buck
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Sample Courses
·The Myth of the Nation
·Europe Since 1715
·Foundations of Greek and Roman
History
·Europe 1300-17 50
·Diaspora: Jewish History Before
Modernity
·Hartford on Film, 1969-present
·Magic & Medicine in Ancient Gre
·The Crusades
·African-American History
·History of the Desert
·Modem Ireland 1535-1998
·US Since 1945
·Japan into the Modem World
·European Muslims
·Middle East Since 151 7
·Colonial Latin America
·History of China, Shang to Ming
·Suburbia
·History as Text, Text as History
·Renaissance Italy

Vijay Prashad (Director) and Ellison
Banks Findly

Sample Courses
·Intro. to the Latin American and
Caribbean World
·Intro. to the Study of Africa
·Daily Life in Middle Eastern History
·Hippies: Asia in America
·Buddhism & Ecology
·Interests and Positions in the Arab/Israeli
Conflict
·Global Politics
·Black Paris
·Anthropology of Poverty
·Asian Village in Transition
·Images of Africa
-Japanese Crime Literature and Film
·Immigrants and Refugees
·Global South

International
Studies
We live in a world of interdependent parts.
Shared dilemmas and challenges tie together all
the peoples of the world. If we are to participate
in our global culture, a sophisticated
understanding of peoples, cultures, political
systems, intellectual disciplines, and technologies
is vital. Today men and women wh6 can stride
among cultures, speak the world's languages, and
propel themselves beyond the constraining
boundaries of their own cultures and ethnic roots
will guide us to solutions for problems like global
warming, the destruction of the ozone layer, and
the salvation of endangered species. They will
form international accords; write about and
explain global and regional events; and promote
intercultural understanding. Their education will
prepare them to serve as cultural intermediaries
and spokespersons for an attitude of informed
empathy and compassion among peoples.

The world is not dangerous
because of those who do
harm but because of those
who look at it
without doing anything. Albert Einstein

W hat's the use of a fine
house if you haven't got a
tolerable planet to put it on?
-Henry David Thoreau

-The International Studies Homepage
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ewish studies is a multi-disciplinary, College-wide
vestigation of Jewish civilization in its many historical and
geographical manifestations. The scope of the Jewish studies
curriculum covers Jewish civilization from its ancient Near
Eastern origins through its contemporary history and culture
in Israel and the diaspora communities around the world. It is
a secular, academic program with diverse, cross-cultural
emphases.

-The Jewish Studies Homepage

Sample Courses
·Elementary Modern Hebrew I
·Advanced Modern Hebrew II
·Literature and Society in the Modern Jewish
Era
·Christians and Jews in Medieval Europe
·The Holocaust
-Interests and Positions in the Arab/Israeli
Conflict
·Elementary Biblical Hebrew II
·Readings in Hebrew Literature
·The Emergence of Judaism
·Jewish Philosophy
·Jewish Mysticism
·Religion in the Contemporary Middle East
·The Jews in America
·Judaism in the 20th Century
·Readings in Post-Biblical Hebrew Literature
·Apocalyptic Literature: From Daniel to
Revelation
·Genesis

Martha K Risser, Associate
Professor of Classics

T

If we were forced to choose
just one, there would be no
way to deny that Judaism is
the most important
intellectual development in
human history.
- David Gelernter

e Department of Mathematics at Trinity is committed to providing a superior
d cation in mathematics within the context of a liberal arts college. The quality
cope of the curriculum in mathematics at Trinity are comparable to those
available to undergraduates at larger colleges and universities, and faculty are
dedicated to providing the individual attention necessary to ensure that each
student - regardless of major - has ample opportunities for intellectual growth.
In particular, students who major in mathematics can avail themselves of a wide
range of regularly offered courses and can also take advantage of department
members' willingness to supervise independent studies and tutorials in various
areas of mutual interest.
From peer tutoring to friendly competition, students in the Department of
Mathematics engage in a variety of extracurricular activities. Math students at
Trinity find opportunities to teach mathematics both on and off campus. Some
tutor at local high schools, others work in the Math Center, and a select few
lead Supplemental Instruction sessions for department courses. Our students
have also exhibited their research at poster sessions on campus and at regional
math conferences.
In addition to teaching and exhibiting mathematics, our students have
opportunities to compete with other mathematics students both locally and
nationally. Annual events held on campus include the department's Integration
Bee and the national Putnam Mathematics Competition. Each year the
Department of Mathematics also awards Phi Gamma Delta Prizes for first year
students, second year students, and to seniors who demonstrate outstanding

Mathematics is a more powerful
instrument of knowledge than
any other that has been
bequeathed to us by human
agency.
-Descartes

-The Mathematics Homepage

en1atics
Sample Courses
·Cityscape: Analyzing Urban Data
·Earth Algebra: Modeling Our
Environment
·Hartford Current Issues: Logic in the
Media
·Elements of Statistics
·Judgment and Decision Making
·Functions and Limits
·Calculus II
·Abstraction and Argument
·Differential Equations
·Mathematics of Finance
·Number Theory and Its Application
·Combinatorics and Computing

Front row: John Georges, David Mauro,
David Cruz-Uribe.
Back row: Yan Wang, Phil Brown, Lynette
Boos, Mary Sandoval, Rachel Schwell, Nancy
Wyshinski, Melanie Stein
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F irst Row: Maria Roncalli di
Montorio, Karen Humphreys,
Carol Any, Giuliana Palma,
Sonia Lee
Second Row: Rosalie Angelo
(Admin. Asst.)
Radost Rangelova, Levana
Polate, Atsuko Miyazaki, Silvina
Persino, Dario Del Puppo
Jean-Marc Kehres, Gustavo
Remedi
Third Row: Peter Rosenbaum,
Julia Goesser
Johannes Evelein (Chair) Anne
Gebelein

Modern Language
& Literature
Learning a foreign language opens doors to other
cultures. In addition to the personal challenge of
mastering a new language, multiple-language
proficiency allows students to pursue rewarding
careers in international affairs, law, business,
foreign service, education, and a host of other
exciting fields. Trinity's Modern Language
programs are rooted in a thorough knowledge of
the language itself, as utilized by contemporary
speakers and writers.
The Modern Languages and Literature
Department offers students a wide variety of
opportunities for communication and intellectual
stimulation beyond the typical classroom setting.
The one-on-one relationships that develop
between student and professor, between student
and student, and between student and other
speakers of foreign languages are benchmarks of
the program and an enduring source of personal
and professional satisfaction. Student clubs
feature practical exposure to foreign languages in
a fun and relaxed atmosphere. Trinity has majors
in seven principal modern languages - Chinese,

T

French, German, Italian, Japanese, Russian, and
Spanish - as well as studies in Arabic and
Hebrew. Our distinguished faculty provides
instruction at all levels, from elementary classes
to advanced courses in literature and other
cultural aspects of the chosen language. The
curriculum in Modern Languages and Literature
is not limited to courses in language, but also
includes a rich array of classes, taught in English,
focusing on topics such as the civilization and
literary traditions of foreign cultures. Students
who major in other disciplines, but wish to
develop their linguistic skills and knowledge of
foreign cultures, may choose to minor in a
foreign
language
through
a
Language
Concentration.

The Modern Languages &
Literature Homepage

Sample Courses
·Introduction to Linguistics
·Sex (and love) in Judaism,
Christianity, and Islam
·China Through Film
·Women & War: World War I and
World War II
·Food in Italian History, Society, and
Art
·Human Rights and the US/Mexican
Border
·Mafia
·Dostoevsky
·Indigenous Peoples in Spanish
American Literature and Culture
·Latin American Theater

Languages for study include:
·Arabic
·Chinese
·French
·German
·Hebrew
·Italian
·Japanese
·Portuguese
·Russian
·Spanish

Gail Woldu, Douglas Johnson, Eric
Galm and John Platoff

Sample Courses
Composition
·Ethnomusicological Methods
·World Music
·Conducting and Orchestration
·Topics in 20th-Century Music:
Debussy, Ravel and Faure
·Toea Brasil!
·Concert Choir
·Topics in World Music: Latin
American and ·Caribbean Music
·Jazz Ensemble
·American Popular Music
·Current Trends in Black Musical
Expression
·The Contemporary Musical
Theater
·Mozart and 18th-Century Music
·Topics in World Music: Music of
Sub-Saharan ·Africa
·Beethoven: His Life and Music
·Instrumental Ensembles
·Women and Music in Crosscultural Perspective

•
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Trinity College's Music Department is a place to
make music and to learn about it; to practice,
perform, study, and create. The teachers in the
department have made this an environment
where making music, thinking and talking about
music, and understanding music are taken
seriously; and a place where commitment to high
standards is matched by a concern for developing
the talents of each individual student.
The Trinity campus is home to a host of
performing opportunities and musical
organizations. The Concert Choir performs every
semester; its concerts include one of the great
masterpieces of the choral literature, like
Handel's "Messiah" or the Mozart "Requiem," as
well as lighter works. The Instrumental
Ensembles Program organizes interested students
into chamber groups, who rehearse together once
a week, coached by a distinguished Hartford area
musician, and perform in recital at the end of
each semester. The Jazz Ensemble rehearses
weekly and performs several times each year on
campus. Depending on its size each year, the

"Music is your own experience, your thoughts, your
wisdom. If you don't live it, it won't come out of your
horn."
- Charlie Parker

Jazz

ensemble focuses on repertoire for combo or for
big band. Students who participate in any one of
these performance activities - Concert Choir,
World Music Ensemble, Jazz Ensemble, and the
Chamber Ensembles Program- receive 1/2 course
credit per term. Private voice or instrumental
lessons may also be taken for academic credit.
Most students
area, who

Music washes away from the soul the
dust of everyday life.
-Berthold Auerbach

T
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eurosctence
oscience is a broad, multidisciplinary field concerned with the nervous system, its components, and
al activities, including behavior and consciousness. How do nerve cells function and develop, and
they communicate? How do brains work, and how have they evolved? What is the nature of
conscio sness, and the neural basis for behaviors and for human brain dysfunction? These are among the
many questions being answered by contemporary neuroscience. Neuroscience at Trinity involves faculty
from the Departments of Biology, Chemistry, Engineering, Philosophy, and Psychology. The major is
designed to give students a fundamental grounding in the sciences, and the flexibility to direct their studies
towards biological, behavioral, and cognitive aspects of neuroscience. A major in Neuroscience can lead to a
career in scientific research, the health professions, education, business, law, or government. The Trinity
major also prepares students for further study in graduate school and medical school.
All majors take an introductiory neuroscience course, Brain and Behavior, and both introductory biology
and chemistry. Neuroscience majors all participate in a neuroscience methodology course with rotations to
various labs and a senior seminar that involves reading primary journal articles and then bringing the authors
to campus. Courses include Neurobiology, Behavioral Neuroscience, Cognitive Neuroscience, Sensory
Systems, Neurochemistry, Minds and Brains, Human Neuropsychology and Cellular and Molecular
Neuroscience.
There is also extensive opportunity and encouragement for students to experience and explore the world of
professional research in Trinity's exceptional, state-of-the-art laboratory facilities through designing and
performing their own laboratory research studies. Working closely with the faculty, students take advantage
of opportunities to do research. Students are also encouraged to do independent research with one of the
faculty on campus or at the nearby Olin Neuropsychiatry Research Center with fMRI facilities. Faculty
research interests include Neuroplasticity of Sensory Systems, Neurochemistry of Degenerative Diseases,
Memory and Long-term Potentiation, Adenosine and Addicition, Neuroplasticity of Memory Systems in
Individuals with Traumatic Brain Injury, Biochemistry of Glial Cells, Visual Perception, and Studies of
Consciousness using fMRI.
There may be no course of study more representative of the relevance, dimension, and challenge of a
liberal arts education at Trinity than the major in Neuroscience. With its combination of biology, chemistry,
philosophy, psychology, and engineering, it could seem to some as a non-traditional program for an
institution dedicated to the liberal arts.
Such close interaction results in a strong camaraderie among Neuroscience majors. These bonds sustain
them through the College years and beyond; many Neuroscience graduates continue to maintain close ties to
each other and to Trinity, providing a productive networking relationship.

-The Neuroscience Homepagel.

Sample Courses
·The Brain
·Nervous Connections
·Principles of Neuroscience
·Clinical Neuroanatomy
·Advanced Neurophysiology
·Current Issues in Neuroscience
·Neurochemistry
·Cellular and Molecular Neurobiology
·Introduction to Neuroscience
Methodology

T

The brain is a monstrous,
beautiful mess. I ts
billions of nerve cells-called
neurons-lie in a
tangled web that displays
cognitive powers far
exceeding any of the silicon
machines we have
built to mimic it. -William F
Allman

Standing: Kent Dunlap
(biology), Chris Swart
(Psychology), Dan Blackburn
(Biology), and Bill Mace
(Psychology)
Sitting: Susan Masino
(Psychology), Bill Church
(Chemistry), and Hebe
Guardiola-Diaz (Biology)

.According to the presocratic philosopher, Thales, widely regarded as the
philosopher, "The most difficult thing in the world is to know thyself."
recognition and that challenge has inspired philosophers throughout
the history of philosophy to pursue that most difficult of challenges, selfknowledge. Socrates, in the fifth century BC, took that challenge as his
central philosophic mission. It is no exaggeration to say that the history of
philosophy has been informed by that challenge.

- - -...._ t

Not surprisingly, widely different, sometimes even incompatible responses
have been offered to that challenge by the greatest philosophers. To
understand both the profound plausibility and the great difficulty of some
of those responses is the beginning of our own quest for self-knowledge.
That is why the Philosophy Department at Trinity strongly emphasizes the
history of philosophy as the beginning - but only the beginning - of a
philosophic education.
To understand the thought and arguments of these, the greatest thinkers of
our history, one must learn to think. Socrates once said, "I am a lover of
divisions and collections," and that is a good brief summary of what it
means to be able to think critically and imaginatively: to analyze ("divide")
arguments for their soundness and validity, and to synthesize ("collect")
them into a more comprehensive understanding of the issues at hand.
That ability is something Trinity's Philosophy majors all master in time.
Upon graduation, they take with them more than a diploma. They take
with them a skill critical to the success of most endeavors.

-The Philosophy Homepage

Sample Courses
·Introduction to Philosophy

·Ethics
·Critical Thinking
·Survey Western Phil II
·Symbolic Logic
·Philosophy of Religion
·Medical Ethics
·Science, Reality, and Rationality
·Existentialism
·Philosophies of Human Nature
·The Holocaust
·African-American Feminism
·Augustine-Descartes

Philosophy
There will be no end to the troubles of states,
or of humanity itself, till philosophers become
kings in this world, or till those we now call
kigs and rulers really and truly become
philosophers, and political power and
philosophy thus come into the same hands. Plato

Standing: Maurice Wade, Miller Brown, Marjorie Harter (Administrative
Assistant) and Dan Lloyd
Seated: Todd Ryan, Drew Hyland and Erik Vogt
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D avid Branning, Christoph Geiss,
Barbara Walden (chair), Mark
Silverman and Harvey Picker

S ample Courses
·Principles of Physics II
·Environmental Physics
·Exploring the unexpected: an intro. to
relativity and quantum physics
·Energy and Society
·Mechanics and Heat
·Electricity, Magnetism, and Waves
·Mathematical Methods of Physics
·Electrodynamics
·Quantum Mechanics

Physics
Have you ever wondered why, when you clap your
hands in a tunnel, the sound echoes the way it does? Have
you noticed how cars in the movies explode in the most
improbable,
seemingly
incombustible
situations?
Christopher R. Koning '02 says he can't help being
curious about such things. And ever since he became a
Trinity physics major, he has been happily learning the
theories, gaining the hands-on laboratory experience, and
developing the analytical tools to, as he puts it, "figure
out how stuff works." Using such tools as analyzers of
nuclear decay, lasers, and powerful microscopes that
operate on the atomic scale, the physics department at
Trinity shows students that, in the words of Professor of
Physics Mark P. Silverman, "the universe is
comprehensible and worth comprehending."
Professor Picker notes that the physics department has
never had a narrow view of its role. While Trinity's
physics alumni have had remarkable success in top-notch
graduate programs and afterwards in distinguished
research and teaching careers, some have also put their
skills in disciplined thinking to use in careers ranging
from law to managing a symphony orchestra. Moreover,
the department offers an assortment of courses that are
accessible and meaningful to nonmajors.
Silverman points out that, like other fields of study in
the liberal arts, a physics education teaches critical
thinking that can be used in virtually any situation. "We
need to make choices in the world," he says. "It's
important to have the reasoning skills to make judgments
about what is conceivable and what is outlandish."

-The Physics Homepage
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2007-2008 Physics Seminars
28 September 2007 - Michael Studinger
Subglacial Lakes in Antarctica: Linking Ice Sheet Dynamics,
Tectonics, and Biology with Aero geophysical Methods
19 October 2007- J anine Shertzer
Atomic diffraction
1 February 2008- James McDonald
How does the sun shine ?
25 April- Abner Shimony
Time dependence of the onset of the Pauli Principle in a fresh
ensemble of electrons

Political Science
B AcK ROW:

Prof.
Brigitte Schulz, Andrew
Flibbert, Thomas Wood,
Kevin McMahon
FRONT ROW: Prof.
Kimberly Sims, Diana
Evans, ChoongNamKang

At Trinity the study of Political Science is much
more than an academic window into the distant
forces that shape our world. Here, Political
Science is infused with the vitality inherent in
three-dimensional study and firsthand experience.
Trinity s faculty encourage and advise students
across the disciplines and the Political Science
curriculum is designed to provide majors with the
larger context - an understanding of the
complexities that mark life on this planet. Integral
to this vision is an appreciation for the evolution
of political idea that have molded human events,
institutions and systems· the sources of conflict
among local, national, and international groups;
and the political techniques employed to resolve
such conflicts. Key to gaining that appreciation is
a strong grasp of the three areas the Department
defines as subfields: American Government and
Politics· Comparative and International Politics;
and Political Theory.
The College's nationally respected Legislative
Internship program was devised especially for
students who seek to ob erve politics and
government firsthand. Our students find that
when it comes to Political Science, there is no
better place to be than in a city, and, even more
specifically within a capital city. Trinity's location
in Hartford is literally minutes from the seats of
both state and local government, making a variety
of real-world experiences possible.

-The Political Science Homepage

The peace and
welfare of this and
coming generations
of Americans will
be secure only as
we cling to the
watchword of true
patriotism: " Our
country-- when
right to be kept
right ; when wrong
to be put right. "
-Carl Schurz

VOTE

Sample Courses
·American National Government
·Intro. to Comparative Politics
·Modern India
·American Political Thought
·History of Political Thought II
·Green Thinking and Politics in Germany
·American Presidency
·Politics & The Internet
·Modern Turkey
·Understanding Continental China
·War and International Security
·Constitutional Law: Federal Systems
·Politics of Developing Countries
·Elections and Voting Behavior
·Women and Politics
·Origins of Western Political Philosophy

T

syc 00
dy Pyschology? For insight. Understanding. A clearer vision of who we are and
o what we do. In pursuing this science of the mind, psychology, we discover how
dec· her the world around us and, of course, our world within. In doing so, we gain a
completely different idea of the things we know best, until every subject we study acquires a
new dimension - as do we.
Why study Psychology at Trinity? Because Trinity College's Psychology Department is
large enough to offer its students a wide range of courses - from psychobiology to clinical
psychology - yet small enough to allow undergraduates to pursue their own research
interests. The Department's outstanding faculty take full advantage of Trinity's location in a
capital city by encouraging internships in the many businesses, health care institutions or
government agencies to which Greater Hartford is home.
It is just such experience - in combination with a strong liberal arts education - that
prepares Trinity psychology majors for a variety of future paths, from counseling youths
teaching psychology at the college level, managing a research project on early childhood to
directing the patient relations department of a major teaching hospital.
Each year the Department offers more than 40 different courses - from Cognitive
Psychology and Child Development to Development and Culture, The Ecological Approach
to Psychology, and Psychology of Language. Complementing such diversity is a coherent
structure of core courses, advanced courses, and specialized courses. Core and advanced
courses convey not only basic theory but methods of investigation. Advanced courses
provide opportunities for deeper discussion and analysis of theoretical and research issues in
the field. At each level students gain critical experience in research techniques and
laboratory procedures.
Trinity's Psychology Department emphasizes interdisciplinary study and collaborates
with other departments, including engineering, biology, sociology, and economics, to
provide Psychology majors with a larger context. The Department offers a series of
integrated tracks involving the study of another discipline as it relates to psychology. For
example, the Human Movement track includes a study of movement from the perspectives
of engineers, athletes, and dancers, as well as psychologists.

-The Psychology Homepage

Sample Courses
·General Psychology
·Research Design and Analysis
·Psychosocial Perspectives of
Asian Americans
·Achieving Quality and
Integrated Education
·Adolescent Psychology
·Cognitive Psychology
·Brain and Behavior
·Drugs and Behavior
·Abnormal Psychology
·Child Development
·The Psychology of Gender
Differences
·Psychology of Art

Front Row: Barbara Chapman, Sarah Raskin
and Janet Chang
Back Row: William Mace, Dina Anselmi,
David Reuman and Karl Haberlandt
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e Public Policy and Law major is an
terdisciplinary program in which students learn and
practice methods and modes of thinking required to
understand and become actively engaged in the
analysis of legal and public policy issues. Grounded
in the liberal arts, the program provides students with
the tools of analysis in social science, law, and the
humanities needed to understand the substance of
public policy concerns. Trinity College is a
particularly appropriate place to study public policy
and law because students have ready access to state,
regional and local governments, as well as to
lobbyists and numerous non-profit and advocacy
organizations involved in the making of law and
policy.

-The Public Policy & Law Homepage
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Sample Courses
·Law in United States Society
·The Emergence of the Modern Mind
·Cities, Suburbs, and Schools
-Introduction to Law
·Art and the Public Good
·The Legal History of Race Relations
·Moral Theory and Pub Policy
-Inside the Nonprofit Sector
·Medical Ethics
·Religion and the Media
·Gender and Education
·Western Feminist Thought
-International Human Rights
·Illegal Drugs and Public Policy
·Secularism and the Problem of Authority
·Bioterrorism, Public Health Emergencies, and
the Law

•
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From Left to Right: Michael Bangser, Renny
Fulco, Ned Cabot and Judge Barry Schaller
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F rom Left to Right: Leslie
Desmangles, Frank Kirkpatrick,
Seth Sanders, Elli Findly, Ron
Kiener and Mark Silk

•
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Sample Courses

The study of religion is as much a process of
transformation as an education. As a student of
Religion at Trinity, you learn to develop and
exercise a respectful and open attitude toward a
variety of beliefs and practices among the peoples
of the world. You are challenged to learn critical
thinking in order to separate the "wheat from the
chaff," the substance from the superficial, not
only in the discipline itself, but in all of life's
endeavors.
You
study
many
religious
persuasions; Tibetan Buddhists, Swiss Calvinists,
French Catholics, Irani Muslims, while
maintaining an enlightened balance between
understanding and acceptance.
Religion as a major engages you in studies of
history, literature, philosophy, science and
economics. It teaches you how to think clearly
and analytically. It demands that you learn to
articulate your thoughts both orally and in
writing. It has its pragmatic side, offering a
framework in which to examine moral values in
different societies and the ways in which these

T

·societies resolve their moral conflicts. Religion
offers the student a broader tablet, a chance to
develop powers of perception more profoundly
than in narrowly defined disciplines.
The study of Religion at Trinity is distinguished
by the diversity that is the mark of the liberal arts
education. There is no limitation on the specific
religious traditions or disciplines you may
explore. Student faculty interaction is both close
and productive, offering working relationships
that enrich and inspire. The diversity of the
faculty and their individual academic specialties
reflect the diversity of this venerable,
distinguished
college
and
its
enduring
commitment to the liberal arts. Trinity College
offers an intellectual environment in which you
are encouraged to explore, to test yourself, and to
challenge
the
spiritual
and
pragmatic
implications of religion in the context of the
emerging world order, an environment in which
the subject matter comes alive.

-The Religion Homepage

·Elementary Biblical Hebrew II
·Biblical Tradition
·Sanskrit Tutorial
·Myth, Rite and Sacrament
·Roman Catholicism
·Judaism in Middle Ages
·New Testament
·The Survival of God
·Religion in the City
·Buddhist Thought
·Religion and the Media
·Islamic Mysticism

One of the reasons I chose to study religion
(at Trinity) was that it seemed to
be the discipline that would allow
me the greatest breadth and depth
of intellectual pursuit. Absolutely
nothing is alien to the study of
religion; law, science, the family,
politics, mass movements, art,
dance, medicine, human sexuality,
baseball. If you do study ~eligi<?n
you will study the human m alltts
most intimate and challenging
moments.
-Robert Orsi '75, Ph.D., Yale
University, religion professor

•
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From Left to Right: Theresa
Morris, Michael P. Sacks, Johnny
Eric Williams and Stephen M
Valocchi

Sample Courses
·Research Methods in the Social
Sciences
·Social Problems in American
Society
·Family and Society
·Race & Ethnicity
·Social Class & Mobility
·Race Racism & Democracy
·Sociology of Religion
·Society, State, and Power
·The Individual & Society
·Reproduction, Birth, and Power
Sociology, broadly defined, is the "study of social
life, social change, and the social causes and
consequences of human behavior. Sociologists
investigate the structure of groups, organizations,
and societies, and how people interact within
these contexts."
This study of human society grows in importance
as our society grows in complexity and diversity.
Today we see people both coming together and
differentiating themselves according to their
gender, age, class, race, religion, and politics.
Understanding how society works and how
people relate within it is increasingly critical to
effective functioning in the world. With
sociological perspective, we are able to step back
from the familiar routines of our lives in order to
see them in a new light.
Trinity students are attracted to Sociology for all
kinds of reasons. A curiosity about how society
works or a concern about social issues will bring
a student to the major. Taking one of the
Department's introductory-level courses on a

topic such as the family, social problems, race
and ethnicity, or world population often leads a
student to pursue further study in Sociology. Or,
a course in a related discipline - economics,
political science, American studies, psychology,
or anthropology, for example - may lead a
student to the field. Career plans can be a catalyst
as well. The desire to work with people, families,
community organizations, or societal institutions
often prompts students to major in Sociology.
Wherever they go and whatever they do, Trinity
Sociology majors share common strengths: the
ability to organize and interpret data, and the
ability to analyze human behavior and social
structures - processes fundamental to success in
virtually every life pursuit.

-The Sociology Homepage

To understand the true quality of
people,
you must look into their minds,
and
examine their pursuits and
aversions.
-Marcus Aurelius

T

Tr' ity's Studio Arts Program offers a rich and diverse studio art curriculum within a
eral arts environment. Courses are well defined and rigorous, with emphasis on
rsonal growth and introspection, as well as the development of technical mastery
through experimentation and innovation. The Program equips majors with substantial
expertise in the primary media, the ability to identify and define content, and a solid
grounding in the history of art. Trinity's Studio Arts majors receive the training and
inspiration necessary to enhance their future educational and professional endeavors.
Studio Arts faculty members bring years of knowledge, dedication, and insight to
their teaching and advising. They are committed to identifying and addressing the
individual needs of each student. Additionally, influential contemporary artists are
regularly invited as guest lecturers to speak about their work and offer one-on-one
feedback to students.
Trinity's Studio Arts facilities allow students to explore new technologies as well as
classical media. As they advance through the major, students work in their own studio
space in the Broad Street Gallery building. The gallery itself serves as a venue for
student exhibits as well as Senior Thesis exhibitions and gives students hands-on
experience with preparing and mounting professional art exhibitions.
The Studio Arts Program also oversees the Widener Gallery in the Austin Arts
Center. Each year a series of compelling and provocative exhibitions feature the work
of internationally and nationally known contemporary artists. Each spring, the
Widener Gallery hosts the Studio Arts Annual Exhibition, a selection of the best
student work completed during the academic year. Students may also take advantage
of a number of other enrichment opportunities, including organized visits to galleries
and museums in New York City.
The Studio Arts Program encourages art students to study abroad. To that end, the
Program offers courses at its own facility in Barcelona, Spain, as part of the Trinity-inBarcelona global learning site. Studio Arts courses in Barcelona are taught in English
by Trinity faculty members and are compatible, and interchangeable, with Studio Arts
courses in Hartford. Students in Barcelona also receive Spanish language instruction.
Graduating Trinity Studio Arts majors may apply for the Fifth Year Fellowship.
Fifth Year Fellows receive a stipend and remain at Trinity during the academic year
following graduation. During that period, they manage the Broad Street Gallery, serve
as mentors to other Studio Arts students, and assist the Fine Arts technician. They are
provided with a studio space on campus and are encouraged to build up a consistent
body of work beyond their senior thesis and to apply to graduate school.

Sample Courses
·Design
·Color
·Drawing
·Painting
·Sculpture
·Printmaking
·Photography
·Special Issues: A
Documentary Focus on
Cambodia

-The Studio Arts Homepage

Painting is easy when you don't know how, but
very difficult when you do. -Degas
The stone unhewn and cold
Becomes a living mould,
The more the marble wastes
The more the statue grows.
-Michelangelo Buonarotti
What is drawing? It is working oneself through an
invisible iron wall that seems to stand between what
one feels and what one can do.- Van Gogh

T

Students in the Theater and Dance Department at Trinity experience what it means to be a
rforming artist engaged in creative work in both the studio and on the stage. Our innovative cross. iplinary curriculum integrates theater and dance and explores contemporary directions in
- -T""rformance. The curriculum links the study and practice of the individual disciplines of theater and
dance as well as exposes students to the history, theory and philosophy of performance. Students have
an opportunity to engage in a diverse range of performance opportunities and to take advantage of
the artistic resources of the city of Hartford and beyond. Our faculty members not only bring a wide
range of professional experience to the classroom and to the stage, but are dedicated teachers and
artists who are committed to nurturing the individual student's artistic growth and direction. Students
are encouraged to investigate the ways in which performance relates to other arts disciplines and to
history, philosophy, religion, science, technology and more. Theater and Dance at Trinity is an
opportunity to discover the connection between you the artist and the world around you.
The Theater and Dance Department at Trinity has created a strong network within Hartford's
urban locale with public schools and arts organizations. For example, as part of the Theater and
Dance course, Education through Movement, students work at Parkville Community School and the
Montessori Magnet School at the Learning Corridor with teaching artists from the Judy Dworin
Performance Project assisting dance professionals as they introduce movement to urban school
children. As mentors, they share in these children's creative process and help to integrate their study of
movement with the language arts and arts curriculum.
Founded in 1986, the Trinity/LaMama Urban Open Semester in New York City utilizes the urban
center of New York City as a catalyst for an intensive study in the arts. Based at the world renowned
LaMama E.T.C. in downtown Manhattan, the semester is structured to provide full immersion in the
theater, dance, performance, music, creative writing, and visual arts communities. The program
includes a comprehensive academic seminar, an arts internship, practice classes, attendance at several
performances/arts events each week, group and individual field studies, master classes with guest
artists and diverse guest speakers. The semester culminates with an original arts event generated by
the students that is presented at LaMama E.T.C. It is a unique cross-disciplinary arts experience
designed to develop each student's interests in one of the major arts capitols of the world.

-The Theater & Dance Homepage

heater & Dance
Sample Courses
·Elements of Movement: As Language/As Art
·Foundations of Theatrical Performance
·Ballet Technique I
·The Eye of the Beholder: Theatrical
·Performance and Critical Values
·Improvisation
·Sacred Dances
·Fiat Lux: Light and Theatrical Design
·Costume Design
·Voice in Performance
·Jazz Dance Technique II
·Modern Dance Technique III
·Special Topics: Mask and Physical Theater
·Directing

From Left to Right: Barbara Karger,
Katharine Power, Mitchell Polin, Lesley
Farlow, Judy Dworin and Michael Preston

T

Sample Courses
·Sex Gender and Power
·Drink and Disorder in America
·Homosexuality and Hollywood Film
·American Women Artists and Cold War
Culture
·Gender and Education
·Feminist Economics
·Women in Sports
·Western Feminist Thought
·Women in America
·Gender and Multiculturalism in Trinidad
and Tobago
·American Literary Realism
·Race, Gender and the Politics of Poverty
in the U.S.
·
·Sexual Orientation and the Law
·Contempory Black Women Writers
·Queer Studies:Issues and Controversies
·Feminist Legal Theory

Feminist politics aims to end
domination, to free
us to be who we are - to live lives where
we love
justice, where we can live in peace.
Feminism is for
everybody. - Bell Hooks

omen,
Gender
& Sexualit
The program in Women, Gender, and
Sexuality takes gender and sexuality as its critical
terms of inquiry, exploring them as social
constructs and analyzing their impact on the
traditional disciplines. The program draws on the
liberal arts
and sciences to examine a wide range of topics
relating to gender and sexuality, including
women's varied experiences in different historical
periods and cultures, as well as their
contributions to culture in all its forms; the
relationship among
sex, gender, and sexuality; lesbian, gay, and
transgender subcultures, and their histories and
politics; and the institutional and discursive

regulation of gender and sexuality. Recognizing
that gender and sexuality cut across most fields
of knowledge and that race, class, and nation are
crucial components of gender and sexual identities,
the program has both an interdisciplinary and
cross-cultural focus.
Students are encouraged to include an internship
in their major program. Working within the
structure of Trinity's well established internship
program, students have worked at Planned
Parenthood, the Harriet Beecher Stowe Center,
women's shelters, and women's advocacy groups
under the joint supervision of a faculty member and
a field supervisor.

-The Women, Gender and
Sexuality Homepage
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Faculty Listing
American Studies
Louis P. Masur, Director
icholas J. Conway
Ann Fitzgerald
Stephanie Gilmore
Rob Alan Lawson
Eugene E Leach
Brennan Maier
Mary E. McCombie
Margo Perkins
Jennifer B. Steadman
Scott H. Tang

Economics
Adam J Grossberg, Chair
William N Butos
Carol Clark
Ward S Curran
Francis J Egan
Richard Fey
Suzanne Gleason
Gerald A Gunderson
Sinan Hastorun
Cindy Jacobs
Mark D. Lacedonia
Burton Levine
Alan Lockard
Robert J. Martel
Stanley McMillen
F . William O'Connor
Miguel D Ramirez
Arthur M. Schneider
Mark Setterfield
N atalya Y. Shelkova
Alexander Skouloudis
James GWen
Diane C Zannoni

Joan D Hedrick
Samuel D Kassow
Eugene E Leach
Michael E Lestz
Louis P . Masur
Manuella Meyer
Emily Musil
Stephen K. O'Brien
Susan D Pennybacker
Gary Reger
J. Ronald Spencer
Thomas M Truxes
International Studies
Vijay Prashad, Director
Zayde Gordon Antrim
Raymond W Baker
Janet L Bauer
Xiangming Chen
Emily Musil
Michael E Niemann

Music
Gail H W oldu, Chair
Kristopher D. Allen
Nancy A Curran
JohnS. DeNicola
EricA. Galm
Floyd T. Higgins Jr.
Douglas B Johnson
Christine Melson
Gerald Moshell
John Platoff
Dan Roman

Neuroscience
Sarah A Raskin, Director
Daniel G Blackburn
Anthropology
J. Harry Blaise
James A. Trostle, Chair
Joseph D Bronzino
Andrew M . Conroe
William H Church
Frederick K. Errington
Kent D Dunlap
G. Derrick Hodge
Hebe M Guardiola-Diaz
Jane H Nadel-Klein
Dan Lloyd
Beth E. Notar
William M Mace
Jewish Studies
Samuel D Kassow, Acting Director Susan A. Masino
Art History
Jonathan Elukin
Alden R Gordon , Director
Educational Studies
Ronald Kiener
Philosophy
Jean Cadogan
Jack A . Dougherty, Director Levana Polate
Todd Ryan, Acting Chair
Kathleen A Curran
Andrea Dymess
Gary Reger
W. Miller Brown
David W. Dangremond
Martha K Risser
Drew A Hyland
Michael C FitzGerald
Engineering
Seth L. Sanders
Dan Lloyd
Michelle Gilbert
Taikang Ning, Chair
MarkR Silk
Donna-Dale Marcano
Alice R. M. Hyland
David J Ahlgren
Natalie Nenadic
Kristin A. Triff
J. Harry Blaise
Erik Vogt
Mathematics
Joseph D Bronzino
Maurice L Wade
Melanie Stein, Chair
Biology
David J. Giblin
Lynette Boos
Daniel G Blackburn, Chair
John D Mertens
PhilipS Brown Jr.
Physics
Kathleen Archer
Joseph L Palladino
Barbara Walden, Chair
Margaret Cibes
Laurie J. Bonneau
David E Woodard
David Branning
David Cruz-Uribe
Kent D Dunlap
John P Georges
Christoph Geiss
Robert J. Fleming
English
David Mauro
Harvey S Picker
Lisa-Anne Foster
Sheila M Fisher, Chair
David A Robbins
Mark Shapiro
Hebe M Guardiola-Diaz
Barbara M Benedict
Paula A Russo
Mark P Silverman
AnnR Lehman
Sarah Bilston
Mary Sandoval
Joan Morrison
DanielS. Burt
Rachel Schwell
Political Science
Michael A O'Donnell
Lucy Ferriss
Yan Wang
Brigitte H Schulz, Chair
Craig W Schneider
Francisco Goldman
Nancy J Wyshinski
James R . Bourbeau
Scott R Smedley
Christopher Hager
Sonia Cardenas
Su an A. St. Jean
Dianne Hunter
Modern Languages and Literature Stefanie Chambers
Chris Swart
Dirk A Kuyk Jr.
Nicholas W. Easton
Dario Del Puppo, Acting Chair
Paul Lauter
Diana Evans
John Alcorn
Chemistry
Elizabeth B. Libbey
Carol J Any
Andrew Flibbert
Richard V Prigodich, Acting Chair
Brennan Maier
Moises Castillo
Michael Fotos
William H Church
OkeyNdibe
Choong-Nam Kang
Thomas Deshaies
Timothy P. Curran
Margo Perkins
Adel-Illah A. Douda
Daniel T. Kirsch
Henry A DePhillips Jr.
Dan Pope
Johannes Evelein
Clyde D McKee Jr.
David E Henderson
Milia C Riggio
Kevin J. McMahon
Laura Condron Flores
Thomas M Mitzel
David Rosen
Daria I. Novak
Anne C. Gebelein
Janet F Morrison
Clare M. Rossini
Thomas A Reilly
Julia Goesser
Ralph 0 Moyer Jr.
Asali Solomon
Thomas S Harrington
David A. Rezvani
Alexander C. Oliphant IV
Chloe Wheatley
Kimberly K. Sims
Karen L Humphreys
Maria L. Parr
Jean-Marc Kehres
Gregory Smith
Environmental Science
Patricia Thornton
Katherine Lahti
Oassics
Joan Morrison, Director
Thomas J. Wood
Anne Lambright
Martha K Risser, Chair
Christoph Geiss
Sonia M Lee
Michael J. Anderson
Jonathan R. Gourley
Naogan Ma
Psychology
Peter Mazur
Shaozhong Ma
William M Mace, Chair
Michael J. Mordine
Atsuko Miyazaki
History
Dina L Anselmi
Leonardo Palacios
Kathleen Kete, Chair
Jaimie L. Bums
Computer Science
Giuliana Palma
Zayde Gordon Antrim
Janet Chang
Madalene Spezialetti, Chair
M. Silvina Persino
Jeffrey Bayliss
Barbara L Chapman
Heidi J. C. Ellis
Levana Polate
John H Chatfield
Karl F Haberlandt
Takunari Miyazaki
Radost Rangelova
Sean Cocco
Randolph M Lee
Ralph A Morelli
Jonathan Elukin
Gustavo A Remedi
William C. Loftus
John V. E. Ridgway
Maria Roncalli di Montorio
Dario A Euraque
Susan A. Masino
Peter A. Y oon
Peter Rosenbaum
Luis A Figueroa
Daniel R. McGrath
Natalya Y. Samokhina
Stephanie Gilmore
Jill M. Popp
Cheryl Greenberg
Michael B. Schu b
Sarah A Raskin
King-Fai Tam
David A Reuman
Rieko Wagoner

Public Policy and Law
Adrienne Fulco, Director
Michael R. Bangser
Saundra Kee Borges Esquire
Russell L Brenneman
Edward Cabot
Michael Fotos
Raymond A. Grasso
Ariela Keysar
Barry A. Kosmin
Mark Miller
Barry R. Schaller
Thomas P. Smith
Barry K Stevens
Religion
Ellison Banks Findly, Chair
Leslie G Desmangles
Gary Dorrien
Ronald Kiener
Frank Kirkpatrick
Seth L. Sanders
Mark R Silk
Andrew H Walsh
Sociology
Stephen M Valocchi, Chair
Rachael E. Barlow
Xiangming Chen
Monica Hardesty
Lucy A. Hurston
Theresa Morris
Michael P Sacks
Johnny Eric Williams
Studio Arts
Patricia Tillman, Director
Joseph R Byrne
Pablo Delano
Devin Dougherty
Susan Finnegan
Jenni R. Freidman
Robert J Kirschbaum
Nathan Margalit
Scott Reeds
Theater and Dance
Lesley J. Farlow, Chair
Rachna R. Agrawal
Michael C. Burke Jr.
Lorelei L. Chang
Judy Dworin
Kathy B Gersten
Michelle Hendrick
Barbara Karger
Vivian P . Lamb
Lisa Matias
Mitchell A. Polin
Katharine G Power
Michael Preston
Abdoulaye Sylla
Yuen-Ming David Yih
Women, Gender and Sexuality
Robert J Corber, Director
Janet L Bauer
Adrienne Fulco
Joan D Hedrick

T

Gwendolyn Hopkins wading from
a pirogue ( boat) to an island in
southern Senegal
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Global

Learning

Site:

_ r•petown, South Mrica
Trinity-in-Cape
Town,
South
Africa, offers an opportunity for
students to experience a society
engaged in extensive political and
social change. South Africa is a
dynamic country struggling for
reconciliation and recovery after
long years of repression. The
nation's unique history, diverse
population, and varied cultures
make
this
an
extraordinary
opportunity to participate and learn
in a
thought-provoking and
simulating political environment.
This program is set in Cape Town, a
beautiful port city tucked beneath
the Table Mountain. South Africa's
history varied
d

cultural, and political repression.
Students take a program course on
South
African
contemporary
history, politics, and culture that
includes excursions to places of
interest in and around Cape Town.
Students also do an internship for
credit m a local community
organization
or
business
or
participate in a community service

project in the nearby townships.
Students take their remaining
courses at the University of Cape
Town, one of the most prestigious
universities on the continent. UCT
offers a full curriculum, excellent
facilities, and many university clubs
and activities.
Approved Programs in Mrica:

GHANA
·NYU in Ghana, Accra
·School for International Training,
History and Cultures of the African
Diaspora, Cape Coast
KENYA
·School for Field Studies: Wildlife

Ecology and Management Studies,
SFS field stations south of Nairobi

MALI
·School for International Training,
Gender and Development, Bamako

SENEGAL
·Mt. Holyoke in Dakar

'
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AUSTRALIA&
NEW ZEALAND
pproved Programs:
TRALIA
·Curtin University of Technology,
Perth, Western Australia

·James Cook University, Townsville
or Cairns, Queensland
·School for Field Studies, Tropical
Rainforest Management Studies,
orthern Queensland

NEW ZEALAND

·EcoQuest New Zealand
·University of Otago, Dunedin

Auckland Sky Tower.
Taken by Dan
Cosgrove

Approved Programs

·Butler University, COPA, Argentine Universities
Program, Buenos Aires

·Bermuda Institute of Ocean Sciences (BIOS), St.

BRITISH WEST INDIES
·School for Field Studies, Marine Resource
Management Studies, Turks and Caicos Islands

·Trinity-in-Chile Global Learning Site, Universidad
de Chile, Santiago
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Caitlin Wilson,
Annette Iwamoto,
and Celia
Rodriguez in Plaza
Sotomayor in
Valparaiso, Chile
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Glollal Leaming Site: Barcelona

Global Learning Site: Paris

The program is set in the center of Barcelona, the capital of
Catalunya, with its distinct language and culture. Barcelona
has undergone a recent renaissance with entire districts
undergoing renovation and development. From its medieval
gothic quarter and historic old town to its world famous art
nouveau buildings and futuristic Olympic Village on the
harbor, Barcelona is a city of contrasts and unrivaled artistic
beauty and diversity. All students on the program take an
intensive, early start course in Spanish and a core class on
Barcelona that gives them an overview of the history and
culture of this complex city. For remaining courses, students
choose from two tracks of study: Hispanic Studies or Studio
Arts. Hispanic Studies students enroll in elective courses at
the Universitat Pompeu Fabra, one of Spain's newest and
best universities. They can choose from special courses
taught in Spanish for international students or regular
university courses. Offerings include classes in History,
Economics, Hispanic Studies, Political Science, History,
Philosophy, and Art History, and Film. Hispanic Studies
students also participate in an internship at a cultural
institution and take an introductory course in the Catalan
language or a semester course in advanced Spanish. Studio
Arts students enroll in drawing, painting, and/or printmaking
courses, as well as a full-semester Spanish language course.
They also do a practicum in studio arts. A comprehensive
orientation, cultural activities and excursions, and a trip to
Madrid are included.

This program is set in Paris, one of the great cultural and
intellectual centers of Europe. Embracing a metropolitan
area of 10.5 million, Paris provides a vibrant and
stimulating location for students. Students on the
program can take courses specifically designed for the
group, as well as regular university courses with French
students. Courses are offered in English by a Trinity
faculty member in-residence for students who are not
proficient in French. Students with advanced French
language skills can take courses at the Institut Catholique
de Paris (ICP). ICP is a private university that has a wide
array of course offerings, especially in the Humanities
and Social Sciences. The Trinity-in-Paris Global Site
offers students strong academic support, cultural
excursions, and a thorough orientation program.
Students are encouraged to integrate as much as possible
into French culture and society.
-Trinity's Study Away Homepage

Approved Programs
CZECH REPUBLIC
·CIEE (Council of International Educational Exchange): Charles
University, Prague
DENMARK
·Danish International Studies (DIS), Copenhagen
FRANCE
·Internships in Francophone Europe, Paris
GERMANY
·Trinity CoUege/Baden-Wiirttemberg Exchange, various locations
·European College of Liberal Arts, Berlin (ECLA)
GREECE

Global Learning Site: Vienna
This program is based at the prestigiOUs University of
Vienna and is open to students in all disciplines, but designed
especially for Philosophy students. Vienna, the capital of
Austria, is home to 1.6 million people. It is one of the great
cultural centers of Europe with a continuous history of more
than 2000 years. Vienna has produced many preeminent
philosophers and remains a center of academic excellence. It
is among the most important European cities: historically,
culturally, artistically, intellectually, and geopolitically. The
University of Vienna is one of the oldest German-speaking
universities in the world and one of Europe's best institutions
of higher learning. The University has many strong
curricular options in English in areas such as Philosophy,
International Studies, Political Science, English, and
American Studies. Students with no previous German enroll
in courses taught at the university in English with Austrian
and international students. Students who have had four to
five semesters of college-level German may enroll in courses
the German language, selecting from the university's

extensive departments and faculties. There are also university
courses offered in French and other languages. All students
study intensive German, take a program core course in
Viennese and Central European Culture and Society, and
have the option of doing an internship at a local museum.
There is also a second core course in philosophy that is taken
by all philosophy majors.
Global Learning Site: Moscow
This exciting program offers students a first band experience
of the new Russia while observing and participating in the
development of civil society. The program is set in Moscow,
Russia's capital and largest city with a population of
approximately 10 million people. Students take a core course
with the program's on-site coordinator, studying Russian
culture, history, politics, and its recent transformation away
from a communist society. The program features walking
tours around the city, seminars by Russian leaders, a twoweek study tour in St. Petersburg, and internships in a local
organization or business. Students enroll in selected courses
taught in English on Russian politics and history at the
Gorky Institute. Those proficient in Russian may enroll in
courses at the Russian State University of the Humanities
(RSUH) directly with Russian students. Students who are
not proficient in Russian must continue their study of the
Russian Language. A special program in mathematics taught
in English is also available for interested students.
-Trinity's Study Away Homepage

ENGLAND
INSTEP: Institute of Economic & Political Studies,
Cambridge or London
London School of Economics and Political Science, London
NYU in London, London
Queen Mary University, London
Royal Holloway University, University of London, Egham,
Surrey
SOAS, University of London, London
University College London, London
University of East Anglia, Norwich
IRELAND
National University of Ireland, Galway
Trinity College, University of Dublin, Dublin
Queen's University, Belfast

One winner of the Study Abroad Photo Contest: Submitted by Kat Conlon. Looking at
the Black Desert in the Sahara.

Below: Thu Danh camping in
Northern Thailand

Global Sites: Istanbul
Located in one of the world's most
fascinating, culturally diverse cities,
the global site in Istanbul offers
Trinity students the chance to meet
citizens of diverse ethnic and
religious cultures to experience
economic and political change firsthand, to appreciate heritages older
than they can imagine, and to see
and enjoy the city's cultural
phenomena on a day-to-day basis.
Trinity-in-Istanbul
is
an
extraordinary
educational
opportunity, located in a world city
of incomparable resources and at a
university with a unique curriculum.
-The Trinity Homepage

Bill CosgroVe
Thu Danh: Above,
Chiang Rai trip
and class hiking
trip to the right

FOOTBALL
The 2007 Trinity Bantam Football team
finished 6-2, and, although they fell short of
their goal of winning the league title, it was still
a year filled with accomplishments, honors, and
wins. The squad collected wins over rivals
Amherst, Williams, and Wesleyan, including a
thrilling triple overtime 46-40 victory over the
Ephmen at Jesse/Miller Field. The team also
kept their unbeaten streak at home alive, never
having lost in Hartford since the new playing
surface was installed in 2002. Eleven Bantams
were selected for the All NESCAC First and
Second Teams and eight placed on the
NESCAC All Academic Team, proving again
that the players not only excel on the field, but
in the classroom as well. Trinity finished first in
the league in total defense and second in
total offense, with players finishing in the top
ten of almost every statistical category.

The team says goodbye to one of the most
successful senior classes in the colleges history.
The Bantams compiled a 29-3 record over their
four year tenure, with two league
championships and the tail end of a record 31
game win streak that, at the time, was the
longest in all of college football. The seniors
have garnered national recognition for the both
the program and themselves, earning several all
region honors and sending yet another player to
the prestigious Aztec Bowl.
Even with many great players graduating, the
outlook for Trinity is bright. The team is
instilled with a trademark work ethic and
toughness that has made the program so
admirable over the last decade. Talented
players continue to come to Trinity to begin
their collegiate careers. It was a solid year for
Trinity football, and the future looks
promising.
-Mike Robinson

Team Roster
#
34
49
45
26
94
95
30
81
91
66
96
98
8
18
89
39
55
2
4
84
38
72

16
87
64

21
15
65
85
48
69
88
97
35
82
9
14
28
83
52
5
11

1
40
71
58
73
29
74
46
75
3
22
32
54
44

60
10
24
62
79
42
41
92
13
19
77

36
33
68
6
20
80
57
78

Name

Cl.

Pos.

John Aldrich
Francois Auzerais
Tyler Berry
Jared Boyd
Jeff Carpenter
Matt Carrier
Joe Clark
Matt Cortina
Adam Cox
Chris Cozza
Adam Difulvio
Chris Doval
Craig Drusbosky
Chris Dubyak
Oscar Dunham
Peter Durning
Chuks Ekwelum
Anthony Farrar
Michael Galligan
Conor Garvie
Ben Gascoigne
Michael Goulet
Justin Holiday
Chris Hunt
Erik Jefferson
Robert Jackson
T.J. Johnston
Jared Kazanovicz
Dave Kiarsis
Thomas Kilgore
William Kreuttner
Grant Kunkel
D.J. Lanz
Justin Leake
Joe Lennon
Nile Lundgren
John Marinelli
Charlie Martin
Andrew McDowell
Sean McGlynn
Eric McGrath
Jeff McNamara
Harry Melendez
Joe Melillo
John Mihalko
NkemModu
Andrew Mortati
Mike O'Connor
LukeO'Day
Mike Paladino
Matt Phinney
Ross Pietrantonio
Conor Quinn
Jordan Quinones
Ken Rampolla
Matt Rettig
Mike Robinson
Braden Ross
Tyrell Ruff
Clay St. Dennis
Matt Santora
Casey Savage
Chris Scott
Brett Sheridan
Ben Sherry
Harryl Smith
Hank Speights
Matt Stafford
Oliver Starnes
Kevin Sun
Winston Tuggle
Sam Viering
Connor Wells
Kyle Williams
Ben Willig

So.
Fy.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fy.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Fy.
So.
So.
So.
So.
Fy.
Fy.
Fy.
So.
Fy.
Sr.
Fy.
Sr.
So.
Fy.
Jr.
Jr.
Fy.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fy.
Jr.
Fy.
Fy.
Jr.
Sr.
Fy.
Fy.
So.
Fy.
Fy.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fy.
Sr.
Sr.
Fy.

WR
ILB
ILB
DB
DL
DL
WR
WR
K
OL
DL
DL
QB
QB
OLB
FB
ILB
WR
WR
TE
OLB
OL
WR
TE
OL
RB
FS
OL
WR
ILB
OL
ILB
DL
OLB
WR
ILB
FS

Jr.

Fy.
Fy.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fy.
Jr.
Fy.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
So.
Fy.
Jr.
So.
Sr.

Head Coach: Jeff Devanney
(1st Season)
Assistant Coaches: Chris Rorke,
Lewis Acquarulo, David Jones.
Mark Melnitsky, Keita Malloy,
Bradley Soules, Bill Iannone,
Shane Fogarty, Michael Blair
Co-Captains: Jared Boyd and
Matthew Rettig

ss

TE
OL
QB
QB
CB
DB
OL
DL
OL
CB
DL
OLB
OL

ss

DB
RB
ILB
OLB
OL
WR
CB
OL
OL
FB
ILB
K
OLB
CB
DL
FB
RB
OT
WR

ss

WR
OLB
OT

Team Roster
#

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19

20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

Name
Nathan Maggi otto
Spencer Durland
John Graves
Nicholas Clement
Brice Vallieres
Phillip Yeager
Austin Lan
Daniel Kupper
John Gandolfo Jr.
Adam Lanza
Michael van Beuren
Nicholas Allen
Jason Kulik
Roland Grant Jr.
Colin Gigl
Matthew Coole
Peter Marlette Jr.
J onatha Hayes
Brandon Ward
James Paterson
Christopher Doran
Tyler Daly
Zachary Trudeau
Nicolas Cantone
Matthew O'Connell
Paul Scafariello
Ethan Kuhnhenn
Douglas Stupay

Cl.
So.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Jr
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.

Pos.
G
G
D/F
M
F
D
M
D
M/F
F
M
D
D
D
M
M
M
DIF
D
F
M
F
G
M
M
D
D
D

Head Coach: Michael Pilger
Assistant Coaches: Adam Lehmann,
Michael Kruger and Julian Gross
Tri-Captains: Spencer Durland,
Jonathon Hayes and Phillip Yeager

SOCCER
The 2007 season was the turn around year that the
Trinity Men's Soccer Team had been expecting. The
intense pre-season training was a forecast of the
increased success the team would have. Led by tricaptains Jon Hayes. Spencer Durland, and Phil
Yeager. the Bantams ended its regular season with an
8-7 record (4-5 in conference), which earned the team
a spot in the NESCAC postseason. The Bantams'
wins were punctuated by a 1-0 defeat of Wesleyan and
a 2-0 defeat of Williams, the first time that Trinity
men's soccer had beaten Williams in 30 years. The
team benefited from depth, getting contributions from
upperclassmen as well as from a strong freshman.

culminated in a loss to Williams in the first round of the
NESCAC tournament. The fact that Coach Pilger was
awarded NESCAC Coach of the Year is indicative of
the superb coaching performance of Coach Pilger and
his staff. Dan Kupper, Nick Allen, Spencer Durland,
and Colin Gigl were named the NESCAC All-Academic
team for their success on the field and in the classroom.

The year was especially meaningful for the four
seniors. Durland, Hayes, Matt Coole, and Colin Gigl,
who started their careers at Trinity the same year
Head Coach Mike Pilger began his. The past three
years had been a disappointing string of near misses
that finally came to an end with 2007 season that

Mike van Buren, Phil Yeager, and Dan Kupper have
been elected to captain the team in an upcoming season
that looks promising for a team that has proven their
toughness and resiliency and now has its sights set on a
National Championship.

In looking ahead, the team is focused not only on its
wins, but also on its close losses that included a 2-1
overtime loss to Amherst in the first game of the season
as well as a 1-0 loss to eventual National Champion,
Middlebury.

-Spencer Durland

SOCCER
The Trinity College Women's Soccer Team, coached
by Michael Smith, finished the 2007 season in fifth
place in the New England Small College Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) with a record of 5-3-1 in
conference and 7-5-3 overall. The Bantams qualified
for the NESCAC Championship Tournament for the
first time since 2003, losing 2-0 at NCAA-bound
Bowdoin in the first round.
Junior forwards Erika Maciaszczyk (Milton, Mass.)
and Devin Nwanagu (Westborough, Mass.) both
scored a team-high three goals (all six were game
winners), while first-year forward Alison Evans
(Avon, Conn.) scored five points on two goals and an
assist. Maciaszczyk also recorded one assist for a
team-high seven points. First-year midfielder Maika
Scifo (River Edge, N.J.), sophomore midfielder
Lauren Olsen (Cheshire, Conn.), and first-year back
Caroline Washburne (Medfield, Mass.) each collected
three points on one goal and one assist.
The team was anchored by a strong defensive unit
which included Washburne, Senior Co-Captains
Backs Emma Cordiano (Madison, Conn.) and Katie
O'Brien (Lynnfield, Mass.), Junior back Chelsey
Reynolds (Medway, Mass.), and Nwanagu, who
switched to the backline in the second halves of
games with Trinity ahead. The unit, all of whom
started all 15 games, allowed the second fewest goals
in the league at 0. 77 per game, and O'Brien
contributed one assist on offense. Cordiano played in
all 57 of Trinity's games during her four-year career,
starting the last 52, and had totaled one assist in her

career. O'Brien also played in all of the Bantams' 57 games in
her four years, spending her early career as a midfielder, and
totaled five goals and one assist for 11 points in her four year .
First-year Midfielder Alexa Notte (Fairfield, N.J.) and Senior
Forward Rachel Talentino (Wayland, Mass.) rounded out the
starting unit for the Bantams. Notte led the team in total shot
with 28 and notched a pair of assists, while Talentino assisted
on one goal. Talentino, who missed 10 games as a sophomore
due to an injury, finished her fine career with 12 goals and
seven assists for 31 points in 46 games.
First-year Goalkeeper Emily Weedon (Wellesley, Mass.) led
the NESCAC in save percentage at .929, tied for the league
lead in saves with 96, and set a new Trinity record with seven
shutouts. In addition to her outstanding save total, Weedon
was in goal for all but 20 of the goalkeeping minutes (1,390)
and posted a 7-5-3 mark. She finished with 12 goals allowed
for a 0.78 GAA (2nd in NESCAC).
Other players who made contributions in 2007 included
Sophomore Midfielder Sarah Basile (North Granby, Conn.),
who played in ten games and started one, Sophomore Back
Caitlin Pendergast (Braintree, Mass.) who played in 12 games,
and Junior M/F Amelia Shister (Mamaroneck, N.Y.) who
played in 14 games. First-year Midfielder Morgan Sackman
(Sleepy Hollow, N.Y.) played in 14 games with two assists.
while Junior Forward Delia DeBois (Sherborn, Mass.) scored
a goal in six games played, and Junior Forward Jennifer
Calver (Barnard, Vt.) appeared in eight games.
- Kristi Lefebvre

Team Roster
#

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
40
41

Name
Chelsey Reynolds
Alison Evans
Taniko Nelson
Jenn Calver
Rachel Talentino
Delia DeBlois
Caroline Washburne
Emma Cordiano
Maika Scifo
Erika Maciaszczyk
Morgan Sackman
Devin Nwanagu
Alexa Notte
Katie O'Brien
Sarah Basile
Caitlin Prendergast
Cameron Schelhom
Amelia Shister
Lauren Olsen
Ashley Meilleur
Emily Weedon
Rachel Lynch

Cl.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.

Head Coach: Michael Smith,
Assistant Coach: Kristi Lefebvre

Pos.
M
F
DIF
FIM
F
D
MID
D
F
M
M
M
M
D
MID
D
D
FIM
MIF
MID
GK
GK

Team Roster
Name
Carolyn Cameron
Christina Bradley
2
Marisa Shutte
3
Karli Del Rossi
4
Kathryn Smith-Petersen
5
Brady Keeshan
6
Hadley Gleason
7
Ali O'Brien
8
Katie Curran
9
Meghan Ryan
10
Lyndsey Waddington
12
Carrie Wolcott
14
Caitlin Irvine
15
Eleanor Worthy
16
Megan Savage
19
Kathleen Conlon
21
Kate Blanton
22
Megan Hannigan
23
Natalie Kinder
26
Emily Skipp
27
NIA Mary Beckler
NIA Payden Sra

#
I

Cl.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.

Pos.
M
F
F
F
D
F
F
DIM
M
M
MIF
F
D
D
F
FIM
D
D
D
DIM
GK
GK

Head Coach: Anne L. Parmenter
Assistant Coaches: Sarah Berheide and
Kathryn Livesay
Co-Captains: Katie Curran and Marisa Shutte

Field Hockey
The 2007 field hockey team went 8-7 overall against
some very tough competition. The team faced five
teams who were ranked in the top 20, two of which
played in the NCAA Championship finals. One of
the best games that the Bantams played this year
was coming from behind to beat 14th ranked
Williams College 3-2. The Bantams scored three
goals within the finalll minutes of play after going
down 2-0 early in the second half.
The Bantams were a strong team this year. Its top

scorers included Karli Del Rossi, Marisa Shutte,
and Christy Bradley. Christy Bradley, Katie
Curran, Karli Del Rossi, and Emily Skipp earned
Second Team All-Region honors. In addition,
Karli Del Rossi made First Team All- Conference
and Katie Curran and Emily Skipp made Second
Team All- Conference.
- Sarah Berheide

Cross Country
The season of the 2007 women's crosscountry team was the definition of the
expression 'small but mighty'.
With
enough women to barely field a varsity,
every person was important every race.
The season opened with the resurrection of
the Trinity home invitation, held at local
Wickham Park in Manchester. To the
surprise of many, the team placed second,
offering a hopeful start to a season that
would turn many heads.
At UMass
Dartmouth, the women continued to
surprise the conference in a 4th place
performance out of 29 teams! Traveling
all the way to Bethlehem Pennsylvania, the
team did not disappoint as the women
bants brought home a 3rd place trophy
despite competing against 33 other teams,

featuring some DI and Dll teams in
At
addition to elite Dill schools.
Westfield, the women proved themselves
to be the best team out of the 20 present.
Saratoga also proved a success, as the
Bants finished an impressive 2nd out of 20
teams. At the Dill New England regional
cross country championships, the team
was a mere 4 points from breaking into the
top 15 Dill teams in all of New England.
The success of this team can be credited to
each person's toughness.
Small but
mighty, the women's 2007 Cross Country
team took the NESCAC conference by
surprise, proving to be more of a threat
than its size would suggest.
-Kristina Miner, Women's Tri-Captain

Team Roster

Under the direction of Coach George Suitor in his 16th
season, the Men's Cross Country reached new heights.
Entering the season, the Bantams were ranked 24th in a
national poll.
The men's 4th-place finish in the NESCAC tournament
landed them among the favorites for the NCAA regional
meet, where they also placed 4th. Because of this
triumphant performance, Trinity received an at-large bid to
the national tournament, where they improved their 2006
finish of 31st in the nation to a 29th place finish in 2007.
Hunter Norte was named NESCAC performer of the week
twice this season, achieving the team's best time of 24:40,
and Senior Matt Anderson closed his impressive career. He
broke his own career-record with a 25:27 at MassDartmouth. Junior Sam Moorhead and Nore joined
Anderson on the All-New England team this fall, with
Moorhead also earning All-NESCAC First Team Honoree.
The Bantams bid farewell to Anderson and co-captain Tim
Scarella, two seniors who have been devoted to this
excellent program over the past four years.
-Lindsey Eichler Yearbook Staff

Name
Matthew Anderson
Matt Dennis
Blake Fisher
Steven Gamer
Wesley Halstead
Ryan Lane
Samuel Moorhead
Hunter Norte
Brendan Powers
Patrick Rielly
Tim Scarella
Stephen Sullivan
Jaon Wagner
Benjamin Wheatley

Cl.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.

Meghan Apfelbaum
Kate Barton
Caroline Brown
Carin Han
Jaclyn Hourihan
Giselle Harrington
Alison Lemire
Kristina Miner
Amanda Williams

Sr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.

Head Coach: George A Suitor
Assistant Coach: Colin McKean
Captains: Matt Anderson, Tim
Scarella, Caroline Brown, Kristina
Miner, Amanda Williams

Team Roster
#

10
12
14
15
21
22
24
30
31
32
33
34
44
50
52

Name
Tyler Simms
Patrick Hasiuk
Aaron Pangburn
Robert Taylor III
Ian Pels
Luke McDougall
Aaron Westbrooks
Jared Pimm
Stephen Dunn
Paul Rowe
Daniel Donoghue
Brian Ford
Russ Martin
Timothy Dunn
Albert Smith

Cl.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.

Pos.
G
G
G
F
G
F
FIG
G
C
G/F
C
G
C/F
F
F

Head Coach: Stanley Ogrodnik
Assistant Coaches: Sean Tabb & Mark Dumais
Tri-Captains: Russ Martin~ Tyler Simms &
Robert Taylor

"Being named a captain by my peers is something special
and to share it with my fellow seniors is definitely something
I'm going to remember my whole life." -Tyler Simms

BASKETBALL
"We came into this year with high expectations
coming off of last years NCAA appearance," says
senior captain Tyler Simms. Despite losing three key
contributors last year, this year's men's basketball
team had a lot of experience returning. Helping their
odds even more was the team's confidence in the
incoming class. Once again under the direction of
Stan Ogrodnik in his 26th season (with a 475-185
record), the charismatic Bantams had another
energizing and successful season.
Senior tri-captain Russ Martin, along with tricaptain Robert Taylor III, had great seasons as
everyone expected them to, but others like Pat
Hasiuk and Paul Rowe stepped right into the
starting lineup and made huge contributions in
different games. All in all, this Trinity squad boasts
an incredibly talented and balance offense, with the
most threatening defense in the league. Martin leads

the Bantams and is fifth in the league in scoring at 14.4
points a game, while Taylor is 8th in the league in rebounds
at 7.6 a game. On the defensive end, Aaron Westbrooks,
Senior Steve Dunn, and Paul Rowe have ensured several
victories for the Bantams with their relentless attitudes and
skill. Hasiuk was on fire for the Bantams in the tail-end of
the season and earned Player of the Week.
This fire is contagious and is shared by the rest of the team
as they enter the NESCAC tournament ranked #2, with
only Amherst ranked above them. A rematch of these two
solid teams is necessary and very much anticipated, as the
Bants prepare to take care of them the second time around.
The leadership on this team will be missed, but the depth
provided by younger players will make for an exciting new
generation of Bantam Basketball.
- Lindsey Eichler, Yearbook Staff

Erin Caner
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Erin Caner

Erin Caner
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BASKETBALL
Although the season was cut a bit shorter than
the women's basketball team would have liked,
this team showed impressive strides and helped
build a firm foundation for new coach Wendy
Davis's program. With four great freshmen,
seven sophomores, one junior, and two seniors,
the Trinity bantams accomplished a lot. Each
individual had a role to play and everyone made
major contributions to the team. The women
pulled off two huge wins before going into the
three week winter break gap in December
against both Westfield State College and Clark
University. On the road, the Bantams kept
their lead despite the harsh environment and
pulled off a one point victory over Westfield
State. Two days later the bantams were trailing
Clark by ten points at the half only to earn a

comeback win by six in overtime to bring the
team to 7-1, the best starting record that
Trinity women have seen in years.
The Trinity Bantams suffered some heart
wrenching losses in the NESCAC, including a
back to back one point loss to both Williams
and Middlebury. Although the record is not
perfect, it is not an accurate reflection of the
team's success and outlook for next season.
The fourteen players worked extremely hard
and well with each other, and the heart and
teamwork was never lacking. With the help of
incoming players and the returning twelve
veterans, the Trinity Bantams basketball team
has a bright future ahead.
-Jessica Sims, Co-Captain

Team Roster
#

3
5
11
12
13
14
15
21
22
23
25
30
32
34

Name
Leigh Kaplan
Carly Westman
Devon Kearns
Sarah D'Addabbo
Kristen Liska
Tess Donie
Claire Arnstein
Kathleen Conlon
Jessica Sims
Kristen Fahey
Catherine Doyle
Rebecca Cohn
Christine Card
Molly McGlyn

Cl.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.
So.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.

Pos.
G
F
G
G
F/C
G
G
G
F
G
F
G/F
F/C

c

Head Coach: Wendy Davis
Assistant Coaches: Bob D'Angelo &
Mike D'Angelo
Co-Captains: Kathleen Conlon &
Jessica Sims

ICE HOCKEY
The Trinity College Men's ockey team, in their
second season competing in the ne
oeppel
Community Sports Ce ter, has
their fan &ase
grow dramatically The co veni ce 9f the rink
located right near campus has pro ~ to add an
incentive for Trinity ports-goers to bUndle up and
watch some fast paced hockey. The
, led by
senior co-captain Daniel
at'u.fi and jumor eo-captain Ryan M ucci, hope o end the season
strong and contend for the league title. The thiee
seniors-Matthew Crum R
Grubin, and Daniel
Maturi--are huge con butors to the
tam lineup. Their presence will be missed.
The Bantam are always a force in theS C.
2007-08 is no e ception. Under the direction of ne
have
Head Coach David Cataruzolo
tallied some impressi e wins particularly again$!

Amherst, Southern Maine, and Middlebuty. This
season Tnnity clinched the Dunham InVItational
itle at home when senior forward att Crum
scored the game-winning goal to lead the Trinity
COllege Bantams to a 5-4 victory over the vistting
Amherst College Lord Jeffs. Senior forward Ross
Gnibin also broke a 1-1 tie to help the visiting
Trinity College Bantams defeat the o. 7-ranked
U
ity of Southern Maine Huskies, 3-1, in an
ECAC East-NESCAC inter-league game Lastly,
with an impressive 4.; 1 win over the visiting
Middlebury Panthers who were ranked o. S in the
nation, Trinity solidified their presence in the
SCAC.
Trinity hopes to continue that
momentum into the NESCAC tournament

ICE HOCKEY
The success of the 2007-2008 Women's Ice Hockey
team is unprecedented. They have been a team with a
lot of talent over the past several years, and this year
it finally all came together. Coach Andrew McPhee
returned this year for his tenth season coaching the
Bantams.
With a deep crop of first-year talent, and the
leadership of key seasoned veterans, the Bantams
were not a team to be easily reckoned with, making
this clear from the get go. They began the season with
a bang, emerging victorious twice in two days over
Wesleyan, Trinity's cross-town rivals. Co-captains
Erin Fitzgerald (senior) and Kelley McCarthy
(junior) are some of the top blueliners in the league,
along with senior teammate Ali Schmidt,
and provided great leadership to really get this team
in gear.

Mter a win against Holy Cross, the women's hockey
team set a new win record for the program, winning its
tenth game of the season. Other notable feats were
individual honors received over the course of the season,
with Junior forward Michelle Chee and Sophomore
goalie Isabel Iwachiw named NESCAC players of the
week on separate occasions.
Closing out their regular season, the Bantams were
ranked No.9 in the nation with best-ever records of 17-43 overall and 10-3-3 in the NESCAC. Never before has
the Bantam squad been nationally ranked. One of the
most exciting teams to watch, these ladies are expected to
do some damage in the post-season.
-Lindsey Eichler, Yearbook Staff

Head Cotdl: APdrew MCPkee
Assistant Co8dt: Lindsay Hansen
Co-Capndns: Erin Fitzgerald & Kelley
MCCarthy

Team Roster
Name
Baset Ashfacq Chaudhry
Chris Binnie
Ian Brooks
William Burchfield
Derek de Svastich
Gustav Detter
George DiSesa
Dan Echavarria
Travis Judson
Randy Lim Jae Wyan
John Lingos-Webb
Ian MacGregor
Manek Mathur
David McDonough
Simbarashe Muhwati
Neil Robertson
Parth Sharma
Supreet Singh
David Sullivan
Charles Tashjian
Andres Vargas
Rushabh Vora
Andrew Weisz
Wesley Wynne

Cl.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.

Head Coach: Paul Assaiante
Assistant Coach: James Montano and
David Jones
Co-Captains: Simbarashe Muhwati and
Neil Robertson

Photos by Erin Caner

SQUASH
Bantam Pride! The cohesiveness and character of
Trinity College can be seen at any Trinity Men's
Squash match. Students and parents alike arrive
at the courts half an hour early to claim a seat.
Before the match even begins, the stands are
packed and the courts ring with a silent confidence
that Trinity will be the victors. "That's the trick
for Assaiante: He turns his handpicked
international all-stars -- with their different
religions and homelands and native languages, a
few of them rich, others poor, some in between-into a team" (Sports Illustrated Article).

Trinity Men's Squash has now completed their
II th straight dual match season against Number
3rd ranked Harvard. They recently defeated
Harvard again in the National semi-finals, and
Princeton in the National finals to bring home
their lOth straight National Championship! They
have continued a tradition of excellence that
distinguishes Trinity Men's Squash as a lasting
dynasty.
-Kate Lenz, Yearbook Staff

Photo Thanks to Philip Sullivan

SQUASH
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The Women's squash team came together
this year to show everyone what they're all
about. They won the NESCAC
Championships without dropping a single
match. They had a tough start to the
second half of the season with a loss to
Yale. However, with the addition of a first
year (who was injured for the first half of
the season) and a January admit to their
line-up they reclaimed themselves with a
win against Harvard, and a dramatic upset
against defending National Champions,
Princeton. The National Championships
results are still to be determined, but
whatever happens the team has truly had a
great season together.

Team Roster
Name
Ashley Clackson
Tehani Guruge
Nayelly Hernandez
Emery Holton
Jo-Ann Jee
Monete Johnson
Chauncey Kerr
Schuyler Livingston
Kim Palterman
Emily Paton
Lauren Polonich
Julia Rosenthal
Hadley Schroll
Robyn Williams

CI.
Jr.
So.
So.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr,
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Fr.

Head Coach: Wendy Bartlett
Assistant Coaches: Dr. Randy Lee
& Reggie Schonborn
Co-Captains: Lauren Polonich &
Hadley Schroll

Team Roster
Name (Men's)
Crosby Bain
Andrew Boyton
Micheal DiPietro
Andrew Freedman
Brooks Gerli
Erik Gulbrandsen
Jason Gordon
Justin Hall
Matthew Haylicek
Barton Keery
MinKim
Partrick Mostyn
Carter Murdoch
John Poleto
Paul Scafariello
Andrew Zoller
Andrew Zuhusky

Cl.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
So.

Co-Captains: Patrick Mostyn &
Matthew Havlicek
Name (Women's)
Nicole Albino
Abigail Alderman
Chelsea Bainbridge-Donner
Jillian Bargar
Molly Bernstein
Katelyn Berteletti
Shana Conroy
Emily Cote
Emma Goehring
Brook Haynes
Amanda Kulik
Kelly Lane
Regina Lea
Madelyn Light
Alicia Maestri
Katherine Meltzoff
Jacqueline Parrotta
Jennifer Phelps
Alicia Ramadei
Lindsey Ravesloot
Rebecca Savage
Samantha Sinche
Brenna Spingler
Aliza Turek-Herman
Katherine Westerhold

So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.

Co-Captains: Emma Goehring
& Amanda Kulik
Head Coach: Kristen Noone
Diving Coach: Peter Suydam
Assistant Coach: Mary Dain

SWIMMING&
The 2007-2008 Bantams enjoyed a
successful season led by Captains Emma
Goehring, Amanda Kulik, Matt Havlicek,
and Pat Mostyn. With a number of close
meets in the first semester, the team had
the opportunity to step up against fast
competition. The large freshmen class
made an immediate impact in the water
with several first place finishes from
Andrew Boynton, Brooke Haynes, and CJ
Murdoch. As first semester came to a
close, the Bants looked forward to a 9 day
training trip in sunny Puerto Rico in
January. After putting in the hard work in
the pool and on the beach, both teams
opened 2nd semester with exciting wins
over Vassar College. The captains were

joined by several seasoned upper-classmen
in leading the team in the water. The
training began to pay off as they saw
consistent time-drops in each meet. The
Bantams ended the semester just as they
began with wins over WPI that were
decided by the last race of the meet.
Seniors Goehring, Kulik, Mostyn, Jason
Gordon, Jenny Phelps, and Aliza TurekHerman were honored for their
commitment to the team over their four
years. The women closed the dual meet
season with a record of 4-7 while the men
finished at 5-5. The men and women are
coming off the wins looking forward to
NESCAC championships and season best
performances!
-Mary Dain

VOLLEYBALL
The 2007 Trinity College volleyball team, which posted a
16-7 record and qualified for the New England Small
College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) Championship
Tournament for the second straight season last fall, looks
to return to the post-season with a solid core of veterans
and talented newcomers. The Bantams, under the
direction of Jen Bowman, welcome back five starters and
eight letterwinners from a year ago, led by senior cocaptain's Lindsey Eichler (Glenview, Ill.) and Kathleen
Lenz (Cheshire, Conn.), and senior setter Emily Moore
(Winfield, Ill.).
Eichler returns on the outside for her fourth season as a
starter, having compiled 481 kills and 124 service aces in
her fine career to date. Junior hitter Sara Fiorillo
(Painted Post, N.Y.) improved steadily from her
freshman to her sophomore year, while sophomore
Molly Ullman (Studio City, Calif.) enjoyed an
outstanding rookie season on the right side with 197 kills,

39 aces, and a .206 kill percentage. Sophomore Lindsay
(Medfield, Mass.) will provide depth, along with several promising
year players.
Moore is a three-year starter at setter with 2,221 assists and 113
aces over the last three years, while sophomore Rachel Low
Francisco, Calif.) returns as the backup following a promising
season. Lenz set a new College record last fall with 511 digs and
be a top candidate for NESCAC Defensive Player of the Year in 2007.
Junior Nicole Cahill (Quincy, Mass.) is one of the top returning
hitters in the NESCAC, despite giving up two inches or more to
opposing blockers at 5-foot-10. Cahill has amassed 459 kills, 74 aces,
60 blocks, with a .229 kill percentage in two seasons. Classmate
Esposito (Pound Ridge, N.Y.) looks to build on a productive sop1t101n~
campaign playing both middle and opposite in 2007, after notching 1
kills and 41 blocks a year ago.
-2007 Season Outlook, The Athletics Homepage

Team Roster
#

2
3
4

5
6
7
9
10
11
15

16
18
28

Name
Kathleen Lenz
Lindsey Beggan
Molly Ullman
Rachel Low
Lisa Esposito
Nicole Cahill
Amanda Poole
Vivian Baker
Emily Boorsting
Sara Fiorillo
Lindsey Eichler
Kristen Anderson
Emily Moore

Cl.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.

Pos.
L
OH/L
OH
L/S
MH
MH
OH
OH/RS
S/OH
OH
OH
RS/S

s

Head Coach: Jennifer Bowman
Assistant Coaches: Caitlin Luz & Victoria
Moshier
Co-Captans: Lindsey Eichler & Kathleen
Lenz

Team Roster
Name
Derek Cohen
Christopher DiBona
Ralph Fedele
Randy Ferrufino
Jacob Gire
Nikolai Harovas
Joseph Hem Jr.
Keith Hernandez
Chukwuemeka Kanu
Patrick Kumf
Gustavo Nascimento
Jason Orloff
Cameron Reed
Benjamin Speicher
Dean Stratouly Jr.
John Sweeney
Maxwell Walk
Stephen Weisz

CI.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.

Head Coach: Stephen Makein
Assistant Coach: John Bennett
Tri-Captains: Derek Cohen, Jacob
Gire & Nikola Harovas

WRESTLING
The Trinity College wrestling team had a much
improved 2007-08 season, under the direction of new
head coach Steven Makein, who served as an assistant
last season and is a highly respected and successful
coach at the high school and club levels. Trinity tricaptains Derek Cohen (Sharon, Conn.), Nikolai
Harovas (West Hartford, Conn.), and Jacob Gire
(Union City, Calif.) led a much deeper and more
talented group of wrestlers that was eager to be
competitive in the New England Wrestling Association
(NEWA)
Seniors Cohen, at 149 pounds, and Harovas, at
heavyweight, have both been productive wrestlers
throughout their careers with a combined 119 varsity
matches under their belts. Cohen performed well this
year, winning the Southern Maine Invitational, and is
primed to do well in New England's. Freshman Nick
Stewart (Sharon, Mass.) provided depth at the 149
weight class.
Seniors Ralph Fedele (Verbank, N.Y.) and Max Weisz
(Belmont, Mass.) both had a solid year. Ralph wrestled

at the 157 pound weight class and Max returned at the
165 pound weight class. Senior Joe Hern (Quincy,
Mass.) finished up his career at 174 pounds.
Junior Keith Hernandez (Brooklyn, N.Y.) wrestled this
year at 133 pounds, after two seasons wrestling
predominantly at 125, while freshman Max Walk
(Paoli, Pa.) stepped in as a rookie at 125. Freshmen
Cameron Reed (Elgin, Ill.) provided depth this year at
133. Sophomore Jacob Gire, after winning a team high
19 out of 24 matches last year at 133, moved up to 141
pounds this season and has had another solid year.
The Bantams relied on freshmen Jason Orloff (Goshen,
N.Y.) and Chuckwumeka Kanu (Bronx, N.Y.) at 184
pounds, and have steady junior Patrick Kumf (Milford,
Mass.) back at 197 pounds. Pat Kumf has had a great
year and really improved since the 2006-07 season.
Harovas and freshman John Sweeney (Wayne, Pa.)
wrestled in the heavyweight division.
-Jacob Gire, Tri-Captain

ROWING
This fall the Trinity Rowing squad was led by
a strong group of seniors. An armada of four
eight man boats and numerous small boats
raced at the Head of the Riverfront Regatta in
Hartford.
The results were tremendously
strong. In just three years the size of the team
nearly tripled and the caliber of racing has
increased steadily. The highlight of the fall
season was at the Head of the Charles. Both
the Men's and Women's entries won the
Collegiate 8s. The Second Varsity Men also
medaled in the Club 8 entry in a powerful
weekend for the birds. Showing strength,
poise, and discipline, the Bantams charged
down to Princeton the following weekend. The
Princeton Chase Regatta welcomed heavy
winds and cooler

Right: The Men's
Varsity 8 after
their run down
the course at the
Charles

temperatures.
The Bantams were able to fly
together and have a strong showing in their final fall
race.
Looking to the spring the oarsmen will have many
opportunities to prove themselves in 2008. This
spring racing season boasts extremely tough
competition from both East and West Coast
powerhouses. Cal Berkley, Stanford, and Oregon
State will have a run down the race course alongside
Trinity at the coveted 2000 meters of Redwood
Shores, California. The defending ECAC National
Champion Bantams will look to defend their title in
May of 2008 led by a strong group of upperclassmen
and Head Coach Larry Gluckman.
-J. Gary Moffat '08, Co-Captain

Team Roster
Name
Russell Bennum
Tom Caruthers
Danilo Cicmil
Geordie Coffin
Jacob Donich-Croll
Nick Drexel
Hal Ebbott
Ryan Flynn
John Graves
Nate Kelly
Max Kohl
Felipe Luisi
Joseph Malamey
Hugh McKeegan
Chris Mercurio
Caleb Miles
Gary Moffat
Nick Ryan
Aaron Sawitsky
Code Sternal
Klee Aiken
Thomas Brown
Nick Chakiryan
Evan Daley
Brian de Regt
Henry Habgood
Perrin Hamilton
Tom Keller
Alec Phillips
Joe Plotycia
Jon Rosen
Eli Roxby
Red Sammons
Alex Salusbury
Peter Smith
Colin Touhey
Tom Weir

Cl.
So.
So.
So.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.
So.
So.
So.
So.
So.
So.
So.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
So.
So.
So.

Head Coach: Lawrence Gluckman
Assistant Coach: Kevin MacDermott
Co-Captains: J. Gary Moffat & Geordie
Coffin

Team Roster
Name
Stephanie Apstein
Eleanor Atkeson
Alexandra Berluti
Kate Brisson
Eveline Case
Susan Hunt
Courtney Coyne
Natalie Jones
Amanda Kulik
Deede Dixon
Emily F orsyt
Loren Massimino
Amory Minot
Elizabeth Molano
Alexandra Purdie
Kristin Rocha
Alison Schmidt
Amelie Shister
Ashley Swiggett
Hannah Smith
Sara Stockwood
Eleanor Wierzbowski
Carmel Zahran
Nadia Zahran

Cl.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.

Head Coach: Wesley N g
Assistant Coach: Pam
Besteman
Co-Captains: Amanda Kulik &
Carmel Zahran

---

ROWING
The fall season for Trinity Women's Rowing
was one of the n1ost ambitious and successful
to date. After a highly successful 2007 NCAA
Championships where the team earned a silver
team trophy, its highest placing ever at the
NCAAs, the team faced the loss of five seniors
who had provided strong leadership. The fall
campaign was short, sharp, and intense and
included three regattas: the Head of the
Riverfront, Head of the Housatonic, and Head
of the Charles. At both the Riverfront and the
Housatonic the team won four events (some
athletes rowed 24 miles at the Housatonic!) and
gained a lot of confidence in their fitness levels.
The season culminated in a great performance
at the Head of the Charles where the varsity
eight won a second Collegiate 8+
Championship in three years improving on an
18th place finish from the previous year. There
is great potential for success this spring as we
have one of the most cohesive groups of
athletes on campus led by a strong group of
seniors, Jessica Chitwood, Amanda Kulik
(capt.), Loren Massimino, Ali Schmidt, Carmel
Zahran (capt.), and Nadia Zahran.
-Wesley N g. Head Coach

Track & Field
Whereas NESCAC teams such as Williams and
Amherst thrive with large numbers and can
accumulate a high team score from points from
multiple athletes in each event, Trinity must set
goals for the individual's success, so as to give
the individual the best chance to advance as far
as she can go. Luckily for Trinity, small
numbers are made up for in high quality.
Performers like Amanda White ('08) advance all
the way to the national level, this year traveling
all the way to Ohio to represent Trinity against
the best of the best. White was the only member
of the women's team to earn 2008 All New
England honors, after placing 2nd at Dill New
Englands. In the field and sprint events,
Trinity's numbers are proportionally fewer but
growing stronger each year. This year,
developing powerhouse Casey Armstrong (' 11)
in sprints and Rachel Lynch ('11) in throws
represent the freshmen class, with veteran
sprinter Brittany Bristrow ('09), and jumpers
Hae Sol Han ('10) and Teddie Curtis ('10)
showing them they way. Rhenita Brade ('08),
back from a year off from track to study
international law in D.C., was a valuable asset,
dropping her 400 and 800 meter times
substantially each time she ran

the event. Caroline Brown ('08) dominated the
3k, highlighted by running an aggressive 11:19
at a competitive Tufts Stampede
Invitational. Allie Lemire ('09) led the middle
distance women, smashing the 2:20 800 meter
barrier by over 2 seconds. Kristina Miner ('08)
was not able to regain NCAA status after
recovering from her traumatic accident in 2005,
but was able to drop her 1000 meter time to
3:01.5, less than 2 seconds off the school record
and .03 seconds off from Lemire. Mandy
Williams ('08) was the strongest 2008
representative for the Bants in the mile, running
5:08.46 at Open New Englands and breaking
5:20 two other times during the season. Jackie
Hourihan, Giselle Harrington, and Kate Barton
all represented the sophomore class well in the
middle distance events, showing that even
though four seniors will be graduating from the
small squad that is Trinity Indoor track, the
Bants will continue to be a force to recon with
in years to come.
-Kristina Miner

A ninth-place finish at the 2007 New
England Outdoor Track and Field
Championships highlighted another
strong year for the Trinity College
track and field squad. A number of
talented athletes, led by senior captains
Matt Anderson, in the middle distance
Houston Gossett, in the jumps, and J
Mihalko, in the throwing events, and
junior captain Shaun McDonough
should propel the Bantams to another
strong finish in 2007-08.
Anderson and junior Sam Moorhead
the Bantams two returning national
qualifiers in the middle distance events
Anderson won NESCAC, ECAC, and
New England crowns in the 800 meters
and Moorhead was an All-American in
the same event during the 2006-07 ·
season. McDonough and classmates
Mike Campanella and Justin Harris
the Bantams three quality sprinters.
junior Hunter Norte is an AU-New
England performer in the steeplechase
and top distance runner. Senior Jesse
Wanzer and sophomores Matt Dennis
and Ryan Lane are capable of scoring
points at several distances.
Gossett is a scoring threat in all the
jumps, while Mihalko leads a deep
of Bantam throwers. Sophomores Bill
Monahan (hurdles), Ben Feldman
(hurdles), Chris Dubyak (sprints). Nick
Vasquez Uumps), Sam Pegram Uumps)
and Zachary Lusk (throws) all showed
potential as rookies in their respective
events.
-The Athletics Homepage

Team Roster
Name (Men's)
Matthew Anderson
Alex Baillargeon
Matthew Dennis
Blake Fisher
Stephen Gamer IV
Houston Gossett
Michael Goulet
Wesley Halstead
Caleb Homiski
Drew Kennedy
Ryan Lane
Zachary Lusk
Shaun McDonough
John Mihalko
William Monahan
Nicholas Moorhead
Sam Moorhead
Timothy Murphy
Hunter Norte
Sam Pegram
Brendan Powers
Quentin Reynolds
Patrick Rielly
Tim Scarella
Steve Sullivan
Nick Vasquez
Jesse Wanzer
Benjamin Wheatley

Cl.
Sr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.

Name (Women's)
Casey Armstrong
Kate Barton
Rhenita Brade
Brittany Bristow
Caroline Brown
Thea Curtis
Hae Sol Han
Giselle Harrington
Jaclyn Hourihan
Alison Lemire
Rachel Lynch
Kristina Miner
Jessica Tait
Amanda White
Amanda Williams

Cl.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
So.
So.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.

Head Coach: George A. Suitor
Assistant Coaches: Colin McKean,
William P. Kelleher &
Irving S. Black

Team Roster
#

1
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
29
30
31
34

Name
Kevin Collins
Matt Sullivan
Chandler Barnard
Thomas DiBenedetto
Kent Graham
Tim Bourdon
Ryan Piacentini
Jack Abbott
Sean Killeen
Tim Kiely
Stephan Bernstorf
Jon Rappaport
Conor O'Sullivan-Pierce
Michael Regan
Andrew Janiga
Colby Tucker
Robert Martin
Alex Rokicki
Joe Markovich
James Wood
Eric McGrath
Guy Gogliettino
Jeremiah Bayer
Matt Stafford
Mark Young
Derek Anderson
Jason Simoni
Jacob Donnelly
Andrew RathmannNoonan

Pos.
IF
OF
P/OF

ss

lB
IF
IF
OF

c
p

c

p
p
p
p
lB

ss

OF
OF/P
OF
p
IF
p

OF
OF
p
p

c
p

CI.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.

Head Coach: William K. Decker Jr
Assistant Coaches: Mark Lambert, Steven
Cervizzi, and Scott Smith
Tri-Captains: Sean Killeen, Michael Regan,
Guy Gogliettino Jr.

Photos Thanks to the Athletics
Department and Edwin C. Pratt

BASEBALL
The 2008 Trinity baseball team, under the direction of Bill
Decker, returns no less than 20 letter winners from last year's
squad. Last spring, the Bantams finished with the secondhighest win total in the program's history at 30-8 and qualified
for the NCAA Division III Championship Tournament for the
sixth time in the last 10 years. The Bantams advanced four
games into the New York Regional Tournament in New York,
after earning an at-large bid to the NCAA Tourney. Trinity
returns a deep and healthy pitching staff and 10 position players
with significant starting experience that should have them back
in the hunt for a NESCAC title and another NCAA bid.
The pitching staff should be the strength of the team, as several
talented arms return. Senior RHP Tim Kiely (Swampscott,
Mass.) is the reigning NESCAC Pitcher of the Year and a 2007
All-American honoree, after posting a 5-0 record with 30
strikeouts and a 1.37 ERA, including Trinity's first-ever perfect
game. in 2007. Fellow senior righties Chandler Barnard, Jon
Rappaport, and Michael Regan give the Bantams three options
in the rotation with post-season success on their resumes.
Barnard was 9-1 last spring with 64 strikeouts in 68.1 innings
with a 2.37 ERA, while Rappaport is ll-7 in his threeyear career, and Regan was 6-0 with 51 K' s in 51.1 innings and a
2.98 ERA a year ago. The entire staff will once again benefit
from the catching skills of junior Sean Killeen, who batted .377
with 13 doubles, six homers, and 32 RBI last spring. Sophomore
Steve Bemstorf should be a solid backup.
Junior lefty Eric McGrath is 6-5 over the last two seasons with
66 strikeouts in 56.1 innings, while sophomore southpaw Derek

Anderson logged 29 innings as both a starter and a reliever as a rookie.
Junior RHP Andrew Rathman-Noonan, and sophomore LHP Doug
Loudon have shown ability early in their careers as well.
The left side of the infield returns, as seniors Thomas DiBenedetto
and Guy Gogliettino are both back for their third seasons starters at
shortstop and third base, respectively. DiBenedetto batted .359 with 40
runs, and 26 RBI as a solid leadoff man in the lineup, while
Gogliettino is adept with the glove and looks to bounce back from a
subpar 2007 campaign with the bat. Barnard, who led the team with 29
runs and 10 doubles while hitting .234 in 2006, will play at second or in
the outfield when he is not pitching. Junior IF Ryan Piacentini batted
.306 in his first season as a starter at 2B, while senior IF Tim Bourdon,
an All-NESCAC selection and a .405 hitter in 2006, returns with the
ability to play several positions. Sophomore Kent Grahmn solidified
the first base spot in his rookie year, hitting .355 with 13 doubles,
seven homers, and 40 RBI to earn the NESCAC Rookie of the Year
award. Junior IB Colby Tucker batted .439 as a valuable reserve last
spring.
Sophomore RF James Wood earned All-NESCAC First Team
recognition last year, after batting .370 with six homers and 40 RBI,
while speedy classmate Matt Sullivan emerged late in the year as a
skilled defensive option in CF. Senior Matt Stafford is also back after
batting .341 with 13 home runs as an outfielder, a first baseman, and a
DH last season over the last two years. Barnard hit .291 last spring
and can play both infield and outfield, while sophomores Jack Abbott,
and Joe Markovich will each look to contribute after a promising
rookie campaigns.
-The 2008 Season Outlook

SOFTBALL
The Trinity College softball team has established itself as a
legitimate contender in the NESCAC, advancing deep into the
league championship tournament the last three years and into the
final game in 2007. The Bantams recorded the second-straight, 20win season last spring, finishing 22-11 overall and a best-ever 8-4 in
the NESCAC East Division. Under Head Coach Caitlin Luz (6th
Season), the 2008 Bantams boast a deep and talented roster despite
the loss of NESCAC Player and Pitcher of the Year Sara
Dougherty and All-NESCAC SS Stacy Hills to graduation.
In th~ outfield, sophomore Jessica Tait (North Salem, N.Y.)
established herself as one of the most exciting players in New
E?gland in her rookie season, batting a team-high .440 last spring
wtth 10 doubles, 38 runs, and 26 RBI while playing a stellar CF.
She was selected to the All-NESCAC First team and the ECAC
All-New England First Team for her efforts. Junior tri-captain
Stacy Hathcox (Woodinville, Wash.), who could see some time in
the infield in 2008, has been solid at both corner outfield spots in
her two seasons, while several young players including sophomore
Erika Klotz (Naperville, Ill.) will compete for starting outfield
jobs.
Junior Gabrielle Sergi (Walpole, Mass.) gives the Bantams a solid
veteran presenc~ on the mound with post-season experience. Sergi
was 7-llast spnng and topped the NESCAC standings with a 1.71

ERA, while turning in nice effort in an elimination game during
the NESCAC Tournament in 2007. Junior Abby Cecchinato
(Thomaston, Conn.), who has yet to play for the Bantams due to
an injury, and promising freshman Kristen Anderson (West
Haven, Conn.) will log the remaining innings in the circle in this
spring.
Trinity must replace the left side of its infield, although
sophomore 2B Patricia Cipicchio (Southmont, N.C.) started
every game last spring. Cipicchio, who batted .272 with 21 RBI
as a rookie, slides to shortstop and freshman Katharine
Stolterberg (Montgomery, N.J.) will start right away at 2B.
Senior tri-captain Laura Cutler (Concord, Mass.), who will also
get several at-bats at the designated player, steps in for
Dougherty at lB, while freshmen prospect Nicole Nardella
(Beverly, Mass.) will play both 3B and lB, and Cecchinato can
hit and play the hot corner. Cutler batted .345 with a pair of
homers in 2007.
Junior tri-captain Ariana Mullin (Woodbridge, Conn.) appeared
among the NESCAC standings in five different categories last
season, batt~ng .381. with five homers, 27 runs, and a team-high
33 RBI while startmg all 33 games behind the plate for the
Bantams.
-The 2008 Season Outlook

Team Roster
#
4

5
7
8
9
IO
II
I2
13
I4
I7
2I
22
30
33

Name
Patricia Cipicchio
Erica Klotz
Ariana Mullin
Taylor LaRese
Stacy Hathcox
Abagail Cecchinato
Gabrielle Sergi
Jessica Tait
Kristen Anderson
Loretta Cremmins
Katherine Stoltenberg
Melanie Orphanos
Nicole Nardella
Annie Jenney
Laura Cutler

Pos.
2B/SS
OF/P

c

OF

UT
P/3B
p
OF
p
OF
2B/SS
UT
3B/IB

UT
lB

Ct.
So.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.

Head Coach: Caitlin Luz
Assistant Coaches: Jennifer Bowman and
Victoria Moshier

Photos Thanks to Edwin C. Pratt

Team Roster
#
I

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44

45

Name
Michael Ritter
Rob Mountain
Alec Jenkins
Alex Palma
Colin Murphy
Connor Wells
Adam Cox
Andrew Williamson
Trevor Stem
Greg Brennan
James Martin
Sean Delaney
Kevin Looby
Gardie Ashforth
Brendan Newland
Nick Isbrandtsen
Patrick Kain
Trevor Carlisle
Harper Cullen
Sam Slater
Raymond Mooney
Zachary Trudeau
Art Schweitzer
Owen Cahill
Kris Tedeschi
Sanford Nunes
Max Alderman
Matthew Vibert
Jeremy Ulan
Robert Key
John DiBianco
Brad Hunnewell
Ben Sherry
Paul McBride
Bennett Standiford
Houghton Hauf
Connor Hustava
Chris Hartzell
Luis Fernandez
Ryan Saltzman
Thomas Rogers
Ryan Moriarty
Theodore Bascom
Graham Fadden

Pos.
A
A
D
G
D
M
A
MIA
D
A
D
M
A
A
M
D
A
M
A
M
M
M
M
D
A
M
M
M
M
M
D
M
M
M
LSM
M
M
M
M
M
A
LSM
LSM
G

a.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Sr.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.

Head Coach: James Finlay
Assistant Coaches: Marc Graham, Michael Kruger,
Ted Garber
Captains: Owen Cahill, John DiBianco, Kris
Tedeschi
Managers: Anna Conte & Jen Young

LACROSSE
The Trinity College men's lacrosse team, in its third season
under Head Coach James Finlay, is eager to continue its
development into a premier Division III program with 19
letterwinners returning from last year's squad. The Bantams
should benefit greatly from its experience under Finlay's
system, which focuses on organization, off-season
conditioning, and discipline. Last spring, the Bantams
increased their win total by three for the second straight year
with a 9-6 record and reached the New England Small
College Athletic Conference (NESCAC) Championship
Tournament for the first time in three seasons. Trinity's
experience, solid defense and much-improved depth should
give the Bantams ample reason to expect to make some noise
in the post-season in May.
Defense is a definite strength for the Bantams with two of
their captains returning in the back for a third straight year as
starters. Senior Owen Cahill, one of the top all-around
players in the NESCAC, is a tough and physical defender a
threat to come up and score with his powerful and accurate
shot, while classmate John DiBianco is tough, aggressive, and
dependable. Sophomore Nick Isbrantsen has emerged
as the third starter after a strong rookie season, and classmate
Ray Mooney is a versatile short-stick defender who can also
play in the midfield. Trinity has tremendous depth at this
position with sophomore Jim Martin and freshman Trevor
Stern both more than capable of stepping in at any time.
Junior Alex Palma returns in goal after a solid first year as
the starter a year ago, and junior transfer
Graham Fadden has pushed for playing time in pre-season as

the backup. Palma made 182 saves for a .572 save
percentage with a 9.07 GAA in 900 minutes last season.
Trinity senior captain Kris Tedeshi tallied 31 goals
and notched 13 assists in an All-NESCAC season a year
ago, while junior Adam Cox enjoyed a breakout season
in his first spring as a starter with 14 goals, 12 assists,
and 42 ground balls. Sophomore lefty Harper Cullen
steps in as the third starting attackman after a
promising rookie campaign, while freshman Greg
Brennan will receive immediate minutes on offense,
particularly in extra-man situations.
In the midfield, junior All-NESCAC face-off
specialist Connor Wells received some pre-season AllAmerican recognition after finishing in the top five in
face-off percentage (.698, 143 groundballs) last spring,
while senior Sam Slater scored 15 goals last season, and
junior Zac Trudeau added seven markers and six
assists. Junior Rob Mountain, who totaled 17 goals
and eight assists in 2007, transitions back to the
midfield after two productive years as an attackman.
There is plenty of dependable players at the position, as
senior Jeremy Ulan and juniors Sean Delaney and Art
Schweitzer all possess the talent and experience to
impact the game at both ends of the field. Sophomores
Colin Murphy and Bennett Standiford are both solid
long sticks and classmate Rob Key is a valuable backup
to Wells on the face off.
-2008 Season Outlook

LACROSSE
The 2008 Trinity College women's lacrosse team is eager
to build on its most successful season in 10 years last spring,
when the Bantams tied a College record for wins with a 12-5
mark and advanced to the NCAA Division III
Championship Quarterfinals. Under the guidance of Head
Coach Kate Livesay (2nd Season), Trinity once again
possesses the talent and experience necessary to contend for
a New England Small College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC) title and return to the NCAA Tournament.
Playing in the premier Division III women's lacrosse league,
the Bantams suffered three losses by two goals or less last
season.
Four dependable senior captains graduated in May,
including a pair of all-regional honorees, but eight starters,
two All-Americans, and the reigning NCAA Division III
National Goalie of the Year return to the squad. The
Bantams will rely heavily on the skills and experience of
senior captain Michelle Smith, in the cage, who gives Trinity
a defensive advantage in each game it plays, along with
fellow senior captains Caroline Boiardi and Ellen Cohn who
are also season starters on defense. The fourth senior captain
is attacker C.J. Yanofsky, who joined Smith as an AllAmerican selection in 2007. Trinity has high hopes for the
program's 15th winning season in the last 18 years.
Defensively, Smith, Boiardi, Cohn, and junior Kristina
Scontras make up one of the top defenses in the nation. All
have at least two years of starting experience, while Boiardi
and Scontras have both been all-regional selections and

Cohn led the Bantams in ground balls last spring with 35.
Smith earned the starting goalkeeper job in her
season and has started each game since, logging
minutes with 215 saves, a .575 save percentage, and a 9.
GAA in 2006. Sophomore Carrie Wolcott and fresJlilli:tn.
Kayla Lawson will provide quality depth in the backfield.
In the Trinity midfield, sophomore Sarah Remes ,
earned National All-Rookie Team honors and scored
goals, six assists and a team-high 24 caused turnovers
season, is the top returning players. Junior Carrie Disa
who had 21 goals and four assists in 2007, has
dependable in her first two seasons, while
Lauren Peck and sophomores Annie Cook and
Phelps have improved steadily in their young careers
will take larger roles this spring. Rachel Romanows•[v
and Alisen Urquhart are ready to make an tmJme,Olate1
impact in the midfield as rookies this season.
Yanofsky is a lethal scoring threat at attack,
38 goals and 30 assists last spring, while sophomore Jenn
Calver added 27 goals and paced the Bantams in d
·
controls with 42 as a freshman starter.
juniors Megan Hannigan and Jessica Schultz will
time at the third attacker position, while first
Christina Bradley and Caitlin Irvine will contribute on
the offensive end off the bench.
-2008 Season Outlook

Team Roster
#
1

2
3
4
5
7
6
8

9
10
11

12
13
14
15
17
19
21
22
23
27
34

Name
Caroly Cameron
Lauren Peck
Christy Bradley
Jennifer Calver
Anne Cook
Caroline Boiardi
Kayla Lawson
Emma Lynch
Caitlin Irvine
C.J. Yanofsky
Rachel Romanowsky
Alison O'Brien
Kristin Phelps
Carolyn Wolcott
Alisen Urquhart
Ellen Cohn
SarahRemes
Jesse Schultz
Carrie Disa
Megan Hannigan
Kristina Scon tras
Michelle Smith

Pos.
M
DIM
A
A
MID
D

D
D
A
A
M
M
A
MID
M
D
M
A

AIM
A
D
GK

Cl.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Sr.

Head Coach: Kate Livesay
Assistant Coaches: Anne Parmenter & Sarah
Berheide
Captains: Caroline Boiardi, Ellen Cohn,
Michelle Smih, C.J. Yanofsky

Team Roster
Name
Austen Afridi
Omeed Assefi
Josh Bloch
Thomas Brosens
Alex Champoux
Robert DeSimone
David Dessau
Tom Dolan
Josh Ephraim
Spencer Feldman
William Hancock
John Charles Hanley
Azam Khan
Ian Malakoff
Chris Maycock
David Patrick
Yuriy Pereyaslavskiy
Mark Pises
Brett Ramsay
Gautam Samarth
JeffStempeck
Nicholas White
David Yahng

Cl.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Sr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
Fr.
Jr.
Fr.
Sr.
Jr.
Sr.
So.
Jr.

Head Coach: Paul Assaiante
Assistant Coach: Michael Smith
Co-Captains: Tom Dolan & Brett Ramsay

TENNIS
The Trinity College men's tennis program is eager to
continue its annual success with 14 returning veterans,
five returning starters, and of the top recruiting classes in
the program's history. The Bantams will feel the loss of
perennial All-American Brian Marsden to graduation,
but senior co-captains Thomas Dolan and Brett Ramsay
and juniors Gautam Samarth and David Yahng
represent four of the top returning singles and doubles
players in the NESCAC and the New England region.
Ramsay has qualified for the NCAA National Doubles
Championships and earned All-American honors as a
doubles player, while Dolan played his way up to the
No. 3 singles position last spring and teamed with
sophomore Nick White for a 7-5 record in doubles.
Samarth and Yahng have combined to go 44-20 in singles
and 25-5 as a doubles tandem in their first two seasons.
White gained valuable starting experience as the No.5 or
6 singles player as a rookie in 2006-07.

Senior Jeff Stempeck and sophomore Bobby
DeSimone are also capable of contributing in
varsity matches, while several members of the 200708 incoming class will play immediate roles.
Sophomore Spencer Feldman, a transfer from
Division I South Carolina, and freshmen D.J.
Patrick, from Atlanta, Mark Pises, from California,
Will Hancock, from Minnesota, and Sam Baker,
from Massachusetts, give the Bantams an incredible
deep pool of tennis talent this season.
The Bantams continue to play one of the toughest
schedules in the nation while competing in the top
conference in Division III men's tennis. Ranked No.
6 in the Northeast and No. 22 in the nation in the
final ITA Polls in 2007, Trinity's expectations are
again high for the upcoming year.
-The 2007-2008 Season Outlook

TENNIS
The Trinity College women's tennis team is excited to
begin the 2007-08 season, as five starters return from
last year's squad that qualified for the inaugural sixteam NESCAC Championship Tournament to
determine the league's NCAA representative. Last
season, under the direction of Head Coach Wendy
Bartlett, the Bantams posted their best record since
2001-02 at 11-6 while competing against some of the
toughest teams in the region. Trinity returns four of
six singles players from last sspring, including senior
co-captain and All-NESCAC honoree Brenna
Driscoll, forming a solid nucleus eager to contend for
the post-season once again.
Driscoll gives the Bantams one of the top singles and
doubles players in the NESCAC, having posted a 3419 singles record in three seasons and teaming with
junior Amanda Tramont to form a Second Team AllNESCAC doubles tandem. Tramont was 13-8 (8-6
with Driscoll) in doubles in the fall and spring
seasons in 2006-07 and is 24-13 over two seasons as a
singles player.

Senior co-captain Sydney Meckler enjoyed a breakout
junior year, earning an 8-4 singles record, while junior
Sarah Gould has been a consistent force in the middle of
the Bantam lineup throughout her first two years. Gould
led the Bantams with a 14-5 singles record as a
sophomore and combined with Meckler to make a
formidable No. 2 doubles team in the spring season.
Sophomore Olivia Merns showed promise as a freshman,
emerging as a starter at No. 3 doubles in the second half
of the year. Merns and junior Katie Fielding should play
larger roles on this year's team. Trinity adds several firstyear recruits that will bring depth and talent to the lineup.
With championship tournaments in the fall and the spring
semesters, the tennis season at Trinity is truly an exciting
one. The Bantams will play a full slate of matches in both
the fall and the spring, including their spring break trip to
Orlando, FL, in March, as they prepare for the NESCAC
Championships in late April and the NCAA Tournament
in May.
-The 2007-2008 Season Outlook

Photos Thanks to Edwin
C. Pratt and the Athletics
Department

Team Roster
Name
Fiona Adler
Brenna Driscoll
Katherine Fielding
Sari Fromson
Sarah Gould
Arielle Leben
Schuyler Livingston
Sydney Meckler
Olivia Mems
Elizabeth Ortiz
Kristina Pappas
Lacey Rose
Jillian Steckloff
Amanda Tramont
Melissa Weicker
Robyn Williams

Cl.
So.
Sr.
Jr.
So.
Jr.
Fr.
Fr.
Sr.
So.
Fr.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.

Head Coach: Wendy Bartlett
Assistant Coaches: Henry
DePhillips & Regardt Schonbom
Co-Captains: Brenna Driscoll &
Sydney Meckler

Team Roster
Name
David Anderson
Justin Barrett
Michael Belkin
Josh Biren
George Brickley
Jame Driscoll
Briggs Elwell
Jared Greenman
Josh Grossman
Reid Longley
Alec MacColl
Ben Schiffer
Jonathan Terbell
Cameron Weir

Cl.
So.
So.
Fr.
Jr.
So.
Fr.
So.
Fr.
So.
So.
Jr.
Jr.
Jr.
Fr.

Head Coach: Bill Detrick
Assistant Coach: Jay Pulaski
Captain: Josh Biren

GOLF
This was a record breaking year for the Trinity
College Golf Team. We won three of our six
tournaments including ECAC's (300-299=599) and
the Nescac Championship for the first time in team
history. Our two day total of 599 was a team record.
We also had the nescac player of the year for the third
consecutive season. This year it was sophomore Josh
Grossman who shot 74-72 for a total score of 146.
Freshman Jay Driscoll had a great season shooting
72-72 in his first tournament. Sophmores Reid
Longley and Dave Anderson played very well starting
in every tournament this year. Junior Captain Josh
Biren lead the team at New Englands with a two day
total of 158. By winning Nescacs the Trinity Golf
Team

earned the right to host a 4 team playoff in the
spring against Middlebury, Williams and
Hamilton. The winner of this tournament will
earn a spot at the division 3 national
championship.
Trinity is a very young team that will be returning
all of its starters next year. They will be a
contender at the national level for years to come.
On a side note, Junior Jon Terbell had his first
hole in 1 during a practice this season and
Freshman Mike Belkin started his first match at
New Englands.
-Joshua Biren, Team Captain

Club Sports
Bantam Rhinestone Rollers - Bowling
Equestrian Club
Rifle Club
Rugby Club (Men's)
Rugby Club (Women's)
Shotokan Karate Club
Ski Team
TaeKwonDo
Trinity College Club Ice Hockey Team
Ultimate Frisbee
Water Polo

Rugby and Equestrian Photos by Edwin C. Pratt

Koeppel Community
Sports Center
The Koeppel Community Sports Center opened its doors in
November 2006, and is a multi-use athletic facility on the southern
edge of campus. It features the Albert Creighton Williams '64 Rink,
a state of the art 200' x 90' ice arena that serves as home-ice for
Trinity Men's and Women's Ice Hockey teams, and provides
opportunities for faculty, students, and staff to collaborate with the
community through academic and athletic mentoring programs.
Designed as an extension of the Learning Corridor educational
campus,

the

sports

center

meets

one

of

SINA's

key

objectives-providing safe space for recreational opportunities and
constructive programming for the community. The Koeppel Center
may be the first urban community athletic facility in the country
that connects neighborhood families with the resources of a liberal
arts college.
-The Trinity College Homepage

The Koeppel Community Sports Center, through a generous
donation, is pleased to offer the community use of its new IceCourt
Exxess inline hockey floor. This suspended polypropylene multisport floor gives the KCSC the occasion to continue its efforts in
providing the Hartford area families and members of the
surrounding communities with the opportunity to enjoy skating in
all of its forms.
Now, with the addition of this floor, the KCSC can offer new
programming that allows the sport of hockey to reach many area
children of varied backgrounds. Following the lead of the NHL's
Street Program, the KCSC will offer an introduction to hockey by
way of a Deck Hockey program. Deck Hockey is similar to street
hockey in many ways, but it utilizes the multi-sport flooring to
mimic ice when handling a puck or ball. Sneakers, a small amount
of equipment, and a strong desire to learn the game of hockey is all
that is required of the participants. Clinics for skill development
and leagues for play will be forming for all ages and abilities.
Whether building off of the foundation from the Deck Hockey
program or not, children can move into learn-to-skate classes that
will "get them moving" and prepare them for inline or ice skating.
Learn-to-skate classes will consist of 30-minutes of lesson time,
followed by 30-minutes of practice time, no sticks, and will be
geared towards teaching the fundamentals of skating in a fun and
challenging environment.
Additionally, the KCSC is pleased to team up with the Connecticut
Speedskating Association (CSA) and offer a pilot program to
introduce speedskating to our Hartford area residents. This
program will begin as an inline speedskating program during the
summer and continue on as an ice speedskating program during the
faWwinter months. While some type of prior skating experience is
encouraged, all are welcome to try this unique and challenging
sport.
Finally, the KCSC is teaming up with the Connecticut Chasers and
forming a program for special needs athletes to participate on a
team for the developmentally challenged. Run by former President
of the Connecticut Down Syndrome Congress Debra McAlenney,
the Connecticut Chasers continue the efforts of former Hartford
Whaler Kelly Chase in offering people with disabilities the
opportunity to learn how to skate and play hockey. The Chasers
are members of USA Hockey and part of two larger groups called
the Heart League - Special Hockey International and the American
Special Hockey Association.
-KCSC Homepage

The Trinity Bantams defeated the Wesleyan
Cardinals, 32-14, on Saturday, Nov. 10, in their
last game of the season to finish the year with a
record of 6-2. With the win on Homecoming
Weekend, Trinity ended up tied for second place
with Williams College in the NESCAC standings.
"I was very pleased with the way the team
performed," said Head Coach Jeff Devanney.
"Our young quarterback played very well and our
running game was consistent. Defensively we put
pressure on their quarterback and forced some key
turnovers."
-Bill Cosgrove, The Trinity Tripod
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Do-lt-Day
"Started in 1999, Do It Day is half-day event held the first
weekend after classes that engages hundreds of students,
faculty, and staff in service projects throughout Hartford.
We began the Do It Day program in the hope of starting
the academic year with an event that immediately engages
a large portion of our campus in the Hartford community.
The event has grown from about 150 participants at 11
worksites the first year to 520+ participants at 55+
worksites in 2006."
-The Office of Community Service and Civic Engagement
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"This year, fifty-seven organizations
participated in Do It Day, all
dedicated to helping c1t1zens of
Hartford. Some of the groups included
the Connecticut Youth Forum, an
organization that discusses teen issues
regardless of race or sex, and Greater
Hartford Association for Retarded
Citizens, a group that helps people
with
mental
retardation
live
comfortable lives. The Connecticut
Pride Center, which had one of the
largest groups of Trinity volunteers,
creates a safe zone for all Gay,
Lesbian, Bisexual, Trans-gendered and
Inter-sex individuals.

The Community Service Center has
dedicated a large part of its time to
introducing Trinity students to
Hartford, and vice versa. Aside from
Do It Day, they supervise many
programs including, but not limited
to, the Upass system, which is
subsidized by the student government,
Trinity's Boys and Girls Club, Peter's
Retreat, Voices Raised in Democracy,
ConnPIRG, and the Big Brother/Big
Sister program."
-Griha Singla, Trinity Tripod, 9/12/06

One of the sites, the Immaculate
Conception Shelter, a home that
provides care for the homeless, has
participated in Do It Day for years.
Michael Grace, a staff member there,
had nothing but praise for Trinity
students. "We look forward to them
coming every year. Every time they
come here it is a blessing."
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Halloween
On Vernont Street · ·

HAPPY HALLOWEEN!

This Year's Films from Aug. 22:
La Vie En Rose, The Golden Door,
Ratatouille, The Namesake, Sicko, 28
Weeks Later, The Grapes of Wrath,
Paris, Je T'Aime, Talk to Me, Paprika,
Once, Knocked Up, Citizen Kane,
Becoming Jane, Sunshine,
Exposure, La Vie En Rose~ No End
In Sight, The Borinqueneers,
Hairspray, Le Doulos,
The King of Kong: A
Fistful of
Quarters,
The

I'm Not There, Before The Devil
Knows You're Dead, Naked Boys
Singing, Mary Popuins, American
Gangster, Redacted, An Inconvenient
Truth, The Savages, Southland Tales,
Love In The Time of Cholera, Lars
and The Real Girl, Eraserhead,
Casablanca, Blade Runner (The Final
Cut), Special Function: "Varia Jean
Merman Loves Foreign Tongue!", The
Orphanage, The Great Debaters, No
Country For Old Men, The Kite
Runner, Steep, Seven Samurai,
Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of
Fleet Street, The Diving Bell and The
Butterfly, Charlie Wilson's War, Joe
Strummer: The Future is Unwritten, A
Fistful of Dollars,
Atonement, "April in Paris"-French Film Festival:

Simpsons
Movie, The 11th
Hour, Death at a
Funeral, Superbad, 2
Days in Paris, The Shining,
Enemies of Happiness, The Bourne
Ultimatum, City Lights, The Devil
Came
on
Horseback,
Stephen
Gyllenhaal Film Festival: (A Killing in
a Small Town, Paris Trout,
Homegrown, Waterland), Thieves and
Liars, Eros Film Festival: (The
Laramie Project, Boy I am, Tick Tock
Lullaby, Curiousity of Chance, Desert
Hearts, Laughing Matters ... The Men,
Truths and Transformations, The
Bubble), Everything's Cool, Silver
City, Eastern Promises, Michael
Clayton, Blame it on Fidel! , Into The
Wild, Across The Universe, "Lust,
Caution", The Darjeeling Limited,
Control, It's A Wonderful Life,
Baraka, Bella, Margot At The
Wedding, Romance and Cigarettes,

T

(The Marriage Circle, QuandTu
Descendras Du Ciel Le Chat, Baisers
Voles, La Faute A Voltaire, Ma Saison
Preferee, La Cage Aux Folies La Belle
Et La Bete, La Classe De Madame
Lise), Persepolis, There Will Be Blood
and The Wild Bunch

T

"Without music life would be a mistake"
-Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche

Music at
Trinity
The Accidentals were founded in 1993
as an all-male Accapella singing group.
Their repertoire includes classis rock,
R&B, Barbershop, Jazz and Pop. The
Accidentals pride themselves on high
quality original arrangments and
musicality.
The Dischords are Trinity's newest co-ed
a cappella group, which has been
hoppin' and boppin' since 2005. Their
repertoire of original and unique
arrangements are constantly growing.
They sing a wide variety of music
ranging from old classics to the soulful
one-hit wonders of the 80's to
contemporary hits of today and
tomorrow.
The Quirks are Trinity's newest allfemale a capella group. Founded by two
students in 2003 as their Tutorial College
project, today the group consists of 14
members.
The Quirks' repertoire
includes close harmony arrangements of
a wide range of musical genres, including
jazz, rock, R&B, and pop.
The Trinity Pipes are a small, coed
singing group founded in 1938 by four
men from St. Anthony Hall. The group
enjoys singing a wide variety of music
from 1940s close harmony to modern
pop and rock arrangements.
The Trinitones are Trinity's first allfemale vocal group. The Trinitones sing
a cappella music in close harmony, in
styles ranging from jazzy 1920's music to
current popular songs.
Since the
formation of the group in 1987, the
Trinitones have performed for a variety
of alumni, community, and college
events.

T

Chapel music at Trinity College has a long and
distinguished history, which began in 1824 with the
founding of The Trinity College Chapel Singers, Trinity's
oldest student organization. Today, The Chapel Singers
is a diverse group of approximately 45 undergraduates
who enjoy singing a challenging and varied repertoire
with friends. The Chapel Singers provide music at
weekly Vesper services, the annual Services of the
Lessons and Carols of Christmas, selected academic
occasions such as Honors Day and Matriculation, and
concerts. Performance tours off campus have included
England, Italy, San Francisco and the United States
Virgin Islands.
The Trinity College Gospel Choir is a multicultural
group devoted to offering gospel music and spirituals
from the African-American church tradition. It performs
frequently for Chapel services and special events. The
Trinity College Chapel is home to several internationally
acclaimed musical instruments, including the 79-rank
Austin pipe organ in the main Chapel, the 49-bell
carillon by Taylor of England in the tower and, in the
crypt Chapel, a tracker pipe organ by Nicolson & Co. of
Malvern, England.
The Trinity College Chapel is also host to many concerts
throughout the year, and performances include notable
choral and instrumental ensembles, organists, and
carillonneurs from around the world.
-John Rose, College Organist and Director of Chapel
Music
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Even if you're not at Trinity, the
friendships you make here travel with

Costume
Parties at
Trinity
Trinity students work for long hours in the
library so when they get the chance they like to
play hard as well. Party of choice? Costume of
course! Trinity students can be just as creative
and hardworking when it comes to their
getups.
Some Popular Parties:
Foam Party
Disco Inferno
Gi Joe/Barbie
Anything But Clothes
Red light/Green Light
Superhero
Pajama Party
Gender Bender
Heaven and Hell

T
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The goal of the Caribbean Students'
Association is to unify all the Caribbean
students, students of Caribbean heritage and
students interested m the Caribbean
experience on campus and to get them more
involved in campus and community activities
that highlight Caribbean life and culture. The
Association's purpose is to combine
Community Service and educational programs
with social events, which will inevitably lead
to the increase in members' awareness of other
multicultural organizations.

The Trinity Tripod is the official
student newspaper of
College and was established in
1904. The paper strives to give
complete coverage of campus news
tri and is the primary medium for the
expression of student opinion and
criticism. Tripod ts published
while classes
session and available at a variety of
locations on campus, including the
Tripod news stands at Mather Hall
and Raether Library.

Famous alumni include syndicated
columnist George F. Will '62,
sportswriter Jim Murray '43, and
reporter William K. Marimow '69
- all Pulitzer Prize winners.
Over
50
editors,
photographers, and managers
work weekly to publish a quality

newspaper skills are especially
encouraged.
Students may
apply for positions on the news,
sports,
photography,
or business
of the Tripod
located in Jackson Hall.

and accurate newspaper for the r"-· ......------~-----"
Trinity community. Come join us!
All students are encouraged to
apply for staff positions. No

Opinions
Features
Arts
Announcements
Sports

The
Trinity
Tripod

EVENTS
Welcome Dinner
Annual dinner to welcome everyone back to
campus.
We also welcome first year
students to our organization.
Halloween on Vernon
Every year, AASA participates in this
campus wide event, welcoming Hartford
loca kids to the house.
Nightfire
AASA's biggest event of the year. It
welcomes everyone to come and party in the
Vernon Social Center.
Asian Bazaar
A night full performances and vendors from
all over Hartford,
All proceeds are
donated to a different charity each year.
ECAASU
East Coast Asian American Student Union
Student run Asian organizations from all
over the country gather to meet and
strengthen relations.
Cultural Nights
With such diversity on campus, we hold
events celebrating different cultures. (i.e.
Korean Night, Chinese New Year, Filipmo
Night)
Friday Socials
A time to just relax and socialize. Usually
they're themed. (i.e. Dinner and a Movie,
Karaoke Night, Game Night)

GeNe~aL SiLLiNess

Favorite Time of Year to be
on Campus?
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Spring

Most Popular Cbartwells
Employee?

First Trinity Kiss
Spots
1. Jarvis
2. North Campus
3. Elton
4. Psi U
5.AD
6. Pike
7. Summit Suites
8. Party Barn
9. The Hall Basement
10. Jones

Other Interesting
Responses ...
·In the bushes
·Elton Bathroom
·Mather
·Admissions Patio
·Summit Suites
303S
·Soccer Field
·The Chapel

1) AI
2) Cave Mary
3) Parabatie
4) Toni
5) Dave

Toughest Class?
Organic Chemistry
Favorite Party?
1) 80s Party
2) Spring Weekend
3) AD Blacklight
4) Senior Snowball &
Tropical
5) Heaven and Hell at Cleo

a

What's your favorite
restaurant in Hartford?
1) Trumbull Kitchen (11 °/o)
2) First and Last, Hot
tomatoes (8o/o each)
3) Max's Downtown (7o/o)

Other Favorites: Feng,
Peppercorn Grill, The
W ood'N Tap and King and
I Thai
Who is Your Favorite
Professor?
1) Louis Masur
2) Professor Curran
3) Barbara Benedict
and Karl Haberlandt
~) Vijay Prashad and
Rayn1ond Baker
5) Professors
Chatfield, MitzeL
Silvennan. Zanonni.
Smedley. Cabot and
Anseln1i

Best Spot on Campus to hang out
with your Friends?
1) The Quad
2) The Underground Coffeehouse
3) Mather
4)MyDorm
5) Peter B's, Library and High Rise
6) Science Commons, Cinestudio, the
Cave, the Frats

The Arts at Trinity
"Arts experiences are unique in their power to speak to
human beings of diverse backgrounds and cultures and
to expand the intellect. "
At Trinity, we believe that serious study of the arts is crucial to a liberal arts
education. We offer majors in art history and all the arts disciplines and
minors in performing arts, music, and architectural studies. All students at
Trinity are required to take at least one course in the arts before they
uate; many choose to take more. The College offers several Gateway
programs suited for students in the arts and architectural studies,
including the InterArts Program, which is designed to attract the best
arts students in the country to the College. Our faculty is composed of
active teacher-artists and scholars who are ideally suited to guide
their undergraduates in a four-year exploration of one or more
artistic disciplines.
The Arts at Trinity include many urban and global initiatives as
part of our curriculum. Our students work in neighborhood
schools, meet and study with Hartford-area artists, and intern
with local arts organizations and museums. Guest artists and
"At Trinity, the arts
faculty performances, festivals, and outings to cultural sites in
lend vibrancy to our
NYC and Boston occur regularly.
academic culture,
Off-campus opportunities for arts study include the Trinity/La
MaMa Urban Arts Semester in New York City, as well as arts
enrich campus life, and
programs at global sites in Barcelona, Paris, Rome, and
connect us to the
Trinidad. This rich range of offerings allows students in the arts
neighborhood,
the
at Trinity to explore their disciplines in a varied range of
Greater Hartford
contexts that not only allow for personal expression, but
celebrate cultural identity.
community and to
An assortment of arts facilities are located all across the Trinity
urban and global sites
campus. The principal hub of all arts activities is the Austin
beyond."
Arts Center (AAC), which includes two performance venues, a
gallery, classrooms and studios, a music and media library,
production support areas, Theater & Dance and Music
Department faculty offices, and the AAC's central administrative
offices. The AAC was dedicated in 1964, and named after
"Chick" Austin, founder of the Trinity College Department of
Fine Arts. Austin was a visionary arts impresario who served as
Museum Director for Hartford's Wadsworth Atheneum during its
golden years from 1927-1945.
Within the AAC, Goodwin Theater is a fully-equipped prosceniumstyle space seating 315. Garmany Hall is a retro-fitted "black box"
space adaptable to a variety of configurations and seating 50-85.
Widener Gallery is the college's main formal exhibition space at
approximately 1,200 square feet.
Nearby, Hallden Hall has been the primary site for the programs in Art
History and Studio Arts of the Department of Fine Arts since 1991. It
includes faculty offices and studios, classrooms, and the visual resources
collection.
Not far from the AAC and Hallden stands Wiggins Garage, an industrialtype space redesigned in the mid-1990s for use as the college's primary sculpture studio. Recently, the Music
Department has set up an electronic music lab about one block away in a college houseat 30 Crescent Street. The
new Trinity Commons is the temporary home for Theater and Dance with four theater and dance studios and a
performance lab equipped for small scale
productions. The Broad Street Gallery is located on the northeast corner of the campus in a former
restaurant. This redesigned space is dedicated to the exhibition of student art work of all kinds. An adjoining house
will soon also be occupied by Studio Arts operations to offer more instructional and
studio options. -Trinity College Homepage
And, finally, a new drawing and design instructional studio has been created in a
renovated garage at 66 Vernon Street. This space has also added to Studio Arts offerings.

T

QUEEN ELIZABETH HITS MILESTONE
Britain's Queen Elizabeth II became the
country's oldest reigning monarch when
she surpassed the record set by her
great-great grandmother Queen Victoria.
Victoria lived 81 years and 243 days, and
Elizabeth surpassed that record . However,
the longest-serving monarch record still
belonged to Queen Victoria, who reigned
for nearly 64 years. Queen Elizabeth has
served for 55 years ·since her coronation
in 1952.

The world said goodbye to Claudia Alta
Taylor, a.k.a. Lady Bird Johnson, at the

ROVE RESIGNS

age of 94. Lady Bird was known for her

President Bush's long-time political
adviser announced his resignation and

role as the quintessential political wife.

left the White House in August 2007.

She campaigned tirelessly alongside her

Karl Rove was the latest in a string of

husband and even used her inheritance

administration resignations following

funds to assist with his bid for political

the Democratic takeover in Congress.

office. After Lyndon Baines Johnson

Rove's departure from the White House

became the nation's 36th president,

came as a result of Chief of Staff Josh

Lady Bird worked as an advocate for
the beautification of America and the
Head Start program.

before Labor Day or commit to serving
through the end of Bush's term.

Bolten's request for staffers to resign

SANCTIONS FOR SECURITY
According to Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad, Iran's nuclear weapon
development was a closed issue. However,
despite repeated demands from the U.N.

Chinese products fell under scrutiny

On August 1, 2007, the unthinkable

Security Council, Iran did not suspend
enrichment of uranium. The council

after potentially dangerous levels of
chemicals and toxins were found in a

happened in Minneapolis when the
Interstate 35W bridge collapsed during

responded by imposing increased sanctions

variety of products, ranging from pet

rush hour. The 1,907-foot bridge fell

on Tehran for its refusal to comply. Iran
maintained that its nuclear program was

food to children's toys. Mattei was

into the Mississippi River and onto

forced to recall millions of toys made

roadways below in less than 4 seconds.

aimed only toward generating electricity.

in China; other products under

As a result, there were 145 injured and

investigation included shrimp,

131ives lost. The National Transportation

commercial steel, lipstick, and Boy

Safety Board (NTSB) released its first

Scout badges. Ultimately, American

report in December, revealing that a

companies were held responsible for

design error resulted in undersized

the quality of their products in the

gusset plates for the truss bridge,

marketplace, but monitoring quality

which was first opened in 1967. The
bridge collapse prompted an increased

was an enormous task due to the
prevalence of Chinese products in
the United States.

number of safety inspections for
bridges nationwide.

BHUTIO ASSASSINATED
Pakistan opposition leader Benazir Bhutto

SALES SLUMP

U.N. TROOPS TO AID DARFUR

was assassinated after a campaign rally.
Bhutto's assassination occurred just

The housing market continued to battle

The United Nations Security Council

weeks before the country was to hold a

tough times when sales by homeowners
hit a record low in October. Economists

authorized calling up to 26,000 troops and
police to supplement the 7,000 African

parliamentary election in which she was
hoping to win a third term of leadership.

Union force in Sudan's Darfur region .

Bhutto, who led Pakistan from 1988 to

pointed to the excess supply of homes
on the market and adjustable rate

The combined United Nations-African

1990 and again from 1993 to 1996, was

mortgages as reasons for the slump.

Union operation aimed to help solve over

the first female prime minister of any
Islamic state . Bhutto had been the target

In December, President George W. Bush

four years of conflict in Darfur. More

and policy makers responded by cutting

than 200,000 people have been killed

of several assassination attempts by

the federal funds rate for the third time

and 2.5 million have been displaced due

AI Qaeda, the Taliban and Pakistani

that year.

to the unrest and fighting in the area.

jihad groups .

I am the 38th Governor of California and a former oUywood movle star.

?
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CALIFORNIA SCORCHED
Nearly two dozen wildfires raged
in the Los Angeles, San Diego and
San Bernardino areas of California.
The blazes, which were fueled by
the Santa Ana winds, caused at
least 500,000 people to flee their
homes and resulted in the largest
evacuation in state history. The fires
claimed the lives of 14 people and
racked up over $2.2 billion in

Prime Minister Tony Blair turned over
No. 10 Downing Street to the new
British Prime Minister, Gordon Brown.
The former treasury chief promised a
"new government with new priorities."

Boris Yeltsin will be remembered as
the man who brought democratic
reform to Russia by ending over 70
years of Soviet Communism. The former
Russian President died on April 23, 2007,
of heart failure at the age of 76. Yeltsin

The Prime Minister's call for reform

won international acclaim when he

included changes in international
institutions to reflect the new global

stood on top of a tank in Moscow
during a coup attempt against Soviet

After more than a decade in power,

President Mikhail Gorbachev.

For the first time in nearly 20 years,
the Writers Guild of America
went on strike in November 2007.
The writers sought compensation
for work distributed via the
Internet/digital media, and
unionization of writers working on
reality and animation shows. Writers

The 2008 presidential campaign made
headlines before a final candidate was

voted to end th three-month stri ~e
on February 12 after fair compensation

even selected. The race for the presidency
was already in full swing as of early 2007,
which made it the longest election race in
history. A variety of candidates made their
bids for the White House, as Americans
waited to hit the polls on November 4.

HONORS FOR AIRMEN
President Bush and Congress
awarded the Tuskegee Airmen
the Congressional Gold Medal,
for fighting to defend their country
even as they faced bigotry at home.
Hundreds of pilots saw combat
throughout Europe, the Mediterranean
and North Africa when they escorted
bomber aircraft on missions and
protected them from the enemy
during World War II.

President George W. Bush signed an
energy bill that updated automotive fuel
economy standards for the first time in
more than three decades. The new law
required a corporate average of 35 miles
per gallon (mpg) by the year 2020. It also
boosted federal support for alternative
fuel research and energy conservation

In September, U.S. commander in Iraq,

Time magazine has named Vladimir

Gen. David Petraeus, announced that
military goals of reduced killings in
Baghdad and nationwide had been
met. Yet, Iraqi ground forces requested
U.S. forces to remain in place for the

Putin its 2007 Person of the Year.
When Vladimir Vladimirovich Putin
took over as President of Russia in
2000, he found a country in chaos.
With a sharp vision of what Russia

efforts. The previous fuel economy

foreseeable future to help control
internal security and to defend the

standards, 27.5 mpg for passenger
cars and 22.2 mpg for light trucks,
were established in 1975.

nation from external threat. The United
States has been at war in Iraq since
March of 2003.

should become and dauntless
persistence to restore stability,
Putin has put his country back
on the map.

MURDOCH BUYS DOW JONES
TOP AUTOMAKER POSTS LOSS

HIGHER MINIMUM WAGE

After a four-month struggle with the

Fans bid farewell to opera's best-known

General Motors Corp. reported one of

For the first time in a decade, a minimum

Bancroft family, Rupert Murdoch
acquired his top prize, Dow Jones &

superstar of the late 20th century on

the largest losses ever for an automotive

wage increase was announced. Over

Company, publisher of the venerable Wall

September 6, 2007. Luciano Pavarotti

company. GM lost $38.7 billion in 2007,

died at the age of 71 in his native home

despite record revenues from its

a period of two years, the minimum wage
increased from the previous minimum of

Dow Jones was an impressive add ition to

Street Journal. Murdoch's acquisition of

of Modena, Italy. He was undergoing

automotive business due to growth in

$5.15 an hour to $7.25 an hour in 2009.

his $70 billion media empire that included

treatment for pancreatic cancer that was

emerging markets and favorable exchange

The bill included $4.84 billion in tax

more than 100 newspapers worldwide,

diagnosed earlier in 2006. The beloved

rates . The automaker's large loss was the

breaks for small businesses to provide

satellite broadcast operations, the FOX

superstar was one of the few opera

result of a third-quarter charge related to

support for the wage increase. As of

television network and the online

singers to win crossover fame . Pavarotti

unused tax credits. GM narrowly held

late 2007, the Economic Policy Institute

social networking site MySpace.

publicly performed his last aria, "Nessun

onto its title as the world's largest

estimated that 4 percent of the work

Murdoch paid over $5 billion for Dow

Dorma," at the opening ceremony of the
2006 Winter Olympics in Turin, Italy.

automaker; in 2007 it sold just 3,000
more vehicles than Toyota Motor Corp.

force or 5.6 million workers earned less
than $7.25 an hour.

Jones & Company, which had been
owned by the Bancroft family since 1902.

DOLLAR DIPS

TOXIC TRAILERS

MCCANN MYSTERY CONTINUES

The U.S. dollar hit a record low against

After almost a year of investigation,

the euro in November 2007. The outgoing

the disappearance of 4-year-old

manager of the International Monetary Fund

Madeleine McCann remains unsolved.

cautioned that an abrupt fall could trigger

The British girl vanished in May 2007

a loss of confidence in U.S. dollar assets

from her family's hotel room at a southern

throughout the global market. As rumors of

Portuguese resort. Several suspects

a U.S. recession circulated, investors kept

were named, including her parents,

a watchful eye on markets worldwide.

but no formal charges were made.

JONES ADMITS STEROID USE

TORNADOES SLAM SOUTH

GOODBYE TO MERV GRIFFIN

U.S. Health officials advised the removal

In October 2007, five-time Olympic

Fanfare surrounding the Super Tuesday

Entertainer and businessman Merv Griffin

of Gulf Coast hurricane victims from
government-issue trailer homes due to

medalist Marion Jones admitted to

primaries was tainted by storms that

lost his battle with prostate cancer at the

using steroids in order to boost her

ripped through the South and killed

age of 82. Griffin, the inventor of popular

toxic formaldehyde levels within the

winning performances. As a result,

at least 57 people in several states,

game shows Jeopardy! and Wheel

dwellings. Tests revealed fume

she was stripped of her honors and

including Alabama, Arkansas, Kentucky

of Fortune, started his enterta inment

levels up to 40 times the customary

suspended from track and field

and Tennessee. The rare winter storm,

career as a radio singer earning $100

exposure. Indoor air temperature
was a significant factor in elevated

competition for two years. In January
2008, Federal Judge Kenneth Karas

wh ich spawned destructive twisters,

per week. He moved on to talk show
fame as host of The Merv Griffin Show,

formaldehyde levels-the U.S. Center

sentenced Jones to six months in prison

the month of February. As the extent

which lasted over 20 years. After selling

for Disease Control and Prevention

for lying to investigators about using

of the lives lost and massive damage

the rights to his game shows, Griffin

recommended the relocation of

performance-enhancing drugs and
her role in a check-fraud scam.

became clear, presidential candidates
paid their respects to the victims.

built a multi-million dollar empire

residents before summer.

was one of the deadliest in history for

comprised of resorts and casinos.

1 am a comedian, a germ-o-phobe, and the host of a hit television show.
?
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VIRGINIA TECH TRAGEDY
In the deadliest shooting rampage by an
individual in U.S. history, Seung-Hui
Cho killed 32 people on the Virginia Tech
campus. After killing two fellow students
in his dormitory, Cho proceeded to shoot
and kill 30 students and professors
in a classroom buildmg before taking
his own life. The catastrophic event
at Virginia Tech prompted colleges
nationwide to reassess their campus
After 49 years in power, Fidel Castro

Sony's Blu-ray won the format battle

announced his official resignation as

over Toshiba's HD DVD. Several factors

president of Cuba and chief of the Cuban
military. When Castro was 32, he captured

studios and American retailers played a

the world's attention by gathering guerillas

decisive role. In January, Warner Bros.

to overthrow a dictatorship in 1959. He

Entertainment joined Sony Pictures, Walt

ruled Cuba with an iron fist and adopted

Disney Co., and Twentieth Century Fox in

a communist regime. After 81-year-old

a commitment to only release movies in

Castro formally relinquished his post,

Blu-ray format. Retailers such as Target

Department of Agriculture recalled

it was announced that Castro's brother

Corp., Wai-Mart Stores Inc., Blockbuster

143 million pounds of frozen beef for

and Cuba's defense minister Raul Castro

Inc., and Netflix Inc. also opted to sell

the largest meat recall in U.S. history.

would be the new Cuban leader.

only Blu-ray DVDs and hardware.

The California slaughterhouse, which

contributed to Blu-ray's triumph, but movie

In February 2008, the United States

provided meat to school lunch
programs, was under investigation for

February 17, 2008, marked the day Kosovo

the mistreatment of cattle at the time
of the recall. The incident prompted

declared its independence, sparking protests

demands for stronger enforcement

in Serbia. Russia emerged as Serbia's strongest

of food safety regulations.

KOSOVO DECLARES INDEPENDENCE

ally in the opposition of Kosovo's independence,
while the United States and most European
countries supported Kosovo's declaration.
Russian Deputy Prime Minister Dmitry Medvedev
and Serbian Minister for Kosovo Slobodan
Samardzic vocalized their disapproval.

FANS GRIEVE FOR LEDGER
Australian actor Heath Ledger
tragically died young at the age
of2& Ledger had beenta~ng
anti-anxiety and sleeping medications
which caused an accidental overdose.
He was found dead in his New York
apartment in January. Ledger was
best known for his Oscar-nominated
performance in the movie
Brokeback Mountain.

RUSSIA HOSTS WINTER 2014
In an unprecedented mission for the U.S.

Russia's Black Sea city of Sochi was

Navy, a missile was launched in February

honored as host of the 2014 Winter

2008 to intercept and destroy
a disabled spy satellite. The satellite
weighed about 5,000 pounds and was

Olympics. Russian President Vladimir
Putin cited Sochi's unique combination
of spring-like weather and guaranteed

nearly the size of a school bus. Pentagon

Caucasus mountain snow, which made

officials were concerned about the

the city an ideal host for Russia's

health hazards posed to humans if the

first-ever Winter Olympic Games

satellite crashed in a populated area.
The missile collided with the satellite at

celebration. Jubilant crowds in
Sochi's central square celebrated

a combined speed of over 17,000 miles

the announcement with fireworks

per hour 130 miles above Earth's surface.

and joyous cheering.

UNDERDOG BECOMES TOP DOG
For the first time in the history of the
Westminster Dog Show, a beagle
took top honors. The winner of the
132nd Westminster Kennel Club Dog
Show in New York was a 3-year-old
beagle named Uno. The famous
beagle, along with his handler
Aaron Wilkerson, won Best in Show
before a sold-out crowd at Madison
Square Garden where more than
169 dog breeds were represented.

MONSTER OF THE DEEP
English scientists shared their discovery
of an 18-inch fossilized claw that was part
of an ancient sea monster. The "monster"
was believed to be an 8-foot-long sea
scorpion that lived 390 million years ago,
and it was the largest of its kind ever
found. The scorpions were dominant for
millions of years before larger fish stole
their reign of the deep seas.

FATAL SUPERBUG
As of 2007, more than 90,000 Americans
each year contracted potentially fatal

Chinese researchers from the Chengdu

staph infections from a drug-resistant

Giant Panda Breeding Base learned

The record for the longest-living animal

"superbug." The bug was called
methicillin-resistant staphylococus,

how to transform a two-ton daily load

went to a quahog clam that was found
off the coast of Iceland. The 405-year-old

or MRSA, and its bacteria was carried

of panda waste into paper. The idea
originated during a visit to Thailand,

by healthy people where it lived on their

when they saw paper made from

Chinese dynasty that ruled at the time of

skin or in their noses. It raised concerns

elephant dung . The researchers thought

quahog clam, nicknamed "Ming" after the

because it became more common and

that their 40 bamboo-fed pandas, which

its birth, broke the record previously held
by a 374-year-old clam. That was one

it was resistant to penicillin. Without a

produce about two tons of waste per

mighty mollusk!

vaccine for the superbug, the number
of deaths caused by it each year could

Their next step was finding paper mills

surpass the number of fatalities caused

to process their fiber-rich material into

by the AIDS virus.

high quality paper.

day, could make an even finer paper.

KING TUT REVEALED
Eighty-five years after the discovery of King
Tutankhamun's 3,000-year-old mummy, Tut's
face was unveiled for the first time in 2007. The
pharaoh's mummified body was displayed for the
public in a climate-controlled glass box to protect
it from the damaging effects of humidity. The
traveling Tut exhibit drew more than 4 million
people during a four-city United States tour, and
it increased tourism in Egypt as well-there were
over 9 million visitors last year.

Shell Oil and German biofuel company

and the University of Wisconsin in

Choren Industries planned the European

Madison have discovered two different

launch of a new road fuel called Sunfuel

genetic recipes that give ordinary human

for late 2007. This new fuel was made

skin cells the power to turn into virtually

from wood chips and straw, and its

any kind of human tissue. With this

program pilot for synthetic diesel was

capability, a person's own skin cells could

expected to shift the industry. The

be used to mend a broken spinal cord or
repair heart damage. The scientists behind

projected change involved using plant
material waste instead of valuable food

this amazing discovery warned that actual

crops to create fuel. Sunfuel's cost was

use of the skin cells was still years away,

more than the price of oil, but Shell

but the breakthrough was a "tremendous

spokesmen expected the price to come

scientific milestone."

down as production volume increased.

STEGER EXPLORES WARMING ARCTIC

A team of surgeons and specialists
at Duke University Medical School
proposed a purpose for the appendix.

Research groups from Kyoto University

In May 2007, Will Steger completed his
New Zealand fishermen hauled in a

expedition to the Canadian Arctic to

The small organ, located at the beginning

colossal catch when they captured the

investigate retreating glaciers and other

of the large intestine, was found to be

largest squid ever seen. The Colossal

signs of climate change, as well as how the

a storage place for helpful bacteria.

Squid (Mesonychoteuthis hamiltoni)

changes affect Inuit people. Steger targeted

The shape of the appendix, as well

weighed over half a ton and measured

"emerging leaders" to join his expedition

as focused studies, supported the

33 feet in length. The enormous squid

because he wanted the expedition results

hypothesis that the appendix's function

specimen was caught in the Ross Sea

to reach young people. The team included

is to store and supply healthy protective

near Antarctica, just as it was finishing

two Americans, two Norwegians, a Canadian

bacteria for the digestive system.

off a meal of Patagonian toothfish.

and a British person.
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GECKO GLUE
With the help of geckos, biomedical
engineers and scientists at
Northwestern University invented
glue that works like the adhesive
on Post-i

notes, but can also work

on wet surfaces. The glue was named
Geckel because th e sticking properties
of geckos and mussels inspired its
development. Geckel is planned for
use in the medical, military, industrial

VITAMIN D CRAVING

Paleontologists found the nearly

The "sunshine vitamin," otherwise

complete fossilized skull of a giant

known as vitam in 0, was found to

prehistoric rat in Uruguay. Based on

and consumer products fields.

improve optimal health for humans.

an analysis of its 21-inch-long skull,

Sunlight triggers the human body to
produce vitamin 0, and most tissues

the rodent was estimated to weigh

and cells have receptors for the vitamin.

size of a hippopotamus. Mighty Mouse,

A lack of vitamin 0 was linked to various

as the Josephoartigasia monesi

cancers, tuberculosis, schizophrenia,

specimen had been nicknamed, was

Researchers were on the lookout

multiple sclerosis, hip fractures, and

a major find for researchers studying

for a mysterious honeybee killer in

chron ic pain.

giant South American rodents.

the United States. The van ishing

between 1 and 2.5 tons-about the

HONEY BEE MYSTERY

syndrome, labeled colony collapse
disorder (CCD), caused bees to
abandon the ir hives and to disappear
The Food and Drug Administration declared
that meat and milk from cloned cattle, pigs and

entirely. A genetic analysis of the
affected bees revealed a link between
CCD and Israeli acute paralysis virus

goats are safe to eat, which made the United

(IAPV), which causes shivering wings,

States the first country to approve cloned food

paralysis and death in bees.

for consumption. The agency announced that
it would not require food from clones to be
labeled in the marketplace. The FDA awaited
the public response to its news before moving
forward; a 2006 survey documented that 64
percent of Americans are uncomfortable with
animal cloning.

ENDANGERED NO LONGER
After a four-decade struggle to avoid
extinction, the American bald eagle
was officially removed from the
endangered species list on June 28,
2007. The eagle population rose in
2007 to an estimated 10,000 mated
pairs, compared with 417 eagles
documented in 1963. Bald eagles
continued to be protected by state
statutes, the Migratory Bird Treaty Act
and the Bald and Golden Eagle Act.

ARID OUTBACK

The Philippines added a new bat

For the seventh year, Australia faced

species to its list of 74 native species,

what has been called the country's worst

24 of which can only be found in the

drought in a millennium. Drinking-water

Philippines. The Mindoro Stripe-Faced

reserves dipped to record lows across
the country and billboards posted
alarming consumption statistics. Experts

Fruitbat was discovered when it was
accidentally captured in a net. The
orange bat, with a distinctive white-striped

warned that many nations around the

face, was found on an island south of

world may have to adapt to less water.

Manila. Researchers from the University

In response, conservation incentives

of Kansas and the Comparative

and water recycling programs were
implemented throughout Australia and

Biogeography and Conservation of
Philippine Vertebrates (CBCPV) were

served as an example for other countries.

responsible for the discovery.

A new threat loomed on the horizon
for the world's reefs in 2007. Due to
an increase in carbon dioxide
emissions, the oceans became
more acidic. Oceans soak up about
a quarter of all C02 emissions and
this absorption changed its chemistry.
Experts warned that coral reefs and
the sea life that depend on them may
not survive the century unless urgent

VIRTUAL CITY VISIT

SUBTITLE GLASSES
Thanks to researchers at Madrid's

Google, the world's dominant search

Inventors Eoin McNally and ian Walton

Northern libet saw its first snowfall in

Carlos Ill University, people with hearing

company, brought remote city streets
into our homes with Google Maps' Street
View. The map feature offered 360°

decided that an alarm clock was a

2007 through the work of the libet

completely unpleasant way to wake up
in the morning . Instead, they created the

Meteorological Bureau. The Chinese
bureau injected clouds with silver iodide
particles to create the successful

impairments enjoyed going to the movies.
The prototype for Subtitle Glasses
included a mini-display that hangs over

panoramas of major cities such as New

glo Pillow. The pillow was embedded with

the right lens of the glasses to pick up

York, San Francisco and Chicago via the

a grid of LEOs below its surface and used

half-inch (1 .3 em) of artificial snow that

the text that is wirelessly transmitted to

Web. City buildings, neighborhoods and

the gradual increase of light as a wake-up

fell in libet, about 4,500 meters above

it. The text is carefully timed to follow

landmarks across the United States

call. The programmable foam pillow

sea level. The snow experiment was a

along with the movie, so that all

became accessible for users who went

simulated a sunrise to naturally wake

moviegoers could enjoy the show.

to maps.google.com for a virtual stroll.

people up and ease them into the day.

response to warnings of melting glaciers
and drought in the Himalayan region.

VACCINE BLOCKS BIRD FLU

FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY OF SPUTNIK

The Food and Drug Administration approved the first

The world's first artificial satellite was launched into

bird flu vaccine and announced plans to stockpile

space on October 4, 1957, and it signified the start of

it for emergency use during a crisis. The FDA's

the Great Space Race . NASA Administrator Michael

approval of the vaccine came at a critical time for

Griffin said, "The Sputnik accomplishment by the

preparations. In 2007, the H5N1 strain of the bird flu

Russian people was responsible for the creation

affected seven countries and prompted experts to

of the American space program." Fifty years later,

warn of a pandemic if the virus gained the ability

Russians celebrated the Sputnik anniversary by
leaving flowers at the tomb of Sergei Korolyov, the

to transfer from human to human.

visionary behind the Sputnik launch and the father
of the Soviet space program.

BOOKS '1 TO GO"

FORD SYNCS UP

After several years in development, the

Ford and Microsoft joined forces to create

Espresso book machine was released

Sync, a new automotive electronics

TEST PREDICTS ALZHEIMER'S

in 2007. The $50,000 Espresso machine

system. Sync linked Bluetooth-enabled

After nearly three years of work, MIT

Stanford University researchers developed

printed a 300-page paperback on

researchers finalized Domo, their robotic

a new blood test that could potentially

demand, complete with cover, in just

mobile phones, wireless and USB-based
devices into a car audio system. The

creation. Domo was a new breed of

diagnose Alzheimer's disease by identifying

three minutes for a cost of only a few

main appeal of Sync was that it could

18 distinctive proteins that appear with

dollars. There were initially 2.5 million

be controlled by buttons on the steering

robot designed to assist humans with
daily living. Using its computerized,

books available for printing, which the

wheel or by verbal commands to read

human-looking eyeballs, Domo performed

patients. The test demonstrated remarkable

machine can make in any language .

and write text messages, as well as

tasks that included identifying objects,

potential for predicting which patients

The machine's creators, On Demand

access tracks of music by artist, title,

reaching for items and placing them on

with mild memory loss were at high ri sk

consistency in the blood of Alzheimer's

Books, predicted that eventually the book

and genre information. Sync was an

shelves. Domo was equipped with a

for developing the disease. As of 2008,

vending machine will have an infinite

available option for 12 of the 2008 Ford,

speech recognition system and the ability

it was estimated that 250,000 Alzhe im er's

library available, due to its partnerships

Lincoln or Mercury models, and a

to sense touch, which made it an ideal

cases went undiagnosed each yea r in

with Google and Open Content Alliance.

planned option for all 2009 models.

helper for the elderly or mobility-impaired.

North America .

.rvly cornpany ha:; deveJopad and :;old popular products .;uch a:; the 1Pod, 1Pod ;huffJe

and JPhone~
YVHO;. .rvl J?
~
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Wii ARE FIT
Nintendo's Wii video game console
helped get garners off the couch.
With the release of the Wii Fit, garners
were given their daily exercise too.
The Wii Fit used a variety of games
and a weight-and balance-sensing
board to make exercise a fun routine.
The Balance Board could do
everything from analyze the user's

LAPTOPS FOR ALL
In the first known case of its type

posture to correct poor yoga poses.

Nicholas Negroponte of the MIT Media

worldwide, an Australian girl

Lab developed a computer that was

spontaneously switched blood types

attainable for the masses. For $150, a

and adopted her organ donor's immune

person could purchase the XO Laptop.

system. Before her successful liver

Although the XO Laptop was not the

transplant, 9-year-old Demi-Lee Brennan

most powerful computer made, the

was seriously ill. Nine months after the

stripped-down machine was a good

transplant, her blood type changed to

option for developing nations and for

match her donor's type when stem cells

low-income areas within the United

migrated from her new liver to her bone

States. The low price encouraged

iPhone was 2007's Invention of the

marrow. Despite the unusual nature of

governments to buy in bulk and it made

Year. The magazine bestowed its

her recovery, Demi-Lee's health returned.

a home computer a reality for many.

INVENTION OF THE YEAR
According to Time magazine, Apple's

honor on Apple's cell phone because
it was the first handheld computer
to function as a mobile phone with
an innovative touchscreen. In addition,
the iPhone featured the stylish design

Kent Couch of Bend, Ore., fulfilled his

and ease-of-use that consumers

childhood dream when he floated 193

have come to expect from the

miles, from Oregon to Idaho, on a lawn

Apple brand.

chair with 105 helium balloons attached .
Couch's flying lawn chair was equipped
with a GPS system that also measured
altitude and speed. After nine hours in the
air and reaching an altitude of 15,500 feet,
Couch popped enough balloons to safely

SUPERJUMBO JET

land his "aircraft" on stable ground .

At long last, the Airbus A380 took its
inaugural flight from Singapore to
Sydney for Singapore Airlines. The

·-

A380 was the largest jetliner ever built
and it boasted two passenger decks;
12 first class suites with actual beds;
and regular seats with power plugs
and personal video screens. Several
passengers paid over $100,000 to
become a part of history on the
A380's maiden voyage.

Fifty years ago, Wilson Greatbatch made

AWAKENING HOPE

a small error while testing a device that

A trial treatment for brain injuries offered

was intended to record heart sounds. The

hope for trauma patients. A gentle

mistake led to Greatbatch's improvement

current of electricity was delivered by

on the pacemaker design- the first

an implanted deep-brain simulator (DBS)

implantable pacemaker. Prior to

to the injured brain of a 31-year-old male

Greatbatch's accidental discovery,
pacemakers were the size of a TV set

patient, and it successfully roused him
from six years spent in a semi-conscious

and painful to use . Wilson Greatbatch's

state. The electric treatment provided

pacemaker was named one of the top

scientists with the insight to analyze

ten greatest engineering contributions
to society by the National Society of

brain activity and further develop

Professional Engineers.

patients with the world.

methods for reconnecting unconscious

MICROSOFT CREATES SURFACE
With the introduction of its latest
innovation, Microsoft brought
touchscreen technology to a whole
new level. The Microsoft Surface
tabletop computer could respond
to multiple touches, digital and
non-digital objects. Without the use
of a keyboard or mouse, the Surface
interacted with cameras, phones
and paint brushes used on its
interactive surface.

TIGER TRIUMPHS
For the second year in a row, Woods
claimed seven titles in a single season;
he also secured golf's first-ever FedEx Cup
and its $10 million bonus. The Golf Writers
Association of America named liger its
2007 player of the year- an award that
he won a record nine times within eleven
years. liger Woods surpassed Arnold
Palmer to move into fourth place for the
most PGA tour victories, with 63 wins.

Barry Bonds of the San Franc isco Giants

AGIANT UPSET
Super Bowl MVP Eli Manning threw
two touchdown passes to lead the New
York Giants to a 17-14 victory over the

The San Antonio Spurs have earned

UNSTOPPABLE HENIN

a place among basketball's elite. After

After the longest three-set final in

sweeping the Cleveland Cavaliers 83-82

tournament history, Justine Henin rallied

in Game Four of the NBA Finals, the

past Maria Sharapova to win the Sony

Spurs added their third title in five years

Ericsson Championships and claim her

and their fourth in the last nine seasons.

lOth title of 2007. Henin was named

The Spurs joined the Boston Celtics,

Women's World Champion for the second

Los Angeles Lakers and Chicago Bulls

year in a row, in addition to her 2003 title.

as the only teams in NBA history to win
four titles. Tony Parker, who averaged

She won two Grand Slam titles, Roland
Garros and the U.S. Open, and she

24.5 points, was the first NBA player

became the first woman to earn more

from Europe to be honored as MVP.

than $5 million in a single year.

Aaron 's 33-year reign over the home run
record with run No. 756 in the 5th inning
against the Washington Nationals. Bonds

previously undefeated (18-0) New

achieved the record -breaking run by
hitting the 84-mph fastball 435 feet into

England Patriots. Giants wide receiver

the right-center field seats. Major League

David Tyree amazed spectators with

Baseball Commissioner Bud Selig said,

an outstanding catch that paved the way

"While the issues which have swirled

for the game-winning touchdown . With

around this record will continue to work

a record 97.5 million viewers, Super Bowl

themselves toward resolution , today is

XLII was the most-watched Super Bowl
match-up in sports history.

a day for congratulations on a truly
remarkable achievement. "

WINTER XGAMES 12

BOSTON'S BIG WIN

made headlines when he broke Hank

SOCCER GREATS

Shaun White scored his 12th Winter X

The world's top male and female soccer

medal in Aspen, Colo., with a gold

players for 2007 were named by FIFA,

medal win in the games' finale event,

and both players hail from Brazil. AC

the Snowboard SuperPipe. Aspen 's

Milan's Kaka became the fifth Brazilian

Gretchen Bleiler won the gold medal
for the women's Snowboard SuperPipe

to be named FIFA World Player of the
Year. The midfielder also was honored

event. Snowboarder Nate Holland

as Europe's top player for 2007. For the

grabbed his third consecutive gold,

women, Marta Vieira da Silva captured

while Lindsey Jacobellis claimed her

her second consecutive World Player

first X gold in three years. Also

of the Year title. She helped the Brazilian

noteworthy was snowmobiler Levi

team compete in the FIFA Women's

LaVallee's triple gold medal wins.

World Cup in China .

The Phoenix Mercury seemed to do the

In 2004, the Boston Red Sox earned a

impossi ble in t he 2007 WNBA Finals.

long-overdue World Series title. After

For the first time ever, they won a WN BA

a 4-3 victory over the Colorado Rockies

championship on another team's home

JOHNSON IS THE MASTER

in Game 4, the Sox became Major League

court. The Phoenix beat defending

Zach Johnson, from Cedar Rapids, lA, won

Baseball champions for the second

champions, the Detroit Shock, with

the Masters title with a two-shot victory at

time in four season s. The win became

a 108-92 win. Ph oenix's "big three"-

the 2007 tournament in Augusta, Ga . It was

a certainty when pitching powerhouse

MVP Cappie Pondexter, Diana Taurasi

the 31-year-old's first Major tournament

Jonathan Papelbon struck out Seth
Smith to seal the 2007 World Series title

and Penny Taylor brought home the

victory and only his third tournament win

title for a fra nchise that had not been

overall. Johnson finished the season with

for Boston.

to the playoffs since 2000.

nearly $4 million in earnings.

I broadcast every Sunday ight Football game, I have a hit video game named after me,
and I do not like to fly in airplanes.
WHO AM I?
ANSWER LOCATED ON BACK COVER
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FEDERER DOMINATES
During the 2007 season, Federer
won three Grand Slam titles. His
overall title count increased to 12
titles- which left him only two title
wins behind tennis great Pete
Sampras. Federer became the first
player to win over $10 million in annual
prize money. Roger Federer was only
the second player to be named Men's

MITCHELL REPORTS
Former U.S. Senate Majority Leader
Da le Earnhardt Jr. surprised racing fans

George Mitchell led the charge to clean

when he announced his departure from

up Major League Baseball with the

the company that his father built, along

publication of his 409-page report.

with his five -year deal to drive for

The Mitchell Report, which identified

Hend ri ck Motorsports. Hendrick's

baseball players who allegedly used

garage included drivers Jeff Gordon,

performance-enhancing drugs, included

Jimmie Johnson and Casey Mears.

a list of 7 MVPs and 31 All-Star players.

Beginning in 2008, Earnhardt joined the

MLB Commissioner Bud Selig and

line-up of the most dominant team in

President Bush fully supported Mitchell's

NASCAR rac ing.

efforts to enforce drug-free baseball.

World Champion for four consecutive
years, joining Pete Sampras.

NASCAR's Jimmie Johnson and his
No. 48 Lowe's Chevrolet roa red to
victory as the 2007 Nextel Cup
champion. In the final five races
of the season, Johnson claimed four
consecutive wins and a title -clinching
performance at the Homestead-Miami

At the age of 17, Ryan Sheckler was the
youngest pro skateboarder on the circuit.
The teenage dynamo quickly became known
for his impressive skills and variety of

Speedway. Johnson is the first
driver to win consecutive Cup
titles since Jeff Gordon did it in
1997 and 1998.

skateboarding tricks. Sheckler reputedly
skate boarded for the first time when he was
only 18 months old . The young skateboarding
superstar also starred in his own reality show
on MTV, Life of Ryan.

OCHOA ACHIEVES GREATNESS
Mexico's Lorena Ochoa had a big
year: She won her first major in the
Women's British Open at St. Andrews,
and she finished her LPGA Tour
season with eight victories and more
than $4 million. Previously, no female
player had won more than $3 million in
a year. Ochoa rose to the No. 1 female
world ranking and was voted female
player of the year by the Golf Writers

The Anahe im Ducks waited 14 seasons

Street Sense came out on top in the

to win the Stanley Cup. Their 6-2 win

133rd Run for the Roses at Churchill

over the Ottawa Senators ended the

Downs. The Kentucky Derby winner

long wait. MVP and Captain Scott

fought his way from nearly last place

Niedermayer led the Ducks to victory,

to win the race by over two lengths. It

with the help of brother Rob Niedermayer

was a first-time Derby win for the colt's
jockey, Calvin Borel, and the second for

and fellow teammates Teemu Selanne
and Chris Pranger. Selanne was the

trainer Carl Nafzger. Street Sense was

Ducks' leading scorer and Pranger held

the first Breeders' Cup Juvenile winner

the only successful penalty-shot goal in

to come back and win the Derby; he was

Finals history. The Neidermayers were

also the first 2-year-old to win a Kentucky

the first brothers since 1983 to win the

Derby and the highest-priced winning

Cup as teammates.

For the second time in a row, Germany
won the Women's World Cup title
with a 2-0 victory over Brazil.
Germany prevented its opponents
from scoring goals for six entire
games during the tournament, and
it outscored the opposition 21 -0.
Germany was the first team to
complete a major senior competition
without yielding a goal.

MAGICAL NIGHT OF MUSIC
Singer Ricky Martin helped to open the 8th annual
Latin Grammy Awards ceremony with a splash- he
joined the Blue Man Group to perform while playing
paint-drenched drums. Later, Martin accepted the
award for Male Pop Vocal Album. However, the
night belonged to Dominican singer Juan Luis
Guerra, who won five awards and was honored
with the prestigious Person of the Year award .

Beyonce was awarded the Best Female R&B Artist fo r 2007 title at the 7th annual Black
Entertainment Television Awards. Gnarls Barkley won the Best Group Award, while
American Idol star Jennifer Hudson reigned supreme as Best Actress. Legendary singer
Diana Ross was honored with The Lifetime Achievement Award and Don Cheadle was the
recipient of the Humanitarian Award.

For the second year in a row, the stars of American !do/won big at the American Music
Awards in Los Angeles. Newcomer Chris Daughtry reeled in multiple awards for Favorite
Pop/Rock Album, Favorite Adult Contemporary Artist and Favorite Breakthrough Artist.
Fellow Idol crooner Carrie Underwood was awarded Favorite Country Female Artist and
Favorite Country Album for Some Hearts. For the Soul/Rhythm & Blues category, Rihanna
won Favorite Female Artist and Akon was named Favorite Male Artist.

The biggest winner at the 50th Annual Grammy Awards was newcomer Amy Winehouse.
Winehouse's five Gram my award wins included Record of the Year and Song of the
Year for "Rehab." Veteran Herbie Hancock was the big surprise of the evening with
his Album of the Year win for River: The Joni Letters. Justin Timberlake claimed Best
Male Pop Vocal Performance and Maroon 5 won an award for "Makes Me Wonder. "

THE TOP 10 HIT SINGLES OF 2007:
1. "Stronger" by Kanye West

HBO's hit show, The Sopranos, went out with a bang in its final season by winning the Emmy

2. "No One" by Alicia Keys

for Best Drama Series, as well as awards for Outstanding Writing and Outstanding Director.

3. "The Sweet Escape" by Gwen Stefani feat. Akon

NBC also fared well at the 59th Emmy Awards- the network took home seven awards

4. "Foundations" by Kate Nash
5. "Umbrella" by Rihanna feat. Jay-Z

including 30 Rock's Emmy for Best Comedy Series. Sally Field won Best Actress in a Drama

6. "Lovestoned/1 Think She Knows Interlude"

Series for Ugly Betty.

Series for ABC's Brothers & Sisters and America Ferrera won Best Actress in a Comedy

by Justin Timberlake
7. "I Got It From My Mama" by Will.i.am
8. "Stop Me" by Mark Ronson feat. Daniel Merriweather
9. "Gimme More" by Britney Spears
10. "Grace Kelly" by Mika

THE TOP 10 MOVIES OF 2007:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Spiderman 3
Shrek the Third
Transformers
Pirates of the Caribbean: At World's End
Harry Potter and the Order of the Phoenix
The Bourne Ultimatum
300
Ratatouille
The Simpsons Movie
Wild Hogs

The 34th annual People's Choice Awards festivities were also called off due to the Hollywood
writers strike, but the winners were still selected and announced. Pirates of the Caribbean:
At World's End won awards for Favorite Movie and Favorite Threequel. The award for
Favorite New TV Comedy went to Samantha Who?; Gwen Stefani and Justin Timberlake
each won for the Favorite Female Singer and Favorite Male Singer categories.

J was

the very first American Idol winner and my hometown is Burleson/ TX.

WHO

J?
ANSWER LOCATED ON BACK COVER
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NELLY'S NIGHT
Nelly Furtado had a big night at the Canadian
Juno Awards with a sweep of multiple
categories. She claimed the Juno Fan Choice
Award, Single of the Year, Album of the Year,
Pop Album of the Year and Artist of the Year.
Billy Talent was awarded Group of the Year
and Tomi Swick was named New Artist of
the Year.

At the 80th Academy Awards, The
Coen brothers' No Country for Old

Men won awards for Best Motion
Picture, directing and writing (Adapted
Screenplay). Juno won the award
for writing (Original Screenplay) and
it was the only best picture nominee
to top $100 million at the box office.
The Bourne Ultimatum earned three
awards and There Will Be Blood

A record-breaking 74 million voters
declared Jardin Sparks to be the
winner of the Amerit;an Idol title.
At the age of 17, Sparks was the

CHOICE FOR TEENS
TV was hot this year at the Teen Choice Awards. The Disney sensation and teen favorite,
High School Musica/2, snagged the Choice TV Movie Award. Miley Cyrus, star of Hannah
Montana, won the Choice TV Actress Award for comedy and Hannah Montana also won
the comedy category for Choice TV Show. Teens voted American Idol the Choice TV Reality
Show winner and Avril Lavigne's song, "Girlfriend," won the Choice Music Single Award.

youngest Idol winner in the history
of the show. Although it was the
show's sixth season, viewers were
still hooked-the premiere attracted
37.3 million viewers to rank as Idol's
second-highest ratings ever.

Racecar driver Helio Castroneves
became the fourth consecutive man
to win Dancing With the Stars when
voters named him, along with partner
Julianne Hough, the champion of the
hit show's fifth season. Despite Spice
Girl Melanie Brown's high dance

COUNTRY'S BIGGEST NIGHT
It was a night full of country's biggest stars at the 41st annual Country Music Awards in

scores and Marie Osmond's loyal
fans, Helio danced away with the
mirrorball trophy.

Nashville, Tenn. Kenny Chesney won his third Entertainer ofthe Year award and Brad
Paisley finally won his well -deserved Male Vocalist of the Year award after seven previous
nominations in that category. Carrie Underwood won her second consecutive Female Vocalist
of the Year award and the Single of the Year award for the smash hit, "Before He Cheats."

AWARDS MUST GO ON
Due to the continuing Hollywood writers strike,
the 65th annual Golden Globes did not include
the traditional awards show celebration .
Entertainment Tonight's Mary Hart announced
the winners during a press conference at The
Beverly Hilton in Beverly Hills, Calif. Award
winners included Atonement for Best Motion
Picture - Drama and Best Original Score, and
Sweeney Todd for Best Motion Picture- Comedy
or Musical. Disney and Pixar's Ratatouille won
Best Animated Feature Film.

Justin Timberlake won Video Music
Awards for Male Artist of the Year,
Quadruple Threat of the Year, Best
Choreography and Best Direction.
Fergie took home a statue for Female
Artist of the Year, while Rihanna
scored the Monster Single of the
Year award and Video of the Year
for her summer sizzler, "Umbrella,"
featuring Jay-Z.

MORE THAN MEETS THE EYE
WANNA BE A ROCKSTAR?

Transformers, the 1984 hit cartoon series,
was reborn on the big screen . The movie

New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg
announced that the city's taxis will be

After nearly a decade of movie buzz,

attracted plenty of new fans, as well as

completely hybrid within five yea rs.

Activision, developer and publisher of

The Simpsons Movie hit theatres with

the now-grown children of the 1980s.

The city has already tested nearly 400

Guitar Hero Ill: Legends of Rock, enjoyed
record earnings for the latest rock star

a bang in July. The animated film was
credited with the biggest debut ever for

Steven Spielberg helped to bring the

fuel-efficient hybrid taxi cabs. Under
Bloomberg's plan, the number of hybrid

simulation game. Within the first week

a television cartoon adaptation. Although

transforming robots to life as the film's
executive producer, and it earned $700

of sales, Guitar Hero Ill earned $115

the FOX television series was in its 18th

million at the box office worldwide .

million and set a sales record for the

season when the movie premiered,

Guitar Hero franchise . Rock on!

the film attracted even more viewers.

taxis would increase each year until
2012, when every taxi will be hybrid.

POTTER MANIA
Harry Potter mania expanded from books and movies to include a Harry Potter theme pa rk in
Florida, which was scheduled to open in 2009. J.K. Rawling's final book in her seven -volume
series, Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, flew off bookshelves and into the eager hands
of Potter fans on July 21 , 2007. An amazing 8.3 million copies of the book were sold within the
In 2007, the world said goodbye to a man

Former U.S. Vice President AI Gore and

who took danger to epic heights-Eve!

the U.N. Intergovernmental Panel on

Knievel passed away at the age of 69

Climate Change were awarded the

in Clearwater, Fla . One of Knievel's

2007 Nobel Peace Prize on October 12

best-known and most terrifying stunts

in Oslo, Norway, for their work to raise

involved vaulting his motorcycle 151

public awareness regarding climate

feet over the fountains of Las Vegas'

change issues. The Nobel Peace Prize

Caesars Palace in 1967. Throughout

committee cited the Intergovernmental

his career, it was estimated that Knievel

Panel on Climate Change for two

performed hundreds of hair-raising

decades of scientific reports that have

motorcycle stunts and underwent as

"created an ever-broader informed

many as 15 major surgeries to repair

consensus about the connection between

his broken bones.

human activities and global warming."

first 24 hours in the U.S.

INTO THE WILD RELEASED
After more than ten years, the movie version of

CAREY IS RIGHT

Jon Krakauer's bestselling book, Into the Wild,

October 15 marked the beginning of

was released in theatres. Into the Wild tells

the 36th season for game show The

the true story of Christopher McCandless, an

Price is Right and the debut of its new

accomplished young man who abandoned his

host, Drew Carey. The show, which

The LEGO brick celebrated a milestone
in 2008 when it turned 50 years old. LEGO
noted the exact time of the LEGO brick's
birthday when the company's first patent
was filed for the brick on January 28,

possessions, gave his entire $24,000 savings

premiered on September 4, 1972, was

1958, at 1:58 p.m. LEGO continued to

to charity, and hitchhiked to Alaska to live in

the longest-running television game

grow; as of its 50th birthday, there were

the wilderness. With the permission of the

show in T.V. history as of 2008. Previous

62 LEGO bricks for every person on

McCandless family, director Sean Penn shared

host Bob Barker retired after 35 years

Earth and 2.16 LEGO elements were

Chris's story with moviegoers everywhere.

on the show.

produced every hour.

1am a best-seJJing author from Great Britain and my latest book set a world record for the
number of copies printed .
/HO
J?
ANSWER LOCATED ON BACK COVER
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HANNAH MONTANA CRAZE
Miley Cyrus, a.k.a. Hannah Montana,
became a 15-year-old phenomenon!
She was credited with a #1 Album;
#1 cable TV show (The Disney Channel's
Hannah Montana); a Hannah Montana
movie; and a nationwide musical tour.
The Hannah Montana & Miley Cyrus:
Best of Both Worlds Concert 3-D
movie debuted over Super Bowl

PRIZE-WINNING LITERATURE

ECO-CRUSADER

The White Darkness, by England's

Colin Beavan achieved a personal

Geraldine McCaughrean, won the

challenge-to live in New York City for

2008 Michael L. Printz Award for
literary excellence in young adult

weekend and earned a record
$29 million.

one year without negatively impacting

literature. Other 2008 Honor Books

the environment in any way. Beavan,
along with his wife and 2-year-old

included Dreamquake: Book Two of

daughter, committed to live without

the Dreamhunter Duet by Elizabeth

producing trash, carbon emissions and

Knox; One Whole and Perfect Day

toxins, as well as avoiding the use of

In 2007, Brad Pitt and producer Steve

by Judith Clarke; Repossessed by

any environmentally harmful machines.

Bing built affordable housing in New

A.M. Jenkins and Your Own, Sylvia:

Beavan's accomplishment earned him

Orleans' Lower 9th Ward, an area

A Verse Portrait of Sylvia Plath by

recognition as one of the Most Influential

hardest hit by 2005's Hurricane

Stephanie Hemphill.

Men of 2007, according to msn.com.

PITT MAKES IT RIGHT

Katrina. The 150 eco-friendly homes
were projected to reduce residents'

FASHION WITH A PURPOSE
In just two years, Lindsay Giambattista of
Fort Lauderdale, Fla ., turned a community
service project into a thriving non-profit

upkeep costs by 75 percent and
featured floating foundations to
prevent future flooding . The housing
project is the first initiative for Pitt's
"Make It Right" project.

organization . Lindsay started with only
10 trash bags full of apparel to provide
clothing for girls in foster care. Taylor's
Closet, named after Lindsay's sister who
died at birth, received $1 million dollars
worth of clothing per year from designers,
retailers and private donations in 2007.

Bono was awarded with the National
Constitution Center's annual Liberty
Medal. The annual award honors
"demonstrated leadership and vision
in the pursuit of liberty of conscience
or freedom from oppression,
ignorance or deprivation." Bono
and the organization he co-founded,
DATA (Debt, AIDS, Trade, Africa),
were recognized for working on
global issues.

EVEREST HERO DIES
For 2007, trends included a mix of fabrics
and materials such as plaid, tweed, patent

Sir Edmund Hillary, the first man to
successfully climb the world's highest

leather, animal prints and metallics. Jeans
became skinny or wide-leg, and longer

2008. Hillary, along with Tenzing Norgay,

shirts became the norm. Platform heels,

completed his scale of the 29,035-foot

ballet flats, booties and knee-high boots

Mount Everest on May 29, 1953. After

were seen on nearly every city sidewalk.

his famed ascent, Hillary led many

Additional trends included bright colors,

expeditions to the South Pole . Hillary

eco-friendly fashion, tote bags, trapeze

founded the Himalayan Trust, which was

dresses, empire waists and oversized
clutch purses.

responsible for building hospitals, clinics,

peak, died at the age of 88 on January 11,

bridges, airstrips and nearly 30 schools.

LENO'S RETIREMENT PLAN
Jay Leno announced that he will retire
from his post as resident funnyman
on NBC's The Tonight Show in 2009.
Yet, late night humor buffs need not
despair-Conan O'Brien will reputedly
take over Leno's seat at the top-rated
late-night show. In a written statement
for NBC, Leno said, "I felt that the
timing was right to plan for my
successor and there is no one
more qualified than Conan."

DIFFERENT DOUBLE

WORD FIND

See if you can find the differences in these two pictures. There are 6 total differences.

Use the following clues to figure out the mystery person's name and then look for the name within the
Word Find. Names may be diagonal or backwards. For help with the mystery person names, answers to
the clues are given at the bottom of the page.
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Word Find Clues:
1. The author of the award-winning screenplay for
the fi lm Juno.

2. The media mogul who purchased the publisher
of The Wall Street Journal.
3. Assassinated Pakistan opposition leader and
former female prime minister of Pakistan .

6. The MVP for the WNBA's Phoenix Mercury.
7. Pro skateboard sensation and star of an MTV
reality show.
8. Actress who won an Em my for Best Actress in a
Comedy Series.
9. New host of the game show, The Price is Right

4. Arctic explorer who researched signs of climate
change.

10. Philanthropic Florida teen who provided clothing to
girls in foster care.

5. Man who floated 193 miles in a flying lawn chair.

EYE SPY

1)

Can you guess which famous celebrity or public figure is featured in
each of the "Eye Spy" images below? If you need help, the full photos
are located within the inside pages of this publication.

2)

1. __________________________

3)

2. ____~------------------
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3. ________________________

5)

4. ________________________
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5. ________________________
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